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In t roduct ion:  A pa rt heid a nd 

A mer ic a n Je ws

In June 1990, New York City prepared for a triumphant visit by Nelson 
Mandela, the deputy president of the African National Congress (ANC), 
who had recently been released from his 27 years in prison for working to 
end apartheid in South Africa. New Yorkers welcomed the hero of human 
rights and saw his visit as the culmination of decades of global antiapart-
heid activism that helped to end 45 years of apartheid rule and more than 
300 years of segregation in South Africa. Movement leaders emphasized that 
their struggle drew strength from the core American values of dignity, equal-
ity, and freedom.1 In working against apartheid, American Jewish organiza-
tions wedded these ideals to the Jewish imperative of justice, and they spoke 
of their activism in language that linked the lessons of the Holocaust and 
Black liberation.

Beneath the outward veneer of celebration, however, American Jewish 
leaders engaged in fierce debates over how to greet Mandela. These debates 
highlighted long-standing tensions over American Jews’ loyalty to Israel, 
and, specifically, over Mandela’s relationship with Yasser Arafat, leader of 
the Palestine Liberation Organization. Shortly after his release from prison, 
Mandela was reported to have “embraced” Arafat, explicitly paralleling the 
antiapartheid struggle in South Africa to Arafat’s struggle against “a unique 
form of colonialism” in Israel.2 To those who considered Arafat’s struggle a 
threat to Israel’s existence, this sounded alarm bells. Large ads in the New 
York Times accused “liberal” Jews and non-Jews alike of choosing Mandela 
over Israel, of prioritizing the liberation campaign for Black South Africa 
over Jews’ liberation ideology of Zionism, and even of promoting anti-
Semitism.3

Nations Divided reviews the high stakes of these conflicts over South 
Africa and apartheid for American Jews, from the end of the Holocaust to 
the present day. As they played out in the English-language media and within 
Jewish organizational meetings, correspondence, and literature, these con-
flicts revealed fundamental disagreements over how to define Jewish inter-
ests and values. They also raised questions about what role American Jews 
should play in the world Jewish community and what global causes Jews 
should ally themselves with as Jews.
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After World War II, American Jews increasingly saw their own Jewishness 
fractured through the prism of domestic and international liberation strug-
gles. Following the Civil Rights, women’s, and gay rights movements, 
many American Jews—especially the younger generation born after the 
war—joined the fight against apartheid, often tying their feminist and 
anti-colonialist positions to their Jewishness. During these same decades, 
many American Jewish organizational leaders linked the legacies of the 
Holocaust to a more narrow definition of Jewish interests, embracing agen-
das built around staunch support of Israel and fears of declining religiosity. 
The stage was set, then, for heated, intracommunal disputes over “Jewish 
positions” on Civil, women’s, and gay rights, and on Israel, Palestine, and 
South Africa.4

This study, the first to examine American Jewish encounters with apart-
heid, examines how women and men balanced particularist and universalist 
commitments in working against apartheid as Jews. Through the analysis of 
key moments in American Jewish debates over apartheid—debates among 
themselves and with African American leaders, United Nations officials, and 
other leaders and laypeople—this study advances scholarly conversations 
across multiple fields.

First, it integrates new narratives into American Jewish history. Scholars 
in that discipline too often claim historical actors so as to celebrate Jewish 
contributions to the women’s movement, or Civil Rights, only to conclude 
with the return of those actors “home” to organized Judaism and the 
American Zionism of mainstream Jewish communal organizations. Nations 
Divided examines the voices and actions of Americans who granted Jewish 
meaning to their antiracist commitments at home and then sought to apply 
those commitments to global struggles against colonialism. Scholars often 
fail to examine how the whole of Jewish activists’ worldviews refract back 
on race and privilege, belonging and inclusiveness in the United States and 
beyond.

This study records the lives of those who drew from their Jewish identities 
in taking positions on apartheid and Zionism that dissented from those of 
mainstream Jewish organizational leaders, as historically the two issues came 
to be inextricably linked decades before Mandela’s U.S. visit. Feeling forced 
to choose between Jewish particularism and universalist anti-colonialist cam-
paigns, these activists founded their own Jewish institutions or departed 
Jewish life altogether. Their stories, captured as brief biographies in these 
pages, demonstrate the distance between some American Jews’ priorities and 
those of the organizations that were to represent them. This study, then, 
alerts us to the key role apartheid played in intracommunal contests over 
Jewish priorities and values. It draws attention to the ways in which antiapart-
heid activists shaped and were shaped by conversations about these priorities 
and values in American Jewish life and beyond.

Second, this work situates the study of American Jewish history within 
a global framework that extends beyond examinations of American Jewish 
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responses to the Holocaust, Israel’s statehood and wars, and campaigns to 
free Soviet Jewry.5 It builds on Hasia Diner’s pioneering examination of 
American Jews’ commitment to Civil Rights, a study that revealed a broad 
spectrum of American Jewish political commitments, along with newer 
studies of American Jews’ racial identities, and domestic alliances among 
African Americans and Jews.6 It builds, too, on Stuart Svonkin’s analy-
sis of American Jewish antiracist activism.7 In broadening its focus glob-
ally, it follows the lead of Michael Staub’s work in documenting American 
intra-Jewish debate over the war in Vietnam, when both doves and hawks 
drew from Holocaust consciousness and prophetic Judaism to support their 
positions as Jews.8 It builds on the research of Michael Galchinsky, which 
examines Jewish contributions to global human rights struggles, and Sasha 
Polakow-Suransky, whose study reveals the close Cold War relationship 
between South Africa and Israel.9 In line with the internationalization of 
history, this book explores the diasporic relationships among Jews—in the 
United States and South Africa—and the interplay of national and ethno-
religious alliances in the historic struggle against apartheid.10 It utilizes 
communalist and dispersionist approaches, in locating Jewish antiapartheid 
activists within and (at times) outside of Jewish organizations.11 Above all, 
Nations Divided looks closely at the careful and contested construction of 
boundaries of Jewish belonging in order to build bridges between American 
Jewish history and the history of American race, politics, and liberation 
movements.

American Jews and the Struggle over Apartheid follows the lead of scholars 
who draw from postcolonial theory in studying global diasporas, specifically 
scholars of African and African American Studies.12 These studies began the 
examination of the personal and political connections between the Black 
populations of the United States and Africa, focusing on the transnational 
dynamics of race and racism, of liberation ideology and struggles for jus-
tice. Scholars who place women in the center of these movements for social 
change offer particularly instructive models for thinking about the dearth of 
women’s voices in early organized Jewish antiapartheid efforts in the United 
States.13

This book also joins pressing and timely conversations about global, anti-
colonialist struggles during the Cold War. Scholars have begun to look more 
closely at the connections between domestic and foreign policies during the 
Cold War, revealing the multiple ways in which international conflicts pressed 
national leaders to pay greater heed to the interplay of race and democracy.14 
This project frames struggles for racial justice in a wide lens, situating its anal-
ysis of Jewish antiapartheid activism within this global setting. Importantly, 
the rich histories of South African Jewish antiapartheid activism serve as far 
more than a comparative backdrop; the connections among American and 
South African Jewry—including the key roles in the American antiapartheid 
movement played by South African Jewish immigrants to the United States—
are a crucial piece of this unfolding narrative.15
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Finally, Nations Divided addresses a gap in scholarship of the American 
antiapartheid movement. Policy makers and their students wrote the first 
studies of the relationship between South Africa and the United States.16 
This study of Jewish antiapartheid work will join an emerging second wave 
of historical literature that looks broadly at the motivations, agendas, and 
experiences of antiapartheid activists.17 Adopting this emphasis on social 
history, Nations Divided highlights the role of members of a particular 
ethno-religious group in combating injustice. The experiences of Jewish 
activists reveal the often decisive role that religious, ethnic, and national 
identity played in defining citizen movements during the late twentieth 
and early twenty-first centuries. Like other studies of the antiapartheid 
movement, this project demonstrates the ways in which single-cause pro-
tests become focal points for larger inter- and intracommunal debates 
over domestic and global commitments—and indeed for debates over the 
very meaning of group identity. American Jewish leaders and laypeople 
debated apartheid, Civil Rights, Israel, and their own global responsibili-
ties; they also debated what the “authentic” Jewish position was on these 
and other pivotal issues in the postwar era. All of these debates continue 
in our own day.

The study begins in the 1950s, when the World Jewish Congress (WJC) 
prioritized Jewish unity in its organizational work, and spoke of that unity 
as a response to the Holocaust. Fearful that American critiques of apartheid 
would jeopardize WJC efforts to court South African membership—and 
thus jeopardize Western Jewish unity—top officials prohibited any public 
antiapartheid statements from their American colleagues. This prompted 
fierce and long-running arguments with American Jewish activist leaders, 
such as Rabbi Joachim Prinz, who had close ties to Civil Rights and anti-
colonialist movements. In chapter 1, analysis of these arguments challenges 
the timeline of scholars who locate the origin of intracommunal debates 
over Jewish human rights commitments only after 1967.18

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 gauge the rising temperature of these disputes 
during the 1960s and 1970s. In these years, marked by the rise of both 
Black Nationalism and new, inward-focused agendas in mainstream Jewish 
communal organizations, debates raged within and between members of 
African-American and Jewish communities over South Africa’s relation-
ship to Israel. Sharp exchanges over the measure of American Jews’ sup-
port for Israelis, Palestinians, and the antiapartheid movement appeared 
widely, testing the ties of group belonging and of Black/Jewish alliances. 
In the arena of international diplomacy, Jews throughout the world vehe-
mently protested the United Nations’ General Assembly’s 1975 passage 
of the Zionism is racism resolution, the language of which appeared 
first at a UN women’s conference. As global sympathy slowly shifted 
to Palestinians’ self-determination, and criticisms of Israel’s Occupation 
became more widespread, Jews wrestled with their own sense of Jewish 
belonging in the midst of Third World liberation movements, including 
South Africa’s.19
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In the 1980s, activists in the women’s movement, on college campuses, 
and in Jewish organizations encountered the incredible force of the global 
antiapartheid movement. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the diverse responses 
of Jewish activists in these spaces, how they negotiated their relationship 
to South African apartheid and Israel/Zionism in the face of the American 
Cold War alliances among South Africa, Israel, and the United States.

The final chapter of Nations Divided traces the broad outlines of these 
debates through Mandela’s 1990 visit to the United States, the collapse of 
apartheid, and into the twenty-first century, as American Jews continue to 
negotiate particularist and universalist commitments to racial and economic 
justice. To that end, it historicizes recent and controversial invocations of 
apartheid in debates over Israel and Palestine. Thus the project concludes 
as it began, with a discussion of loyalties in the tension between the work-
ings of the WJC and that of the United Nations. The United Nations 2001 
World Conference on Racism in Durban, South Africa, was the first such 
conference to address issues of racism and colonialism in a nation now free 
from apartheid. An early draft of the Durban Declaration described Israel’s 
policies in its Territories as “a new kind of apartheid,” and though delegates 
voted the language out of the document, it revived the explosive equation of 
Zionism with racism. Ultimately, it led to the boycotting of the conference 
by the United States and Israel.20 Similar currents—fears of anti-Zionism 
and anti-Semitism—led to the American and Israeli boycott of “Durban 
II,” the Durban Review Conference held in Geneva in April 2009.21 The 
WJC lobbied vigorously for this boycott. Other nations’ representatives 
walked out when Iran’s president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad—known as an 
authoritarian ruler, human rights abuser, and Holocaust denier—delivered 
the opening speech of the conference, attacking Israel and “spewing venom” 
which “promoted a spirit of intolerance” that “ran counter to the spirit and 
dignity of the conference.”22

Emotional debates within the Jewish community marked these events, as 
leaders and laypeople alike accused each other of betraying Jewish priorities 
or global justice. Much like the debate over South Africa’s membership in 
the WJC in the 1950s, each side in the Durban debate insisted that the other 
had blinders on and could not see what was truly important. These debates 
bookended the firestorm that surrounded the publication of former President 
Jimmy Carter’s book, Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid (2007). Tensions rose, 
once again, to the boiling point, and individuals’ responses to the book were 
seen as litmus tests of Jewish loyalties. Adopting a “long view,” this chapter 
analyzes the controversies over Durban and Carter’s book and situates them 
in the context of long-standing debates over ethno-religious unity and social 
justice.

This chapter also includes an analysis of the Boycott, Divestment, and 
Sanctions (BDS) movement, and the related Israel Apartheid Week, whose 
followers model their movement on the activism that brought down South 
African apartheid. The target of the modern BDS movement, however, is 
Israel, and its aim is “[t]o strengthen and spread the culture of Boycott as a 
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central form of civil resistance to Israeli occupation and apartheid.”23 With 
millions of dollars in resources, the Jewish Federations of North America 
formed the Israel Action Network (IAN) to respond to the BDS movement 
by “defining and confronting delegitimization—which at bottom is an 
effort to isolate Israel from the family of nations.” The IAN warns that the 
BDS movement “utilizes various tactics, ranging from economic sanctions, 
including efforts to boycott Israeli products, to negative messaging cam-
paigns, such as equating Israel with apartheid South Africa.”24 Both move-
ments claim that they are working toward peace for Israel and its neighbors. 
At this moment in history, the stakes are very high in this war of words and 
ideas, and apartheid stands in the middle of the battlefield.

Like members of other dispersed peoples, American Jews have felt the 
pull of their diasporic identity, perhaps especially in times of crisis.25 In their 
encounters with each other and with these other groups, American Jews have 
demonstrated a broad array of ways to make sense of that identity. Nations 
Divided chronicles debates behind Jewish contributions to the social move-
ment that ended apartheid, and reveals how a people’s contested loyalties 
continue to shape its commitments to the principles of liberation. This story 
demonstrates the shifting priorities of American Jewish communal leaders 
as they increased their power and visibility in the postwar world. It unfolds 
in the context of Israel’s shifting relationship to Black Africa and to Western 
nations during and after the Cold War.

In studying intracommunal debates, this book examines how American 
(and some South African) Jews linked their positions on apartheid to their 
Jewish identities. Crucial studies have recorded and analyzed the pioneering 
contributions of African Americans to anti-colonialism and to African lib-
eration struggles, mapping the boundaries of solidarity in struggles against 
oppression.26 Placing white American Jews’ relationship to the system of 
apartheid at the center of its analysis, this study takes seriously the activists’ 
notions of the links between their ethno-religious identity and their activ-
ism, and measures the impact of those ideas on contemporary boundaries of 
belonging in the Jewish community.27

A study of activist networks in the Global North, this study in no way 
seeks to supplant the importance of studies of liberation movement networks 
in the Global South; importantly, it also does not purport to be comprehen-
sive on the controversial topic of American Jews and apartheid.28 Many Jews 
who fought against apartheid—and indeed, those who opposed involvement 
in that battle—do not appear in these pages. Because the issue of inclusion 
posed a challenge to the study, included here are Jewish figures who linked 
their activism to their Jewishness. The Cold War, oil embargoes, nuclear 
weapons arsenals, and global capitalism all play important roles in this study; 
as with significant moments in the histories of the United States, Israel, and 
South Africa, they are mentioned in the context of Jewish struggles over 
responses to apartheid.

Nations Divided presents key moments in a long history of one group’s 
struggles with the terms of belonging—to the Jewish community in their 
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nation of residence, the United States, and to global struggles for liberation 
since World War II. Concentrating closely on how and why American Jews 
encountered these conflicts as Jews, this study provides a critical historical 
lens to make sense of one community grappling with competing global com-
mitments and with its own identity.



1

Post wa r Confl icts ov er 

R aci a l Just ice

Political histories of the relationship between the United States and South 
Africa in the postwar era focus on the cementing of a Cold War alliance. 
American leaders saw in South Africa an important ally and trading partner. 
They were drawn to its growing economy, its wealth of minerals, its strategic 
location, and the zealous anticommunism of its leaders, the architects of 
apartheid. For these reasons, the United States supported South Africa at 
the United Nations.

Western Jewish leaders’ desire for an alliance with South Africa emerged 
out of their quest for Western Jewish unity after the destruction of the 
Holocaust. Many of these leaders felt an urgent duty to unify world Jewry, 
to perpetuate Western Judaism now that its cultural homeland in Europe 
had been viciously destroyed. Organizations like the World Jewish Congress 
(WJC) emerged from the war with new priorities. Founded in 1936 to meet 
the increasingly urgent need for a unified, representative body to coordinate, 
support, and defend Jewish interests in Europe, the WJC sought to represent 
Jewish interests in international and regional organizations; its leaders for-
mulated creative plans for vital Jewish communal life outside of Europe and, 
too, outside of Palestine/Israel after the war. Its goal was also to strengthen 
the bonds among Jewish communities throughout the world.

Any history of the United States and South Africa in this era must account 
for the explosive racial situations in both nations, as American and South 
African citizens engaged in courageous acts of defiance to protest state-
sanctioned white supremacy. South Africa’s African National Congress 
(ANC) galvanized protests to apartheid, “moving from moderation to 
militancy” in the late 1940s and 1950s. While working fervently toward 
Civil Rights in the fires of the Cold War at home, liberal African American 
leaders were forced to accept “the U.S. foreign policy of fighting against 
communism, not colonialism.” These leaders spoke of their opposition to 
apartheid in anticommunist terms, or in terms that evoked clear analo-
gies with evil: they compared apartheid to Nazism, white regime leaders to 
Hitler.1 While these analogies had a special resonance for American Jews, it 
was a complicated road to their own apartheid protests.
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The WJC sought the membership of South African Jewry, and this pur-
suit mandated taking a stand on South African apartheid. While the WJC’s 
international work only reinforced the already strong concept of Jewish 
solidarity, it also shed light on the different and uneven development, on 
the diffuse commitments and ideologies, of Western nations’ diverse Jewish 
communities.

At times, the pursuit of unity placed Jewish leaders like those of the WJC 
at odds with world organizations that strove to draw universalist lessons from 
the destruction of both World Wars—organizations like the United Nations, 
whose members also struggled to balance commitment to individual nations’ 
sovereignty with a professed commitment to universal human rights for all 
world citizens.2 Jewish leaders’ vision of a unified world Jewry also proved to 
be at odds with those who took positions on domestic and global liberation 
struggles. This chapter first examines the postwar debate within the WJC, 
and concludes with a discussion of Fritz Flesch, a Holocaust survivor and 
American union activist. His correspondence over Jews and South African 
apartheid opens a window onto the diverse responses of American Jewish 
leaders to apartheid, as they wrestled with the live question of how Jewish 
organizations and individuals might balance what they saw as best for the 
particular interests of world Jewry with their positions on universal crusades 
for justice.

* * *

The war, the founding of the United Nations, and the gradual rise of 
South African apartheid set the scene for critical debates over this ques-
tion. A decade after the founding of the United Nations, South African 
legislators began to strengthen apartheid laws for “separate development,” 
restricting nonwhite residence to specific areas, controlling social interac-
tions with nonwhite South Africans, limiting their movement as well as their 
access to education, jobs, union membership, land and business ownership, 
and governmental participation. Although the ideologies stretched back to 
the beginning of white settlement in the seventeenth century, the rise of 
the Afrikaner Nationalists in South African politics after 1948 marked the 
start of the codification of apartheid. These new laws further entrenched the 
white minority’s control over South African land and resources.

India attempted to place South Africa’s poor treatment of people of Indian 
origin on the agenda of the United Nations General Assembly. As the num-
ber of members of the General Assembly grew with recently decolonized 
nations, and as groups such as the Council on African Affairs began lobby-
ing the United Nations and drawing worldwide attention to oppression in 
South Africa, the United Nations began to criticize apartheid.3 Unhappy 
with the pressure placed upon it by the United Nations, the South African 
government later chose to withdraw from the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and downgrade its rep-
resentation at Assembly meetings.4 In December 1950, the United Nations 
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formed its Commission on the Racial Situation in the Union of South Africa. 
Four years later, it issued a Resolution urging nongovernmental organiza-
tions (NGOs) to “eradicate prejudice and discrimination” and to work with 
them on “promoting a peaceful settlement” in South Africa.5

As an NGO, the WJC received this resolution.6 With its main leadership 
and constituency in the United States, the WJC had already developed a 
productive relationship with the United Nations. Its leaders worked with the 
United Nations to draft the language of 5 of the 30 articles in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. These articles dealt with the international 
treatment of national laws that restricted human rights and issues of asylum. 
“We had learned our lessons from the Nazis,” wrote one WJC leader, cel-
ebrating the passage of the Declaration in1948.7 Although limited by Cold 
War political alliances, the United Nations became a forum for global aware-
ness around issues of human rights and offered the antiapartheid and other 
anticolonialist movements the opportunity to use the language of human 
rights to appeal to a legitimate higher authority.8 These limits proved espe-
cially powerful for African Americans, as scholar Carol Anderson documents: 
American governmental leaders sought to mute the United Nations’ inves-
tigations into South Africa’s human rights abuses so as to “escape national 
scrutiny of the ‘negro problem’” within their own borders.9

The WJC had a complex and tangled relationship with South Africa’s 
organized Jewish community, whose primary instrument was the South 
African Jewish Board of Deputies (SAJBD).10 This Resolution presented yet 
another tense moment in that history. Since the years immediately follow-
ing the war, the WJC had courted South African membership. With the 
SAJBD as members, the WJC would gain credibility over the British Board 
of Deputies, with its long-standing ties to South African Jewry, as the leaders 
of world Jewry. Indeed, the WJC would emerge as the main Jewish NGO 
at the United Nations. The WJC also faced a tremendous fiscal crisis, and 
hoped to benefit from the immense wealth and historic philanthropic gen-
erosity of organized South African Jewry. Ultimately, prior to the United 
Nations resolution, the WJC reached an agreement with the SAJBD that 
stopped just short of formal affiliation: the WJC received a moderate sum 
from South Africa each year and also gained the loyalty of the organized 
South African Jewish community. But the temporary nature of the arrange-
ments gave the SAJBD significant leverage over the WJC. The promise of a 
more permanent, future affiliation was regularly used to fend off any criti-
cism of South African Jews, especially over apartheid.11

But leaders of the WJC differed over how to respond to the United Nations 
1954 resolution regarding South Africa. The white South African govern-
ment continued to respond to nonviolent protests of apartheid with repres-
sive measures, meeting the Defiance Campaign, in which Nelson Mandela 
rose to leadership, with massive arrests and curfews. South African Jewish 
leaders continued to debate formal membership in the WJC. How might 
the WJC best balance the organization’s commitment to uniting world 
Jewry—building on their valuable connection to South African Jewry and 
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negotiating its relations with other Jewish organizations—with its respon-
sibility to speak out against injustice in an affiliated nation? Did it, indeed, 
have that responsibility?

British Rabbi Maurice Perlzweig, who became head of the WJC’s New 
York office, served as a strong advocate of Jewish solidarity in this debate. He 
informed the board that it must ignore the United Nations request: though 
his regret was “deep and genuine,” he saw this as “inevitable in view of our 
relationship with the South African Board of Deputies.”12 To the president 
of the WJC, Perlzweig was even more direct: “It would manifestly be a very 
foolish thing for us to send a highly critical document on South Africa to 
the U.N., and it would certainly wreck the hope of doing anything in regard 
to affiliation.” Using language indicative of his powerful feelings of alle-
giance to world Jewry, Perlzweig asserted that Simon Kuper, chairman of 
the SAJBD, “would rightly regard it as a betrayal.”13 With family in South 
Africa, Perlzweig had intimate knowledge of the political position of the 
SAJBD, and his feelings of a strong diasporic identity, a Jewish family in 
diaspora, was doubtless informed by this.

David Petegorsky, an executive board member of the WJC since 1948, 
responded to Perlzweig’s memo with “vigorous protest.” He replied as a 
leader in the American Jewish Congress, founded by East European Jewish 
immigrants in 1918 as a more democratic, less elitist alternative to the 
American Jewish Committee. “The refusal of the WJC to reply to a commu-
nication from the Secretary General on one of the worst cases of racial seg-
regation in the world cannot be regarded simply as a matter of expediency,” 
Petegorsky wrote. “It seems to me to go to the very heart of the principles for 
which we stand.” Although Petegorsky acknowledged the difficult position 
of the WJC with regard to South African Jewish leadership, he insisted that 
a “dignified reply” could be made without jeopardizing South Africa’s affili-
ation. In his final paragraph, Petegorsky inserted a reference to the American 
Civil Rights movement and to Jewish organizational involvement in a pivotal 
event within US borders in 1954, the case of Brown v. the Board of Education 
of Topeka, Kansas:

You may not be aware of the fact that last year, the AJCongress filed a brief 
amicus in the segregation case before the Supreme Court. A delegation of 
three Jews from the South came to New York to visit Dr. Goldstein [Israel 
Goldstein, head of the American Jewish Congress from 1951–1958] . . . to 
demand that we withdraw our brief and threatened that if we did not . . . we 
would be denied allocations from Welfare Funds in the South. Dr. Goldstein 
promptly told them that while he had no idea how we would be financially 
affected, this was to us a matter of basic principle and we could under no cir-
cumstances yield to any such demands.14

Many mainstream American Jewish organizations supported Civil Rights in 
the postwar era, drawing from a “unitary concept of prejudice” which meant 
that “anti-Semitism, white racism, and all other forms of bigotry” were insep-
arable. To defeat white supremacy, then, was to defeat anti-Semitism. These 
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groups saw a direct connection between their “wartime struggle against fas-
cism and their postwar dedication to intergroup relations,” including Civil 
Rights.15 The American Jewish Congress specifically viewed the adoption of 
a liberal, universalist worldview, intentionally linked to both Zionism and 
to Jewish communal solidarity, as a means to “save American Jewry from 
assimilation.”16 In these years, Petegorsky and other AJCongress leaders saw 
no conflict between a commitment to universal ideals and to Jewish particu-
larism. Indeed, taking a stand against apartheid marked the global extension 
of their dedication to pluralism and inclusive democracy at home—and not 
incidentally, aligned Jewishness, even Judaism, with these forces in the post-
war, modern world.

Struggling against Perlzweig’s notion of solidarity as consensus, Petegorsky 
continued to press the issue. He asserted that he was “not insensitive to the 
peculiar problems which an international organization faces.” But to him, 
Perlzweig’s argument for silence on the issue of South African apartheid 
rested on weak evidence. From an organizational standpoint, Petegorsky 
noted that the AJCongress’s “actual allocation from the Southern part of 
the U.S. is far greater than the sum which the South African Board contrib-
utes to the WJCongress.” Thus the risk the AJCongress took in speaking 
out against American segregation was, by his measure, far greater than the 
WJC faced. Nevertheless, they were “outspoken” on the issue of African 
Americans’ Civil Rights. Moreover, he wrote, the problem of segregation in 
South Africa was not solely a domestic issue: “Evidently the United Nations 
did not think so when it set up its commission.”17

In 1960, activists in the United States and South Africa focused new 
attention on the evils of white supremacy. Thousands of Black South Africans 
marched in response to the calls from South Africa’s Pan-Africanist Congress 
(PAC) for nonviolent protests against the pass laws that severely restricted their 
movement in designated “white” areas. At a march in Sharpeville, 35 miles 
from Johannesburg, government troops killed 69 people and wounded 186. 
Police shot protesters in the back as they fled. After the Sharpeville Massacre, 
the South African government declared a state of emergency, banning the 
PAC and the ANC and arresting their leaders.18

South Africa appeared in headlines throughout the world. For the first 
time, the United Nations Security Council discussed South African apart-
heid.19 The event’s brutality and visibility placed it squarely on the radar, 
and agendas, of American Civil Rights groups.20 Liberal and radical Black 
presses, as well as African American leaders such as Benjamin Mays, presi-
dent of Morehouse College, and Mary McLeod Bethune, Civil Rights leader 
and educator, and many others had long drawn attention to the evils of 
South African apartheid.21 Importantly, 1960 was also the year African 
American Civil Rights student activists David Richmond, Franklin McCain, 
Ezell Blair Jr, and Joseph McNeil began the sit-in movement at segregated 
eating establishments in the Southern United States. Thousands of activists 
followed their leadership in challenging American white supremacy while 
keeping their eyes fixed on South African apartheid as well.
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Despite the charged and polarizing nature of these events, the WJC’s 
Perlzweig remained hopeful that a Paris meeting—attended by Western 
Jewish leaders, including a South African delegation—could produce a 
working consensus and present a united Jewish front on issues of interna-
tional concern. For, as he wrote, even apart from the constitutional rules of 
the WJC, his personal priorities were to respect “the obligations of courtesy 
and of Jewish solidarity.”22

For Perlzweig and many other Jews across the world, the Holocaust’s 
lessons lay in a desire for unity and solidarity; in keeping with this line of 
thought, deep sensitivity to any anti-Semitism or element resembling Nazism 
required a united front. For Petegorsky, too great an insistence on unity 
threatened to deny Jewish organizations the opportunity to confront moral 
questions embedded in issues of racial injustice. These threats presented their 
own opportunities to assert a distinctively Jewish worldview, one consistent 
with anticolonialist positions.23

Even as Perlzweig pursued his goal of Jewish solidarity, he held up the 
very different Jewish communities of South Africa and the United States to 
acknowledge their differences. The South African Board of Jewish Deputies, 
he wrote admiringly, was a “genuinely representative body, including all shades 
of opinion.”24 Although criticized by Jewish and non-Jewish liberals and radi-
cals in South Africa and throughout the world, the strict policy of the SAJBD 
was one of noninvolvement in “controversial questions of national policy.”25

In contrast, Perlzweig lamented the free marketplace of American Jewish 
organizational life. Jewish organizations competed there, and that competition 
sharpened the distance between their carefully defined views. “There is some-
thing that they do not have to lose, because they do not have it,” Perlzweig 
wrote, “and that is Jewish unity.” By his own lights, he found it “curious” that 
some respectable Jewish organizations believe “that Jewish organized unity 
cannot be achieved, and would in any case be bad and undemocratic.”26

Perlzweig’s curiosity emerged out of his belief that Jewish survival 
depended on unity and carefully maintained consensus. To his mind, demo-
cratic, liberal competition in American Jewish organizations only served to 
fracture American Jewry along the lines of ideology, religious interpretation, 
and observance. While some Western Jews appreciated this cacophony of 
views, seeing it as a healthy reflection of American pluralism and democracy, 
Perlzweig saw it as a threat to Jewish survival. Compromising Jewish solidar-
ity, he believed, endangered Jewish continuity.

Perlzweig’s words echoed those of one of the founders of the WJC, 
Dr Nahum Goldmann, who served as president from 1948 to 1977. During 
a meeting called a few years earlier to discuss the expansion of the WJC, 
Goldmann responded to Jews in many nations who held reservations because 
they felt that any expansion would compromise their autonomy in dealing 
with their own national Jewish communities:

Let us say a few words about America. Nearly half of the Jewish population of 
the world lives in the United States. Take away the popular response to Hitler 
and Nazism; take away the popular response to the support of the State of 
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Israel. What will remain to sustain the Jews in America? Have you forgotten 
the Gallup poll among the Jewish students who wrote that they considered 
themselves Jewish “because they do not wish to insult their parents?” What are 
the instruments in America for the fight for Jewish survival? They are, quite 
frankly, ridiculous, if you face up to the immense problem of sustaining the 
5½ million Jews in the U.S.A. as Jews, living and acting as Jews in the years 
to come . . . .We of the WJC know that we have absolutely inadequate means to 
try to fill the dangerous vacuum which is growing rapidly around us, and we 
appeal to you, telling you plainly and clearly that unless you see the historic 
necessity to defend with united forces the Jewish life and future you are taking 
a great historical responsibility.27

For Goldmann, fears of assimilation and anti-Semitism were not sufficient 
to sustain a Jewish future; nor were the forces of Zionism or sympathy for 
Jewish suffering and loss. The urgency of these statements makes plain the 
conviction behind Perlzweig’s remarks. Perlzweig sought Jewish continuity 
through diplomacy toward Jewish unity; Goldmann dedicated much of his 
life to Jewish continuity through Jewish education. Together, global Jewish 
communities gave meaning to Jewish belonging, and together they could 
fight the disappearance of the Jewish people.

From Perlzweig’s perspective, if Americans attended the Paris meeting and 
spoke out against apartheid, they would endanger South African Jews and 
thus, Jews everywhere. Perlzweig considered these Jews to be in a precari-
ous position, represented by a government including many who actively sup-
ported the Nazi cause during the war.28 And in this, he was not alone: Jewish 
organizations outside of South Africa often depicted South African Jews as 
“victims of rampant anti-Semitism, implying that it was the natural ancillary 
of apartheid racism.” These reports served as useful explanations for the lack 
of vocal resistance to apartheid on the part of the SAJBD, who “tread carefully 
lest it sound like it was making excuses for the apartheid regime.”29 Ultimately 
Perlzweig agreed that the WJC owed South African Jewish leaders a meeting, 
at which they could discuss the possibility of making a public antiapartheid 
statement. But he feared “an outbreak of competitive righteousness” from the 
AJCongress, and later admitted that his anxiety over whether the American 
leaders would break their silence even took a toll on his health.30

Perlzweig’s trepidation over supporting public antiapartheid statements 
and his warnings to world Jewish communities over the loss of unity did 
not sit well with Rabbi Joachim Prinz. A towering figure among American 
Jewish religious leaders and also among American Jews in the Civil Rights 
movement, Prinz had recently conducted a sit-in at the Woolworth’s on New 
York’s Fifth Avenue, drawing attention to the practices of racial segregation 
at its Southern stores. Just as British and French Jews have the right to “criti-
cize the United States for its failure to implement the Supreme Court deci-
sion on segregation in the public schools,” he reasoned, American Jews can 
speak out about apartheid. He called it “a matter of deep Jewish concern,” 
and cited his own experiences in Germany, when American Jews spoke out 
about Hitler. “We will not be silent in the face of any injustice that we feel is 
being committed.”31
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Despite WJC resistance, the AJCongress issued a resolution on apartheid in 
1960. The WJC influence was powerful enough, however, to convince Prinz 
to see “that this should not be communicated to the press.” The AJCongress 
announced the passage of resolutions, disseminated only internally to its 
membership and allies, in the following order: (1) they voiced their sup-
port for the sit-in movement, and pledged to call on American businesses to 
end the “undemocratic and outdated” practices of discrimination; (2) they 
condemned apartheid in South Africa; (3) they urged the United States to 
use its influence to end apartheid in South Africa; (4) they pledged support 
for legislation that would end discrimination in the Southern and Northern 
United States. Perlzweig was pleased not only that Prinz did not leak the 
antiapartheid resolution to the press, but also that in his opening remarks he 
limited himself to talking generally about support for Black Africans.32

Indeed, to South African Jewish leaders, Perlzweig explained that the 
AJCongress’s outspokenness grew out of its close ties with African American 
organizations, and the fact that “there are places in the American South 
where active anti-Semitism and resistance to integration are closely tied.”33 
Organized South African Jewry’s silence on apartheid best served Jewish 
interests, as it avoided making the Jewish community vulnerable to anti-
Semitic attacks that threatened their well-being and their white privilege.34 
American Jewish activism served Jewish communal interest by dismantling 
anti-Semitism itself. Perlzweig saw little room for Jews to embrace universal-
ist causes outside of direct, urgent concerns for their own peoplehood.

These heated exchanges over South African membership in the WJC have 
received little scholarly attention.35 Those who mention the ordeal date this 
conflict to the mid-1960s or 1970s.36 But Jews’ struggle over apartheid has 
deeper roots. It began with the early struggles of the United Nations to 
define its authority to protect universal human rights. It deepened as the 
American Civil Rights movement grew in strength, and as the passage of 
harsh apartheid laws sparked greater conflict in South Africa. Immediately 
after World War II, the realpolitik of Cold War alliances began to take shape, 
and that proved an enormous barrier to American and South African Jewish 
condemnations of apartheid. For Jews in both nations, the barriers were 
particular to their own experiences in the war, their own visions of people-
hood, belonging, and self-definition.37 These events are crucial to under-
standing the shifting relationships among and between African Americans 
and American Jews in this period; they are also crucial to understanding the 
evolving nature of American Jewish commitments to unity and universalism, 
to liberation struggles and to their own particularist agendas in the decades 
following World War II.

Fritz Flesch: Cui Bono?

Few examples present so clear and decisive a connection between the 
Holocaust and Jewish attitudes to apartheid as the correspondence of Fritz 
Flesch. Flesch was a Holocaust survivor and a union activist. He began 
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working in the Detroit auto industry and joined the United Auto Workers 
(UAW) in 1940, after he left his native Austria by way of England. In the 
1950s, he began gathering material about Jews—mainly from South Africa 
and the United States—and their responses to South African apartheid. He 
collected obsessively, cutting out articles from presses across the world, tap-
ing them together and making multiple copies. He mailed his 228 pages of 
“documentation,” titled “Jews in South Africa,” to the University of Cape 
Town Library, the New York Public Library, and the Detroit Public Library, 
along with other libraries in Austria, England, and the Netherlands.38 By the 
1950s, he began distributing these materials to political figures such as New 
York Senator Jacob Javits and former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, as well as 
Jewish leaders across the world.

Flesch wrote that the “TOP REPRESENTATIVES of Judaism in South 
Africa . . . act like ‘gleichgeschaltete’ ‘German Christians’ under Hitler” (lit-
erally translated as “conformists”). He blasted Jewish leadership in South 
Africa for not cooperating with United Nations investigations, and Jewish 
leadership outside of South Africa for backing South Africa in those efforts. 
He was angry, he wrote, at the “silence of the world.”39 Alternating quotes 
in German and Hebrew, Flesch asserted a clear responsibility for Jews to 
speak out against apartheid after the Holocaust, and even drew attention 
to Jewish theology by asking Jewish religious leaders to “act in the name of 
the Lord.”40 Those who remained silent about apartheid were “traitors to 
JUDAISM.”41

Although scholars dismiss his actions because of his obsessive tenden-
cies, Flesch connected the Holocaust and South African apartheid in com-
pelling ways that cut through the debates occurring simultaneously among 
WJC members.42 On most materials he distributed, he handwrote the words 
“Cui bono?” that translates as “to whose benefit?” Citing his experiences at 
Dachau in the late 1930s, Flesch demanded accountability for a system he 
saw as analogous to Nazism. He linked the murderous fate of Jews under 
Nazism to the unexamined privilege of Jews under South African apartheid, 
insisting on a sense of peoplehood and historical belonging that demanded 
moral action. Flesch’s sense of Jewish solidarity mandated action against 
injustice.

Recipients of Flesch’s clippings had mixed responses to his ideas. Some 
were dismissive, while others gave his concerns more credence. In 1958, 
Eleanor Roosevelt passed along her letter from Flesch to the American 
Zionist leader Israel Goldstein, who led the AJCongress and had taken a 
firm stand on American desegregation in 1954. Goldstein laced his reply to 
Flesch with references to prophetic Judaism’s imperative to dismantle white 
supremacy in the United States and South Africa. “No doubt there are Jews 
in South Africa,” he wrote, “just as there are some Jews in our own Southern 
States, who take an attitude which we think to be wrong and utterly incom-
patible with the teachings of Judaism.” He noted the many South African 
rabbis who work “with great courage” to resist the policies of the apartheid 
regime. And of his own credentials, and those of American Jews overall, 
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Goldstein claimed that American Jews were the “principal supporters” in the 
struggle for “full emancipation and equality” for African Americans.43

Only one year before his writing to Flesch, on December 10, 1957, 
Goldstein had signed the Declaration of Conscience of the American 
Committee on Africa (ACOA), which called on the government of South 
Africa to honor its “moral and legal obligations to the United Nations 
Charter by honoring the Declaration of Human Rights.” Activists founded 
the ACOA in 1953 to support African struggles against colonialism, includ-
ing the ANC’s early campaigns against apartheid.44 Goldstein belonged to 
that group of American Jews whose Judaism inspired their involvement with 
global political struggles for justice. Several American Jews also served on 
the board of the ACOA.

Rabbi Eugene J. Lipman responded to Flesch with far less faith in 
American activism to affect global change. His organization, the newly-
established Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism, was “on 
record as opposing the policies of the Government of South Africa.” But 
he disagreed with Flesch that American Jews should get involved in South 
African affairs. Replaying the debate among members of the WJC, Lipman 
wrote that “we have no moral right to ask or to demand of Jews in South 
Africa that they become heroes and martyrs.” He wrote that American Jews 
should take “leadership in the solving of racial integration in our own coun-
try. Our record is not so good that we can smugly ask others to speak out 
courageously.”45

Although he did not play a leading role in the American debates over 
South African apartheid—and though American activists sidelined his cor-
respondence and claims—Flesch filled the mailboxes of several leaders with 
documentation of Jewish responses to apartheid. His letters can be found in 
the files of the American Committee on Africa, and the Reform Movement 
of American Judaism’s Religious Action Center. As he was a UAW activist, 
they lie, too in the Walter Reuther Archive (named for the UAW president) in 
Detroit. Flesch disseminated these documents to inspire reflection, redemp-
tion, and action. These leaders’ responses offer a window onto the diverse 
perspectives of Jewish leaders on the connections among white supremacy in 
the United States, South African apartheid, and the Holocaust. They dem-
onstrate, most clearly, how individuals followed their own moral instincts 
and their own sense of what connected Jews throughout the world.

Importantly, Flesch’s lifelong labor affiliations provided a solid foundation 
to his ideas about liberation and his steadfast commitment to fighting apart-
heid. Certainly labor leaders and laypeople in South Africa and throughout 
the world joined Communists and others on the left to play pivotal roles in 
fighting colonialism and white supremacy. Flesch’s activism foreshadows the 
commitment of American Jewish labor to the antiapartheid movement in an 
era when other Jewish communal organizations edged away from univer-
salist commitments, prioritizing instead issues internal to American Jewish 
life. Although engaged in bitter racial conflicts at home, Jewish labor often 
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remained committed to the global struggle against apartheid into the 1960s 
and beyond.

This chapter chronicles the encounters of American Jews with antico-
lonialist campaigns in the 1950s. Those seeking to support anticolonial-
ism as Jews were confronted with reluctance to prioritize racial justice, a 
universalist crusade, ahead of the particularist interests of Jewish unity and 
consensus. These were competing agendas, divergent strategies, perhaps, for 
how to keep Jewishness and Judaism relevant in an age of rising assimilation, 
mobility, and power for most American Jews. In the decades that followed, 
activist American Jews faced an even greater struggle, as Cold War domes-
tic and foreign policy commitments further divided the community. Israel’s 
growing alliance with South Africa, and emerging parallels between Israeli 
“apartheid” and South African apartheid, ensured that apartheid would con-
tinue to play a decisive role in the politics of Jewish belonging in the United 
States.



2

A mer ic a n Z ionism a nd  

A fr ic a n L iber at ion

Relations between African Americans and American Jews in the 1950s 
were tightly bound up in the Civil Rights movement, the Holocaust, and 
the rise of South African apartheid, just as they were intricately connected 
to the Cold War and to liberation movements in African nations.1 Indeed, 
it is impossible to separate the evolution of African American and American 
Jewish identities—and too the evolution of a Black/Jewish alliance—from 
global events in this era.

In the 1950s, and even through the early 1960s, American Jews contin-
ued to link Jewish particularism to universalist concerns in the United States 
and in Africa, as Fritz Flesch and other activists continued to urge Jews to 
do. Motivated by prophetic Judaism, interpretations of the lessons of the 
Holocaust, and other currents, many American Jews held deep commitments 
to Civil Rights, civil liberties, antimilitarism, anticolonialism, and other lib-
eral and left causes—including fighting anticommunism.2 They relied on 
an “approach to Jewish identity that preached an intimate interconnection 
between personal behavior and political action” that was for many Jews “the 
wellspring” of their activism for causes at home and abroad.3

Several scholars have noted the high price paid by mainstream and lib-
eral Jewish groups for their adoption of Cold War worldviews. As Cheryl 
Greenberg, historian of modern American Black/Jewish relations, observes:

The unwillingness [of Jewish organizations] to work with communists meant 
more than a loss of colleagues. It also meant the loss of their emphasis on the 
structures of oppression. Recognizing early on the institutional benefits white 
skin provided, communists offered an important critique of the presumption 
that black and Jewish experiences, and therefore agendas, were the same . . . .Had 
the liberal Jewish community heeded . . . warnings earlier, it is possible the divi-
sions of the 1960s might have played themselves out differently.4

Scholars Stuart Svonkin and Michael Staub have also written about the del-
eterious effect of liberal anticommunism on the Jewish left. Staub found that 
it had a “crippling impact on grassroots leftist Jewish anti-racist activism.”5 
Others have noted the profound impact of the Cold War on the Civil Rights, 
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labor, women’s, and other American social movements.6 Its impact is also 
clear when one looks at the Black/Jewish alliance in the 1960s, as those who 
embraced Zionism and African liberation in the United States often came 
face-to-face in painful conflicts.

This chapter begins with a discussion of three events: the 1959 obser-
vance of Africa Freedom Day, the Emergency Action Conference on South 
Africa in 1960, and a 1961 conference on “Africa and the Jews.” It concludes 
with an analysis of correspondence between American and South African 
Jewish leaders during the mid-1960s. The tensions in these moments and in 
these relationships foreshadowed what was to come. Riding the tide of Cold 
War anxieties, leaders of many American Jewish organizations embraced a 
sense of Jewishness that left little room for dissent on Israel or, importantly, 
for links to universalist concerns. At the same time, Black Nationalist lead-
ers promoted Third World Solidarity as a response to the tenacity of white 
supremacy and colonialism in South Africa, in the United States, and around 
the world. Finally, Israel shifted its allegiances from Black Africa to South 
Africa’s apartheid regime.

Scholars have analyzed the seismic shifts in the Black/Jewish alliance in 
this period. They focus especially on Jewish responses to the rise of Black 
Nationalism and to the anti-Semitism that emerged within that movement 
and in the New Left more broadly.7 Yet the role of South Africa in these 
developments has yet to be explored. As the flashpoints studied here illustrate, 
tensions over South African apartheid had profound and lasting effects on 
Black/Jewish relationships and on the internal politics of American Jewry.

* * *

Africa Freedom Day originated with the Conference of Independent African 
States in Accra, Ghana, in April 1958. At this meeting, the ANC success-
fully lobbied for African support for an economic boycott of South African 
products. The Pan-African Conference took this campaign still further, and 
soon groups around the world lobbied for the boycott as well.8

One year later, the ACOA sought to raise awareness of independence 
movements in Africa by observing Africa Freedom Day with speeches and 
celebrations, in New York and around the United States.9 Key to these cel-
ebrations was a visit from Tom Mboya, chairman of the All-African People’s 
Conference and head of his native Kenya’s trade union movement. A hero 
to global anticolonialist activists, Mboya visited the United States on a five-
week tour, his second American tour sponsored by the ACOA. Speaking to 
major American press outlets, along with students, scholars, laypeople, and 
leaders in American politics, labor, activism, and philanthropy, Mboya con-
veyed revolutionary messages about African ingenuity, modernity, and inde-
pendence as he analyzed both the African and United States contexts. “The 
United States loses great moral effectiveness in the international community 
because of her domestic disease of segregation,” he observed, asserting the 
“natural feeling of kinship” between African Americans and Africans.
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South Africa remained a key topic in every conversation with Mboya, as 
he drew attention to the pivotal role of Africans and African exiles in build-
ing the transnational antiapartheid movement.10 He predicted that South 
Africa’s future would be “Black.”11 The ACOA’s coverage of his tour linked 
freedom struggles in all African nations, calling attention to the “saddest” 
observance of Africa Freedom Day in South Africa, where the government 
refused speech permits for a freedom march, and where demonstrators stood 
silently in commemoration.12

As anticommunism had a decisive impact on all world events, including 
the shape and agendas of anticolonialist and Civil Rights organizations, the 
Cold War also played a role in all of Mboya’s talks. Addressing keen fears and 
frequent accusations of communist infiltration in the ACOA and in African 
movements, he offered a pragmatic statement on Africans and communism: 
“[W]hether Africa may go Communist or not depends partly on the attitude 
of the West toward African peoples, partly on whether the present African 
leadership can satisfy the legitimate desires of a people. You cannot talk ide-
ology with someone who wants a pair of shoes, or a blanket, or a piece of 
soap. The people want performance, not promises.”13

Mboya gave the keynote speech at the Africa Freedom Day celebration 
in New York’s Carnegie Hall, sponsored by the American Committee on 
Africa. It commemorated the “efforts of all African people in their striv-
ings for self government.” The African American Students Foundation 
(AASF) also played a role in planning the event. Americans and Africans 
committed to the causes of anticolonialism and Civil Rights first founded 
AASF. Some, like Reverend George Houser, an activist and cofounder of 
the Congress of Racial Equality, and Cora and Peter Weiss, were involved 
with both the AASF and the ACOA. The AASF was privately funded, 
and Mboya toured the United States in part to “drum up support” for its 
main mission: to airlift students from East African nations to United States 
colleges and universities.14 Like Mboya, these students defied racist stereo-
types of African citizens as “uncivilized.” They trained abroad—as colo-
nial educational institutions in their own nations were closed to them—in 
preparation for returning home to take leadership positions in their own 
independent nations.15

The Carnegie Hall celebration of Africa Freedom Day marked the first 
large ACOA–AASF fundraising event. Packed to capacity, the hall filled with 
2,700 people. The American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 
Organizations (AFL–CIO), the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, dip-
lomats, and foreign leaders attended and sent greetings to the gathering. 
In addition to Mboya, and an address by Michigan Governor G. Mennen 
Williams, the inspiring program included the poetry of Langston Hughes 
and the music of Harry Belafonte.16 Dr Martin Luther King, Jr co-chaired 
the event. Ted Kheel, a Jewish labor mediator, real estate developer, and 
leader in the National Urban League, introduced “several honored guests 
sitting in the audience,” including Eleanor Roosevelt, Jackie Robinson, the 
Israeli-Consul-General in New York City, and National Association for the 
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Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) leader Daisy Bates, a central fig-
ure to the desegregation of Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas in 
1957. These guests attested to the firm links between African and African 
American liberation, between the freedom struggles in the United States 
and in the nations of Africa. The inclusion of the Israeli-Consul General 
was especially significant, as at this time Israel actively sought alliances with 
Black African nations. Many American Jews were present in the audience 
and had done organizational work for the day itself.

It appeared outwardly to be a peaceful celebration, a happy consensus on 
the rising tide of independence movements in Africa. Written accounts of 
the event place it securely in the context of Mboya’s triumphant visit: the 40 
scholarships he had secured from American colleges and universities; the huge, 
sympathetic crowds; audiences with presidential candidates Richard Nixon 
and John F. Kennedy, among many other leaders.17 But tensions between 
Israel and Africa disrupted the day at two important junctures. The rippling 
effect of these tensions registered with activist American Jews in the audience, 
as well as those who read and commented on it in the days that followed.

The first moment of tension occurred early in the day, at the Waldorf 
Astoria, when United Nations delegations of the nine independent African 
nations celebrated together. While at first the celebration’s official commit-
tee had planned to invite all UN delegates to join with them in celebration, 
some Arab representatives objected to Israel’s invitation. These representa-
tives viewed Israel as a close ally of colonial powers because of its alliance 
with French colonialists in Algeria, and also because of Israel’s alliance with 
Britain and France in invading Egypt during the Suez Canal conflict of Fall 
1956.18 The Soviet Union supported Egypt in that conflict, and thus the 
event played a central role in the building up of Cold War allegiances. The 
Suez conflict proved immensely powerful for its import in anticolonialist 
movements, too, as the success of President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt in 
nationalizing the canal represented, to many, a decisive victory over Western 
colonialism.19 The same powerful association of Israel with Western colo-
nialism prevented Israel from receiving an invitation to a conference of inde-
pendent Asian and African states in Bandung, Indonesia, in 1955, as the 
Suez conflict heated up.20

Multiple audiences remained riveted by the Suez conflict. Eyes focused 
on the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF), formed expressly at the 
suggestion of UN Secretary General Dag Hammerskjold to maintain peace 
along the lines agreed to in the armistice. Those forces escorted the depart-
ing French and British troops and remained until the Six-Day War of 1967. 
The second UNEF later formed in response to the armistice of the Yom 
Kippur War in 1973. Tensions over the terms of these international forces’ 
work added to an already strained relationship. The Suez served as a flash-
point not only in the Cold War, then, but also in the war of words over the 
mission, responsibility, and neutrality of the United Nations.

The Suez Crisis pressed into the coming months, raising tensions and 
fears. President Nasser continued to block Israel’s ships (along with any 
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cargo bound for Israel) from using the Suez Canal, and Hammarskjold and 
UN Representative Dr Ralph Bunche stepped in to intercede. US President 
Eisenhower remained neutral in the conflict, outraged that France and 
Britain had not told him of their intentions. He was motivated, too, by his 
“desires for increased economic opportunities in Africa.” He urged Britain 
and France to withdraw.21

American Jews, including Zionists on the left, supported Israel, decried 
Nasser’s “intolerable blockade,” and urged the United Nations and the 
world to force Nasser to comply with his pledge of an open canal.22 After the 
United States refused funding for Egypt’s Aswan Dam, Nasser sought Soviet 
support. Among his Cold War allegiances, he also counted many African 
nationalist movements. Indeed, Cairo housed the offices of the ANC, out-
lawed in South Africa after the Sharpeville massacre in 1960. In these same 
years, Khrushchev too began to support Third World liberation movements 
such as the struggle against apartheid.23

Jews across the world took positions on the Suez Crisis, some continuing 
to argue that allegiance to their own Jewish community, to Jewish unity 
and to Israel, meant a disavowal of anticolonialist sympathies. Two South 
African-born Jewish writers living abroad, for example, had the crisis as the 
backdrop to their debate over the responsibility of the SAJBD, and all Jews 
in South Africa, to take a stand against apartheid. Author Dan Jacobson 
attacked the idea that South African Jews had a communal responsibility 
to speak out against apartheid. Ronald M. Segal, antiapartheid activist and 
editor of Africa South, assailed the “one-eyed morality” and “hypocrisy” 
of South African Jewish leaders who “casually commended” the apartheid 
regime even while “pleading with the world to acknowledge at last the cruel-
ties of the Nasser regime,” the poor treatment of the Jews in Egypt by his 
edict. Segal felt that Jewish history gave Jews a “sharpened sense of the dif-
ference between right and wrong, between oppression and liberty.” He also 
noted that Jewish “heritage” instilled a “fear of authority, a reluctance to 
fall out with those in power unless it absolutely necessary to their continued 
existence as a community.” Segal urged South African Jews to recognize this 
necessity, for anything less would be, he asserted, an “abdication of their 
moral place in history.” Dan Jacobson responded to Segal by calling out any 
comparisons between South African Jews and other religious groups: group 
belonging is defined by a group’s common interests, Jacobson noted, and 
“to put it crudely, I do believe that had there been black Jews the Jewish 
religious leaders would have put in their protests along with the others—who 
were obligated to do so.”24

These conflicts also divided African Americans and American Jews. Black 
Communist leaders split over supporting Egypt or Israel in the Suez; Jewish 
comrades accused Egypt-supporters of anti-Semitism.25 These wounds were 
undoubtedly still fresh one year later when Israel did not receive a UN invita-
tion to celebrate Africa Freedom Day on American soil.

More trouble came at the official opening of the Africa Freedom Day pro-
gram at Carnegie Hall, when the flags of African nations, including that of 
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the FLN, the Front de Liberation Nationale, Algeria’s liberation movement, 
were placed on the stage. In response to the FLN flag’s presence, the Israeli 
representatives walked out.26 Israel received arms from France, which was 
fighting Algeria’s independence movement (and thus the FLN).27 Most of 
those in attendance felt sympathy for the FLN, as the war to wrest Algeria 
from colonial control had become the “primary symbol of Third World Unity” 
and a “key reason for the radicalization of Third World anti-colonialism.”28 
M’Hammed Yazid, a leader in the FLN and later in Algeria’s Provisional 
Government, drew global attention to his nation’s struggles, as he success-
fully garnered international recognition for the cause of Algerian indepen-
dence at the United Nations and at the Bandung conference.29

“By the time it was over, no one recalled the walk out,” noted Cora Weiss, 
executive director (and on the board) of AASF and an activist with the 
ACOA.30 But this early display of divisiveness revealed a fissure among Jewish 
activists that would widen over the decade. Israel’s alliances and positioning 
would prove key to this fissure, as would the growth of the Third World 
Solidarity movement and the divisive politics of American Jewish life.

While the Israeli walk out went unrecorded in public memory, the same 
could not be said of the UN gathering’s exclusion of Israel. The Jewish Labor 
Committee (JLC) raised a firestorm of protest. Founded in 1934 by recent 
Jewish immigrants with deep roots in the labor and socialist movements 
of Central and Eastern Europe, the JLC was first and foremost a secular, 
American antifascist organization that came to the aid of Jews and other 
victims of fascism across the world. It played a crucial role in aiding refugees 
and survivors of the Holocaust. While initially its members were hostile to 
Zionism, emphasizing the struggle for pluralist, socialist societies all over 
the world, the JLC came to embrace Labor Zionism after the establishment 
of Israel in 1948.

In the 1950s, the JLC worked with American labor and Jewish organiza-
tions in pioneering Civil Rights work.31 Many of its activists attended the 
Carnegie Hall celebration, and later protested Israel’s exclusion from the UN 
gathering in a memo that noted the presence of colonizing nations and the 
apartheid nation of South Africa at that same gathering:

How outrageous this action is can be seen by the fact that the UN delegation 
of every other country in the world was invited—even the countries against 
which these nations have had to fight, sometimes with arms, in order to 
achieve their freedom, such as France, England, Belgium, and Portugal. And 
even the Union of South Africa was included . . . [where] at this very moment a 
tiny white ruling minority is depriving the overwhelming African majority of 
what little rights, freedoms, representation they had achieved!32

The JLC’s argument—which compared Israel’s alliances with those of other 
nations—would later be used by many Jewish communal organizations to 
defend Israel’s ties to South Africa: why “single out” Israel for its ties to the 
apartheid regime, the argument put forward, when so many other nations 
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(including African and Arab nations) do business with South Africa on a scale 
even larger than Israel does? Perhaps more importantly, many JLC members, 
like others on the liberal/left in American Jewry, saw Israel itself as the prod-
uct of the liberation ideology of Zionism, with Israel a positive, democratic, 
tolerant influence in the Middle East that emerged from the ashes of Jewish 
genocide. Later, they would frequently refer to Israel’s assistance to Black 
African nations as proof of its altruism, as evidence that equations of Israel’s 
actions with those of colonial nations were ill-fitting, even absurd.

Importantly, other groups used their deep ties to Israel, and especially 
to the Labor Party and movement in Israel, to criticize Israel’s actions that 
led to its exclusion from the 1959 Africa Freedom Day gathering. A May 
editorial that year in Israel Horizons, the monthly periodical for the socialist 
Zionist organization of HaShomer Hatzair (which translates as the Youth 
Guard),33examined “The Africa Day Snub of Israel” and stated flatly that 
“we do not wish to absolve Israel completely in the matter.” Also noting the 
“hollowness” of the celebration demonstrated by the exclusion of Israel but 
not France, Britain, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, and even South Africa, the 
editors pointed out Israel’s need for France’s support given the Cold War 
realpolitik at play: “France, and France alone . . . supplies Israel with her jet 
planes to match the air power of Nasser’s Russian MIG’s.” Yet they urged 
Israel’s leaders to consider the “snub,” led by Nasser’s Egypt, as a crucial har-
binger, “a symptom of the awakening of a continent long kept in the dark.” 
The editors saw Israel as approaching an important decision:

Israel can either be part of the awakening or excluded from it, and further 
isolated. The answer is not entirely in her hands, but enough of it is to make 
imperative the effort to break out of entanglements in the Cold War generally 
and specifically with the colonial powers—the enemies of her friends.34

The editors of Israel Horizons had long condemned colonialist oppres-
sion in Africa, including the rise of South African apartheid. In the spirit 
of universalism, they linked apartheid to oppressive campaigns against Jews 
and people of color across the world nearly a decade before Israeli leaders 
connected their nation to Africa and African liberation movements. As early 
as 1950, members of HaShomer Hatzair offered a stinging critique of the 
leadership of South African Nationalist Party Parliamentary Speaker Daniel 
F. Malan, architect of apartheid and supporter of Hitler during World War 
II, and linked his oppressive colonialism to anti-Semitism across the world. 
As the AJCongress and later Rabbi Joachim Prinz argued for the connec-
tions among Nazi fascism, apartheid, and American white supremacy, Israel 
Horizons editors wrote that “the South African Nationalists are persecuting 
the African people on the false grounds of racial superiority. But ‘white v. 
black’ is merely the thin end of the wedge, as American Jewry know to their 
cost.” They drew from the lessons of the Holocaust in attacking apartheid: 
“There is a straight and not very long road between sneering at ‘n-----s’ 
and gassing Jews,” they wrote, lamenting that “many leading South African 
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Jews, judging from their nauseating praise of Malan, seem as yet unaware of 
this elementary truth.”35 Like Fritz Flesch, HaShomer Hatzair had a world-
view grounded in the politics of labor. From this event in 1950 to the snub of 
Israel in 1959, its leaders drew from that worldview in consistently criticizing 
Jews—including leaders of Jewish South Africa and of Israel—for allying 
with imperialism and racism.36

In 1959, such critiques were absent in mainstream presses like the New 
York Times, which joined the JLC’s protest in editorializing that the UN 
gathering showed “a singular lack of . . . .statesmanship in pointedly omitting 
invitations to Israeli representatives. Africans, like all of us, must realize that 
freedom is not divisible.”37 In a letter to the editor of the Times, the ACOA 
chairman, Rev. Donald Harrington, distanced his organization from the 
UN event, making it clear that only the UN gathering had excluded Israel; 
that at Carnegie Hall, “representatives of the Israeli government were pres-
ent as both box holders and as guests” of the ACOA. He expressed his regret 
at the exclusion from the earlier gathering, noting that the ACOA “believes 
in the right of sovereign national existence of all peoples, whether they be 
the people of Egypt, of Kenya, of Algeria or of Israel.”38 Including Algeria 
and Israel side by side in his apology, he (also) made no direct mention of the 
walk out of Israeli representatives over the presence of the Algerian Freedom 
Fighters’ (FLN) flag.

At the Africa Freedom Day celebration in Carnegie Hall, in the meeting 
rooms of the Waldorf Astoria UN gathering, the stage was set for intense 
confrontations among those who cared deeply about liberation struggles. 
Many felt as Harrington described: “freedom was not divisible.” For many 
Zionists, Israel stood for freedom; they defined Zionism as a liberating 
expression of nationhood for Jews across the world. Some Zionist activists 
on the left used their faith in Israel’s historical commitment to liberation to 
criticize its alliances and to urge its leaders to choose a future path that was, 
in their words, “beyond reproach.”39 They saw in Israel and in anticolonial-
ist struggles an opportunity—or an imperative—for Jews and Jewishness to 
be aligned with (what they saw as) forces of liberation in the new, postwar 
world. But the displacement of indigenous Arabs from the land that became 
Israel in 1948, the treatment of non-Jews within Israel’s state borders, the 
tense relationship between Israel and its Arab neighbors, the alliances of 
Israel with colonial powers: these became rallying cries for anticolonialist 
groups that lined up to oppose the position of the JLC, the Times, and oth-
ers. Indeed, within the United States, some African American organizations 
began criticizing Israel and building alliances with Arab Americans.40

The 1959 celebration of Africa Freedom Day became—at least in part—
mired in the conflicts that would soon strain American Jewish unity and too 
the alliance between African Americans and American Jews. Many American 
Jewish leaders felt that Zionism met an urgent need for a Jewish future. 
They did not welcome criticism of any of Israel’s doings. Their allegiance 
was reflected and cemented by the United States alliance with Israel as a 
bulwark against Soviet influence in that part of the world, especially after 
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“nascent alliances” formed “between Moscow and radical Arab nationalist 
regimes” (as by 1956, Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser had turned 
to the Soviet Union for aid).41

As Jewish progressives articulated their positions on Israel in the fires 
of the Cold War—some softening their criticism of Israel, some explicitly 
advocating anti-Zionist stances—their positions on South African apartheid 
became central to their approach to Third World liberation, anticolonialism, 
and ultimately to Israel itself. Jews’ positions on colonialism, apartheid, and 
Israel, then, became central to their relationships and alliances with African 
Americans. This was especially true as Israel shifted its allegiances away from 
Black Africa and toward South Africa’s apartheid regime. In 1960, however, 
even with recent, and very public, conflicts between African American and 
Jewish progressive leaders, it was still possible to balance liberal Zionism42 
and allegiance to American and global anticolonialist struggles.

* * *

The year 1960 was the year of the Sharpeville Massacre, when South African 
troops opened fire on nonviolent protests over the pass laws. For African 
Americans, the events surrounding Sharpeville “took on high meaning” as 
the domestic sit-in movement spread to 54 cities in 9 states, and as activists 
founded the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).43 Black 
churches and other organizations, including the Negro American Labor 
Council, demanded equality at home as they protested brutality in South 
Africa: they picketed in front of South African consulates and urged boycotts 
of South African goods. The African American press praised the strength of 
South African activists. The National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People issued strong statements and attempted to influence US 
policy toward South Africa.

Yet American foreign policy barely registered the Sharpeville massacre of 
1960. Indeed, the Eisenhower administration, blind to human rights abuses 
in developing nations and dedicated to America’s anticommunist trade alli-
ance with apartheid South Africa, worked to soften the UN resolution con-
demning South Africa after Sharpeville. Importantly, the African American 
press also highlighted the hypocrisy of a government that would add its name 
to a “mild resolution” condemning the oppression of Black Africans and yet 
ignore the racism and violence within its own borders. The Chicago Defender, 
for one, “made clear its own view that the administration followed a double 
standard, pointing out that no comparable expression of outrage had come 
forth while blacks had been molested and jailed for peacefully demonstrating 
against inequality and injustice in the American South.”44

Despite the outcry of other South African religious communities, South 
African and global Jewish organizations such as the WJC stood silent in the 
wake of the Sharpeville massacre and the subsequent crackdown on protests 
of all kinds.45 Organized South African Jewry focused its attention inter-
nally, on their sense of their own precarious whiteness; externally, it extended 
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exclusively to Israel, as organized South African Jews were more devoted 
to Zionism—in terms of organization building, monetary donations, and 
ideology—than perhaps any other Jewish community in the world.

American anticolonialist organizations like the ACOA mobilized strong 
responses to Sharpeville. One month after its annual “Africa Freedom Day” 
celebration, the ACOA called an Emergency Action Conference for May 31 
and June 1, 1960. Cosponsors included AMSAC (American Society of 
African Culture), the NAACP, Americans for Democratic Action, the JLC, 
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, International Ladies’ Garment 
Workers’ Union (ILGWU), and United Auto Workers (UAW) Region 9 
(Western and Central New York, which was separate from the region of 
Fritz Flesch). Oliver Tambo, Deputy-President of the ANC, was to offer 
the keynote address to an audience of over 300 people; because of a delay 
in obtaining his visa, South African exiles Professors Absalom Vilakazi and 
Mlahleni Kjisane addressed the crowd.46 Three hundred academics, activ-
ists, business and labor leaders, and journalists offered workshops, which 
began with the reading of a background paper engaging the themes of “The 
Boycott of South African Goods,” “U.S. investment in South Africa,” “U.S. 
Policy Toward South Africa,” “American Action Against Apartheid,” and 
“Defense and Aid to Opponents of Apartheid.”47

And so the very same week that Perlzweig and Prinz debated questions 
of morality and loyalty, debated whether Jewish solidarity prevented Western 
Jews from speaking out against South African apartheid, and the very same 
week that the Histadrut, Israel’s trade union organization, decided to boy-
cott South African consumer goods because of apartheid, the JLC contin-
ued its commitment to antiracism and anticolonialism by cosponsoring the 
Emergency Action Conference on South Africa.48 The AJCongress, though 
vocal in support of domestic Civil Rights, remained silent on Sharpeville 
because of pressure by Perlzweig in the WJC. Its leaders expressed regret 
but felt bound by the WJC’s quest for South African formal membership. 
Criticizing the SAJBD for its “neutral” stand on apartheid would jeopardize 
that membership.49

One year before, the tensions regarding Israel’s exclusion from the Africa 
Freedom Day celebration in New York City had roiled JLC members. Their 
sponsorship of this conference, however, demonstrated their continued com-
mitment to fighting apartheid. The JLC located its allegiances with South 
African workers, and thus approached the question of international justice 
through labor rights, drawing from Jewish currents of social justice as well 
as the solidarity of workers around the world.

The “Summary of Resolutions Adopted by the Emergency Action Con-
ference on South Africa” called for consumers and investors to boycott South 
African goods, and included suggestions for American policymakers as well 
as labor unions. Conference goers discouraged “tourists, athletes, artists, and 
intellectuals” from traveling to South Africa. In future years, antiapartheid 
and other activists—including members of the twenty-first-century Boycott, 
Divestment, and Sanctions movement for Palestinian rights—would employ 
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many of these tactics. One scholar writes that “the workings of this confer-
ence helped pave the way for antiapartheid efforts in the years to come.”50

Several of these recommendations bore the imprint of union leadership, 
some specifically that of the JLC. No doubt UAW, ILGWU, and JLC lead-
ers penned the recommendation that American labor unions were to “study 
the possibility of an industrial boycott of South African goods through 
refusing to unload ships from South Africa and other handling of South 
African products.” The JLC had worked diligently to enforce a similar boy-
cott of German machinery and other goods during World War II. And the 
JLC, following its Cold War sensibilities and in line with its long history of 
aiding refugees from fascism, probably encouraged the adoption of the rec-
ommendation to “aid escapees from South Africa and South West Africa in 
a manner comparable to U.S. aid given Hungarian refugees,” a reference to 
those who streamed out of Hungary after a failed 1958 attempt to topple the 
Soviet-backed Communist government.51

Even prior to the Emergency Action Conference, the JLC lent its voice 
to an “appeal to free trade union organizations” to boycott South African 
goods through its membership in the European-controlled, noncommunist 
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU). Following the 
lead of the Conference of Independent African States, which called for a boy-
cott of apartheid South Africa in Accra in 1958, the ICFTU’s Sixth World 
Congress in Brussels in December 1959 decided on the boycott in order “to 
protest against South Africa’s racial policies and denial of trade union rights 
to millions of African workers.” Identifying their policies as “what amounts 
to slave labor,” the JLC and other trade groups encouraged unionists to 
“strike your blow for freedom in South Africa now!”52

While the JLC joined African American leaders in condemning apartheid, 
their domestic work was not immune from the tensions that plagued all fac-
ets of the Black/Jewish alliance in the United States, as the Africa Freedom 
Day celebration made clear. Indeed, Cheryl Greenberg writes that the labor 
movement “proved one of the most bitter battlegrounds.”53 Tensions in the 
Black/Jewish labor alliance related to African Americans’ frustration with 
white and Jewish paternalism and condescension, and a broader frustra-
tion with liberalism as a strategy for liberation. Indeed, the JLC worked 
with the ICFTU and cosponsored the Emergency Action Conference with 
the NAACP despite the heavy weight of a conflict earlier that year. In that 
conflict, this was clear: while the JLC willingly lent its voice to a coalition 
criticizing colonialism and white supremacy abroad, African American trade 
union leaders and later the NAACP felt that the JLC in fact defended dis-
crimination in domestic union practices.54

Of the earliest years of the American Jewish labor movement, Tony 
Michels writes that:

From the start the Jewish labor movement—and the broader Yiddish culture 
it fostered—contained its own tensions and conflicts. How could it have been 
otherwise? Socialists espoused universal principles yet created a movement 
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consisting entirely of Yiddish-speaking Jews. The Jewish labor movement’s 
dual character—its universalism and particularlism—wrestled with itself 
constantly.55

Although decades later than the era Michels here describes, the JLC’s anti-
apartheid activism, like its Civil Rights activism, represented its universalist 
commitments. Within the borders of the United States, the JLC’s commit-
ment to Civil Rights was imperiled by a host of developments both in and 
outside of its control. These included racist paternalism, Cold War liberal-
ism, a divergence of liberation strategies on the part of African Americans 
and Jews, American Zionism, resistance to Zionism in the anticolonialist 
movement, anti-Semitism on the left, and the desire of American Jews to 
accent their difference amidst the ethnic revival period in the latter half of 
the 1960s. Deeply invested in seeing themselves as apart from the white 
power structure, American Jews remained deeply invested in an integrationist 
paradigm—even as they benefited from white privilege. African Americans’ 
very real frustration with the lack of progress while relying on that paradigm 
meant, for many, a new vision of Jewish contributions to the Civil Rights 
movement.56 But if the JLC’s moral vision was clouded, complicated, or 
compromised in the United States, their eyes focused clearly on the univer-
salist moral question of South African apartheid. They continued to wrestle 
with the “dual character” of their work, and (yet) prioritized global workers’ 
solidarity and thus their antiapartheid work.

In desiring visibility and accenting their difference as Jews, many mem-
bers of the JLC embraced a worldview that placed Israel and Zionism in 
line with Black liberation movements in the United States and in Africa. 
In this they were not alone. In fact, across much of the political spectrum, 
American Jews and their allies drew very visible parallels between Zionism 
and Black African liberation movements. Israel’s outreach to Black Africa, 
the nation’s building up of ties to Black Africa, contributed to these par-
allels.57 When Israeli representatives walked out of the African Freedom 
Day celebration because of the presence of the FLN’s f lag, they offered 
evidence of a new definition of Zionism, one that countered the idea that 
Zionism was liberation. Although that walkout did not make the news, 
Israel’s assistance to Black Africa appeared frequently in the mainstream 
and Jewish presses. Indeed, Jewish leaders would later use these efforts to 
demonstrate Israel’s antiracist and anticolonialist credentials.

The tensions at the two celebrations of Africa Freedom Day belied a vigor-
ous diplomatic effort on Israel’s part, as Israel exchanged agricultural experts 
and medical teams with newly independent African nations. In 1960, Israeli 
Foreign Minister Golda Meir spoke at a tribute dinner held by 15 African 
nations to honor Israel’s programs of technical assistance to Central Africa. 
There, she “drew a parallel between the ‘common history’ of Jews who have 
been subject to persecution and various forms of prejudice and the sufferings 
and prejudice encountered by the colored people of Africa.”58
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Observers of Israel’s work in Africa noted that Israel’s political neutrality— 
its independence from colonial powers, and indeed the successful strug-
gle it waged against Britain as a colonial power—made it an ideal ally 
for Black Africa. (South African leaders who crafted alliances with Israel 
would later draw similar parallels as means toward a very different end.) 
Hope Yomekpe, Ghana’s delegate to the United Nations, agreed that Israel 
offered historical parallels to Africa in rising to specific challenges: “In our 
eyes Israel is a small country that freed itself from colonial imperialism and 
achieved much, in a very short period, in conquering the desert and mix-
ing the tribes—problems that are in some way or other basic problems of 
Africa.”59 Also, Israel stood as a model of “development through coopera-
tive and publicly-owned enterprises.”60 Israel extended its positive, demo-
cratic approach—some would say its socialist approach to social welfare and 
economic organization in kibbutzim—from the Middle East to Africa.61

In line with its outreach to Black African nations, Israel made visible, 
diplomatic efforts to show its strong disapproval of apartheid beginning in 
the early 1960s. It joined an antiapartheid censure initiative in the United 
Nations in 1961, repeated that vote in 1962, and in 1963 withdrew its diplo-
matic delegate from South Africa. The first censure earned Israel a “Bravo!” 
from the left Zionist organization HaShomer Hatzair. Editors of the orga-
nization’s newspaper, Israel Horizons, praised Israel for being “on the side 
of the angels” and later noted that “a Jewish State, the haven of so many 
refugees from the worst Holocaust a people has ever known, cannot condone 
racial discrimination anywhere.”62

In response to Israel’s antiapartheid position, South Africa’s white lead-
ers subsequently froze the transfer of funds to Israel. Israel’s censure and 
this action placed organized South African Jewry in a difficult and anxious 
position. Gideon Shimoni notes that “the issue of Israel’s condemnations of 
apartheid compounded and, indeed, overshadowed the acute dilemma of 
the Jewish leadership over the Jewish attitude to the apartheid order itself.” 
Although support for Zionism did not significantly weaken, leaders remained 
largely silent, criticizing neither Israel nor their own government.63 Many 
felt that a rise in anti-Semitism grew out of Israel’s stands. Helen Suzman, a 
Jewish Progressive Party member in the South African Parliament who took 
stands against apartheid—and who from 1961 to 1974 was Parliament’s sole 
Progressive Party member—noted that “when Israel did not vote against 
anti-South African resolutions at the United Nations, I came in for a goodly 
dose of abuse, all of it anti-Semitic.”64

Scholars of the bonds between Israel and Black Africa offered divergent 
interpretations for Israel’s outreach into Black Africa. They cite Israel’s con-
demnation of apartheid. Many touted the “humanitarian and altruistic fac-
tors” at work in Israel’s early efforts in Africa, dismissing the claim that 
Africa was simply “a battleground for political support and votes.”65 Some 
assessed these alliances in terms of the Cold War, and saw Israel’s overtures 
to Africa as unabashed Cold War moves, as bulwarks against communism on 
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that continent. Others saw these overtures as attempts to persuade African 
nations to take Israel’s side in the Arab/Israeli conflict.66

African American activists who touted Israel’s work in Black Africa often 
met with intense criticism from this Cold War vantage point. Bayard Rustin, 
for example, was an American Peace and Civil Rights activist and a leader 
in the ACOA who cited Israel’s ties to Black Africa as part of the justifi-
cation for his long-standing support of Zionism.67 Making use of popular 
conspiracy theories, radical African American lawyer and activist William 
Lorenzo Patterson later accused Rustin of not seeing the forces at work in 
Israel’s actions:

Bayard Rustin states that Israel “has established ambitious programs of coop-
eration with, and aid to Asian and African nations. Part of this help comes in 
the form of economic and military aid.” It is better to be more specific. The 
military training is in preparation to fight guerrillas and is more helpful to 
Portugal and the neo-colonialist of the West than to the African liberation 
movement. The unity of the Arab countries and Black Africa is historically 
necessary for the defeat of neo-colonialism. One must ask: What price eco-
nomic aid from Israel? Israel is giving Black Africa anti-Arab, and particularly 
anti-Soviet, ideological indoctrination. It acts as the agent of the imperialist 
forces that established it—the major cost of which is paid by world Zionist 
agencies and U.S.A. imperialism.68

Patterson endorsed a Third World Solidarity movement that opposed Israel 
and any support for Zionism; like other African American and white leaders 
on the left, he linked American imperialism to Zionism and to domestic white 
supremacy, and saw each as bolstered by the policies of Cold Warriors.

In his study of Israel’s ties to South Africa, foreign policy historian Sasha 
Polakow-Suransky terms this era “Israel’s Honeymoon in Africa.” Israel’s 
relationship with the United States was not yet strong, and in the absence 
of an alliance with a major Western power, Israel needed friends. Polakow-
Suransky notes that behind Golda Meir’s moving testimony on the redemp-
tive ties between Israel and independent African nations, Israel’s “charm 
offensive” in Africa was a concerted effort to form close ties with nations “just 
beyond the hostile Arab states surrounding it” in order to check Egyptian 
leader Abdul Nasser’s pan-Arabism and Soviet influence.69 These nations 
also offered Israel “prestige and a positive image.” After the alienation that 
followed exclusion from the Bandung conference, Israel was buoyed up by 
the strong support of Black African countries at the United Nations, where 
for the first time, “Israeli delegates were elected to executive–administrative 
posts as representatives of the Afro-Asian world.”70

In February 1961, continuing these conversations about Zionism and 
Africa, the Theodor Herzl Institute of the Jewish Agency, a Zionist organi-
zation, held a conference titled “Africa and the Jews.” Here, observers and 
experts sounded notes of caution that echoed the broader tensions among 
African Americans and American Jews in the Civil Rights movement. Rabbi 
Andre Ungar was among those who attended. Ungar’s years in South Africa 
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were marked by antiapartheid activism. As a pulpit rabbi he had been casti-
gated by the Jewish community for that activism.71 Fritz Flesch admired him 
deeply and corresponded with him at length; the WJC regretted his influ-
ence on Rabbi Joachim Prinz in the 1960s, fearful it would lead to Prinz’s 
speaking out publicly against South African apartheid. To the conference 
audience Ungar gave “a rousing indictment . . . of the leadership of the South 
African community for its failure to oppose apartheid.”

Claiming deep kinship and inspirational bonds between the newly devel-
oping nations of Israel and those within Black Africa, remarks by Arieh Eilan, 
Israeli representative to the United Nations, set the tone of the conference. 
He said that Israel brought African nations “technical skills” but also an 
“infectious” spirit and an important message: “if we could do it, so can you.” 
Although he “decried the ‘exaggerated flood of publicity’ about Israeli aid to 
African states and stressed that Israel’s contribution was at best modest,” he 
encouraged his audience to assess that aid “not so much in terms of volume 
but in terms of quality.”72 He also took pains to note that Israel was selling 
“a political philosophy” through their kibbutzim: that you can have “collec-
tive farm life without communism.”73

While Professor Hugh Smythe, an African American anthropologist from 
Brooklyn College, also delved into Cold War alliances, he noted the ten-
sion within Black African nations over Israel’s racial politics. He reported on 
“What Africans Think about Israel.” (The editor of the progressive maga-
zine Jewish Currents asked, parenthetically, “Why were Africans not invited 
to speak for themselves on this subject?”) Prof Smythe noted that African 
states, fearful of “Nasser’s expansionism,” turned to Israel for assistance. 
But these nations had some reservations. “Because Africans are extremely 
sensitive to all race prejudice, anti-Israel attitudes develop when they hear 
reports from Israel about prejudice against Israeli Arabs or Jews from North 
Africa.”74

Those engaged in anticolonialist struggles across the world watched 
Israel’s domestic and foreign policies closely. Golda Meir continued to use 
strong moral language that united the Jewish experience of anti-Semitism 
with Black Africans’ experiences of colonialism and apartheid; she equated 
Israel’s existence with Jewish liberation in ways that paralleled Black African 
liberation movements.75 Yet already, Israel’s alliances with colonialist forces 
had cost Israel the faith of left-leaning African Americans, Jews, and others. 
As this conference program testified, Israel’s official position with regard to 
South Africa’s government, along with mainstream South African Jewry’s 
silence on apartheid, continued to provoke debate.

Many Jews around the world continued to hold Jewish solidarity par-
amount, as Maurice Perlzweig did within the WJC, and they protested 
positions within world Jewry that stood in the way of that goal. Indeed, 
organized South African Jewry reacted with alarm when Israel supported 
United Nations sanctions against their government in 1961 and 1962. They 
felt anger, frustration, and deep fear about the implications of that position 
for South Africa’s treatment of them (as Jews) and of Israel.76
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South African Jewish leaders grew wary when they read an article in a 
Johannesburg paper about a resolution of the American Negro Leadership 
Conference on Africa (ANLCA) supporting sanctions against South Africa, 
and the article mentioned American Jewish support for Israel. Prominent 
African American Civil Rights leaders, including Dorothy Height, James 
Farmer, Dr Martin Luther King, Jr., A. Philip Randolph, Roy Wilkins, and 
Whitney Young had founded the ANLCA that very year in order to bring 
American attention to African affairs.77

When South African Jewish leaders read about the successes of the elite 
Black leadership of the ANLCA, and noted the references to American Jews 
and Israel, they assumed that the article referenced the idea that African 
Americans would try to pattern their support for Black South Africans 
on American Jewish support for Israel. “On the other hand,” wrote Gus 
Saron, general secretary of the SAJBD, “it might mean that the American 
Jewish community is inaugurating a campaign to secure support for Israel’s 
attitude against South Africa.” Although he doubted that this was the case, 
he urged his American colleague to write a quick reply to his note. A second 
note, written the following day, asked generally about “any reactions within 
the American Jewish community in regard to Israel’s vote at the U.N.”78

The quick reply of Sam Spiegler of the National Jewish Community Relat- 
ions Advisory Council (NJCRAC), the umbrella group of mainstream American 
Jewish organizations, assuaged the fears of South African Jewish leaders. The 
parallel drawn by the Associated Press in the article was about the organization 
of Jewish public opinion for Israel, nothing more. Further, Spiegler went on to 
say that American Jews paid little attention to Israel’s antiapartheid position: 
the UN vote “occasioned no reaction in the Anglo-Jewish press in this country, 
nor does there appear to be any special interest in the vote.”79

The Saron/Spiegler exchange placed a spotlight on African Americans’ 
antiapartheid work, which often found activists triangulating Israel, South 
Africa, and American Jews (though not within the ANLCA). It also high-
lighted South African Jewish leaders’ abiding fears of Jewish criticisms of 
apartheid, which were soon to be realized.

Indeed, while American and South African Jewish leaders corresponded 
regularly about global anti-Semitism and events in Israel, the issue of apart-
heid continued to strain relations—especially after Sharpeville. The SAJBD 
grew more defensive about its refusal to take a position on apartheid, as a 
series of letters between Gus Saron and Saul Joftes of America’s B’nai B’rith 
make clear. In 1962, Saron was responding to an article under review by 
B’nai B’rith in the United States, one that focused on South African Jewry 
and apartheid.80 Recognizing that the American perspective was quite dif-
ferent, Saron insisted that his own words reflected the “vantage point” of 
all those who served as officers on the Board. Saron’s sentiments toward the 
strident antiapartheid stance of the article’s author are telling.

To begin with, Saron wrote, he felt the piece “oversimplified” apartheid. 
“The author proceeds on the assumption that everything about apartheid is 
evil—that any form of segregation or racial discrimination is wrong—and 
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reflects little or nothing of the real complexities in the relationship between 
a white minority and a large non-white majority, differing greatly in their 
standards of civilisation, etc.”81

Specifically with regard to the SAJBD’s stand on apartheid, Saron wrote 
again that the author did not pay due heed to the “grave difficulties that 
would face a representative Jewish body if it were to take up a position in 
permanent opposition to the Government on the most vital political issue of 
the country.” Parenthetically, Saron noted that the Board of Deputies “has 
been unable to sift out the moral from the political aspects of racial policies” 
in South Africa.82 He presented South African Jewry as precariously posi-
tioned, and rested his arguments on the urgency of prioritizing the Jewish 
community’s health and well-being. He rejected the article as he rejected the 
moral positioning of its author.

Many activists objected to Saron’s insistence on apartheid’s complexity, his 
aside about “sifting” moral from political aspects of apartheid. They felt that 
such phrasing denied the close ties forming between white South African 
leaders and the organized Jewish community. That Jews were safe in South 
Africa owed much to common support for Israel among those leaders and 
among most Jews. As in the United States, the sides in the conflict came into 
relief, though more quickly and more sharply because of the proximity to the 
evils of apartheid. South African Jews who supported Israel and supported 
(or condoned) apartheid lay on one side. Jews who opposed Israel’s existence 
and/or its policies and who fought apartheid lay on the other. Many who fit 
into this latter category were communist antiapartheid activists with Jewish 
backgrounds, some of whom considered themselves Jews.83

In the Cold War era, Zionist Jewish leaders in South Africa accused anti-
apartheid activists of multiple kinds of betrayal: betrayal of nation, in work-
ing against white South African leaders; betrayal of Jewish belonging, in 
working against the SAJBD and in rejecting Zionism; betrayal of Jewish 
interests, in drawing attention to the Jewish community simply by being 
Jewish and joining with Black Africans in fighting for a cause they saw as 
just, moral, and deeply intertwined with white supremacy, colonialism, vio-
lence, and unequal distributions of power. This was especially true after the 
Rivonia trial of 1963–1964, when 13 activists of the ANC were tried for 
crimes against the apartheid state, including Nelson Mandela, who after the 
trial began his nearly 27 years in prison before his 1990 release. Displaying 
this divide within South African Jewry, six of the whites arrested were Jewish, 
as was the chief prosecutor.84

Saron appealed to American Jews with pleas to consider the complexity of 
inequality, but he also spoke to the organized, South African Jewish com-
munity’s investment in the status quo of inequality. Grappling with com-
mitments to universalism and justice on the one hand, Jewish unity and an 
unjust system on the other, Saron sought understanding from the American 
Jewish community that he saw as wrestling with those same commitments.

The following year, the SAJBD appealed to the American Jewish com-
munity with a direct query about balancing those commitments. The Board 
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asked about the American Jewish response to the Civil Rights movement in 
their own quest to improve South African Jewish public relations, in order 
to “examine afresh our own policies towards South African racial issues.”85 
“It is our purpose to ascertain whether the experience of American commu-
nities, especially those in the South which in some respects have analogous 
problems, can assist us in our own particular situation.”86

Saron qualified his request with an acknowledgment of the vast differences 
between the government, populations, and state-sanctioned white suprem-
acy in South Africa and the United States. His appeal, and the long-run-
ning connections and correspondence between South African and American 
Jewish leaders, proves important to this story: beneath the organizational 
and individual struggles to make sense of the decolonizing world, there lay 
this consistent attempt to find common ground and unity.

Buoyed by its Cold War allies, including the United States, the South 
African economy was strong as the Rivonia trial ended in June 1964. But 
there were harbingers of the movement that would isolate South Africa on 
the world stage. For even as attention turned toward domestic Civil Rights in 
the United States, African American and other US antiapartheid leaders and 
organizations continued to press the cause with demonstrations. On his way 
to accept the Nobel Peace Prize in December 1964, Dr Martin Luther King 
spoke to a meeting in London of “the deadly struggle for freedom in South 
Africa,” linking it to “the struggle for freedom and justice in the United 
States.”87 The courageous work of these individuals and groups meant a 
growing momentum for anticolonialist movements, and greater success. As 
South Africa felt increasingly alone in the world, South African Jews would 
turn to American Jews far more directly in a search for friends.

* * *

As this chapter reveals, prior to 1967, American Jewish activists pushed back 
against the priorities of WJC leaders, revealing the possibilities of a stronger 
Jewish response to apartheid that seemed unimaginable in the immediate 
postwar period. In those same years, Israel’s work with Black Africa provided 
a historical moment in which Jews in the United States and elsewhere could 
see Israel as a product of Jewish liberation and a committed contributor to 
Black liberation.

Yet these alliances began to shift, and the global Third World movement 
had a deep and lasting impact on how citizens across the world viewed them. 
To cite just one example: Israel’s exclusion from the 1959 Africa Freedom 
Day celebration in New York City was grounded in Israel’s alliance with 
France during that nation’s bloody war against Algerian independence. In 
1962, when Algerians won their independence, both Nelson Mandela (in 
Morocco) and Yasser Arafat (in Algiers) participated in the celebration.88 
Jewish encounters with the liberation movements of Black South Africans 
as well as Palestinians meant that they had to work out their positions on 
apartheid and Zionism, often simultaneously.
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As the next chapter in this history demonstrates, the Six Day War of 1967 
forever altered the terms and context of this debate, ushering in a hard and 
fast American Zionist “consensus” among many Jewish leaders. American 
Jews with diverse positions on Israel and Zionism who wanted to protest 
apartheid, who felt allied with global and domestic anticolonialist move-
ments as Jews, were left with few places to go.



3

Je ws or R a dic a l s?

In the early 1960s, members of the anticommunist Jewish liberal/Left 
were able to hold universalist and particularist commitments, more or less, 
in balance: those who saw themselves as Zionists expressed both praise and 
criticism of Israel, and many walked alongside African Americans in antico-
lonialist campaigns, including those against South African apartheid. When 
they spoke of these interracial alliances, American Jews continued to use 
the language of prophetic Judaism and cite the lessons of the Holocaust. 
Several large global and American Jewish organizations had passed reso-
lutions against South African apartheid—the World Union for Progressive 
Judaism (an umbrella organization for Reform, Reconstructionist, Liberal, 
and Progressive congregations) in 1960, and the American Jewish Congress 
in 1964.1 American Jews followed the leadership of African Americans in 
the Civil Rights movement in these years, and both groups praised Israel’s 
strong antiapartheid position. Indeed, Black newspapers recorded fear 
among African Americans that the apartheid regime’s leaders would harm 
South African Jews, who might suffer reprisals for “Israel’s undisguised and 
unflagging opposition to South Africa’s brutal segregative practices.”2

But the narrative of Black/Jewish relations in the United States shifted 
gradually in the late 1960s. Many studies in American Jewish history lay the 
blame for this shift exclusively on the rise of militant Black Nationalism. They 
focus on the anti-Semitism that emerged within some Black nationalist ide-
ology and rhetoric, as criticisms of Israel veered into blatant anti-Semitism. 
Certainly this elision occurred throughout the Left. The promulgation of 
such ideas in African American organizations particularly alienated liberal 
Jews, as did the purging of whites, including Jews, from Civil Rights coali-
tions. While most scholars agree that the 1967 Arab–Israeli war constituted 
a decisive turning point in this history, a complex and protracted departure 
from universalism had begun prior to 1967, rooted in a series of domes-
tic and international factors underemphasized or ignored by many studies 
of Black/Jewish relations. Prioritizing Jewish unity and security had chal-
lenged Jewish antiapartheid protests, for example, beginning immediately 
after World War II.3

Other scholars provide a more nuanced understanding of this change in 
relations. These analyses often focus more heavily on the roles of South Africa 
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and Israel. In 1997, historians Paul Buhle and Robin D. G. Kelley introduced 
their study of African Americans and Jews on the left by noting that, while 
“the emergence of a particular brand of Black nationalism in the mid-1960s 
and Israel’s policies toward the Middle East and apartheid in South Africa 
deeply damaged Black-Jewish relations within progressive circles . . . the story is 
far more complicated” than past historical narratives have allowed.4 Focusing 
on Israel, along with Jews in South Africa and the United States, this chapter 
expands upon a portion of this “more complicated” story. It draws out how 
and why these pressures and fissures undermined political alliances between 
African Americans and Jews and divided American Jews themselves, prevent-
ing a more unified Jewish response to apartheid.

One crucial and overlooked force acting on the Black/Jewish alliance in 
this era, intricately connected to the politics of South Africa and Israel, was 
the new, inward-facing agenda of mainstream American Jewish organiza-
tions. As scholar Stuart Svonkin explains, the intergroup relations project 
that occupied the energies of these organizations immediately after the war 
had explicitly linked the struggle against Nazism to struggles against all 
kinds of prejudice. The Civil Rights work of Prinz and Petegorsky for the 
American Jewish Congress and their protests against South African Jews 
for their silence on apartheid drew as much upon Prinz and Petegorsky’s 
particularist Jewish loyalty as it did from their liberal, universalist commit-
ments. By the 1960s, however, the “paradigm of intergroup relations estab-
lished during the 1940s and 1950s was no longer adequate.”5 Socioeconomic 
mobility brought many American Jews closer to the privileged majority, so 
the case for a shared fate with disadvantaged groups weakened. Increased 
assimilation made Israel central to American Jewish visibility in ways that 
had a profound impact on the brands of Zionism American Jews embraced 
in the following decades.

Many young American Jews who had lived through the antiwar and liber-
ation movements that challenged American political leadership also rejected 
the priorities of American Jewish organizational leaders. They issued strong 
critiques: of overwhelmingly male leaders who resisted change and endorsed 
rigid organizational structures; of these leaders’ agendas that embraced assim-
ilation and middle-class lifestyles but did not sufficiently engage pressing 
world issues.6 These young Jews felt increasingly isolated from mainstream, 
organized Jewish life and from the New Left’s anti-Israel, anti-Semitic influ-
ences. In the words of Bill Novak, editor of the Jewish countercultural journal 
Response, the younger generation was “turned off . . . by an organized Jewish 
Community which is neither Jewish nor Community—only organized.”7

Jewish activists began to view organized Jewish life as part of “the sys-
tem” and, in response, founded a Jewish counterculture that encompassed 
politics, education, and religion. Drawing from the Black Power move-
ment and the rise of identity politics, Jewish countercultural activists cre-
ated new spaces and diverse organizations, some feminist, some inclusive of 
gay and lesbian members, others wrestling with domestic and international 
issues. These largely decentralized Jewish countercultural organizations and 
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congregations aimed to reinvigorate Jewish particularism, Jewish culture, and 
Jewish religious and communal life.8 Importantly, though, while members 
of the Jewish counterculture rejected the authority and formality of much 
of Jewish life—synagogues, rabbinical and mainstream organizational lead-
ers, for example9—many of these activists remained dedicated to Zionism.10 
They approached Zionism from diverse political perspectives, alongside their 
other political commitments; they defined Zionism as Jewish liberation and 
saw its ideology as central to Jewish difference.11

The impact of the 1967 war in Israel on all American Jews—whether in 
mainstream Jewish life or in the Jewish counterculture—cannot be over-
stated, perhaps especially with the defining, even urgent postwar quest for 
Jewish unity among Jewish leaders. “The fateful period before, during, 
and immediately following the Six Day War in June 1967,” writes historian 
Jonathan Sarna, “jolted the American Jewish community from [its] univer-
salistic agenda” of social justice and militarism, of fighting for Civil Rights 
and against the war in Vietnam.12 As Arab troops massed on Israel’s borders, 
Jews around the world experienced tremendous anxiety over that nation’s 
future, invoking the Holocaust as they expressed their fear of another “aban-
donment of the Jews.”13

Many American Jewish leaders felt betrayed by colleagues in the Civil 
Rights, antiwar, and interfaith movements who did not speak out on behalf 
of Israel in this period. The ensuing feelings of alienation and isolation rein-
forced the shift away from universalism that had begun before 1967, because 
of the historical trends mentioned earlier: a new, militant Black national-
ism; the new agendas of the mainstream American Jewish community. Still, 
scholars note the import of 1967 on American Jews’ self-perceptions and the 
politics of their worldviews.14

In the wake of the war, many mainstream American Jews reconfigured 
their theological and political commitments. Increasingly, they expressed 
their Jewishness through religious observance and support of Israel while 
dismissing those who linked the prophetic tradition in Judaism to social 
justice, antiwar, Civil Rights, and anticolonial campaigns. Liberal and left 
American Jews who continued to embrace these campaigns as Jews faced 
accusations: they were traitors to the Jewish community, consumed by self-
hatred, harbored communist sympathies, and were unconcerned with the 
future of the Jewish people. “By the late 1960s,” writes historian Michael 
Staub, who documents this turn comprehensively, “[i]t was scarcely possi-
ble to speak in an uncomplicated way about the direct relationship between 
Judaism and justice.”15

Human rights scholar Michael Galchinsky also argues that the 1960s 
marked the end of the “honeymoon between Jews and international human 
rights.” Suburbanization contributed to this move “away from their tradi-
tional liberal stance toward conservatism,” as did the increasingly vocal inter-
national criticism of Israel by global human rights bodies, which came to see 
Israel’s policies as outgrowths of colonialism. “Since the 1970s,” Galchinsky 
writes, “Jews have found repeatedly that they have had to choose between 
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commitments to human rights and Israel.”16 As human rights groups came 
to link Israel and South Africa in the same global critiques, American Jews 
had to choose sides in their struggles with apartheid.

Countercultural Jews likewise felt this pressure to choose, with Cold War 
alliances playing a key role. Many Zionist activists in the Jewish countercul-
ture felt betrayed by those in the New Left who likened Israel’s victory in 
1967 to another Vietnam, with Western powers supporting an illegal occu-
pation and oppressing the land’s rightful inhabitants.17 And importantly, the 
Soviets had switched sides. After recognizing and supporting Israel since its 
founding in 1948, the Soviets began backing Arab nationalism in 1954.18 
Such a move aimed to secure the allegiance of post-colonial governments 
and limit the West’s access to Middle Eastern oil. It also positioned Nasser 
as a hero of postcolonial revolutions, and for many made Zionism synony-
mous with colonialist imperialism.19 New Left and human rights activists 
who rejected Western capitalism and imperialism saw Israel as aligned with 
those forces, and this alienated Jewish Zionists on the left.

From the late 1960s onwards, struggling to balance their New Left politi-
cal radicalism with a Jewishness grounded in Zionism, members of these 
organizations departed Civil Rights groups and coalitions. Editors of left 
and liberal Jewish journals dedicated a shrinking amount of space to anti-
colonialist campaigns; left and liberal Zionist organizations of American 
Jewish life reconfigured their priorities, placing support of Israel over other 
commitments, such as Black African liberation and South African apartheid. 
As “outsiders to America and outsiders to [the New Left’s] alternative vision 
of America,” they truly felt presented with a staggeringly difficult choice, 
“unable to be both Jews and radicals.”20

Although scholars have studied these trends, they have not considered 
American Jews who rejected this choice altogether. These Jews held fast to 
their commitments to liberation campaigns, allying with the growing Third 
World movement and strongly criticizing Israeli policies and Zionism—or 
rejecting them outright. Historian Odd Arne Westad argues that Western 
members of the Third World movement often saw the Third World as “the 
future—in political and moral, if not economic terms.” Their radical cri-
tiques of colonialism and their alliances with developing nations served as 
“mirror[s] for the criticisms that [they] . . . had of their own countries as 
undemocratic, racist, and elitist.”21 Certainly African Americans had long 
seen the struggle for domestic Civil Rights as part of a global campaign, 
unfolding in the United States and in the African Freedom movements, 
including the antiapartheid campaign in South Africa.22 American Jews in 
the antiapartheid and other anticolonialist movements held up a mirror to 
domestic white supremacy and to American involvement in the Vietnam 
War; many appraised the organized American Jewish community and found 
that it also perpetuated racist, ethnocentric, patriarchal, homophobic, and 
inward-focused models that felt to them outmoded and unjust. These 
American Jews tried to carve out spaces for themselves in American Jewish 
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organizations. When faced with the either/or choice, they opted to remain 
in Civil Rights and anticolonialist campaigns, continuing to speak of their 
involvement as motivated by their Jewishness.

This chapter and the two that follow find these Jewish activists in the 
labor movement and in the liberation movements of the 1960s and 1970s. 
Instead of citing only Israel’s ties to Black Africa, these progressive American 
Jewish women and men often recalled Israel’s alliance with France in its 
war against Algerian independence, spoke out against Israel’s treatment of 
Palestinians in its new territories, and began to take note of Israel’s ties to 
South Africa. Because they did not cease to count their Jewishness as key to 
their activism—including their antiapartheid activism—they present a dis-
tinctive expression of late twentieth-century American Jewishness.

Historian Adam Mendelsohn writes with skepticism of American Jews’ 
antiapartheid statements in the late 1960s. He considers the alliances between 
Jews and the antiapartheid cause a “bubble”:

Much of the hot air that inf lated this brief bubble dissipated as the civil 
rights alliance def lated. The souring of the alliance removed much of the 
impetus for pronouncements on South Africa. Interest in apartheid proved 
to be transient. In the absence of dramatic developments it was displaced by 
other distractions—Black Power, the Vietnam War, and Israel. This waning 
of interest was temporary, reviving a decade later in the service of new politi-
cal needs.23

Mendelsohn’s assessment neglects the steadfast political commitments of 
those American Jews who continued to fight apartheid as Jews, who saw 
antiapartheid as the logical, global extension of their Jewish commitment 
to American antiracism. This “brief bubble” of the late 1960s, then, can 
be seen less as the strategic, opportunistic positioning of Jews within the 
Black/Jewish alliance than as a fleeting moment of coalescence of liberal 
and left Jews within organized American Jewry. Afterward, the Jewish voices 
against apartheid remained—but largely outside of most mainstream Jewish 
organizations. The divides within and among American Jewry grew more 
pronounced. In fact, they appear more significant when historians account 
for the presence of American Jews who saw their Jewishness as intricately 
bound up in their antiapartheid activism.

In this era, American Jews contested the lessons of the Holocaust in 
ways reminiscent of the early debates over South Africa’s membership in the 
WJC, and too of debates over early Jewish involvement in American antira-
cist activism. How should Jews express their Jewishness, and what are the 
most pressing “Jewish” priorities? What methods would prove most effective 
in preserving Jewish difference, belonging, and communal life for future 
generations? Could campaigns for justice create meaningful Jewish com-
munal belonging that would stand the test of time? These debates begged 
the broader question: who speaks for American Jews when it comes to 
South Africa and Israel? These three national and communal histories were 
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intricately connected. As American Jews worked out their positions on South 
African apartheid, they were also determining their positions on Israel.

* * *

The horrors of the Holocaust cemented the idea of the dire need for a Jewish 
state. Many Jews saw in Israel a beacon of freedom for the refugees of the 
war; the possibility for democracy in the Middle East; a solid, even revolu-
tionary, foundation on which to build a modern meaning for Jewishness, for 
Jewish difference, for Jewish identity. They pointed to Israel’s strong labor 
movement. Israel’s aid to Africa, beginning in the 1950s, provided still more 
evidence of that nation’s positive, democratic influence on the world, and 
especially on Africa and the Middle East.24

“Jewish nationalism is revolutionary,” wrote academic, journalist, and 
Jewish leader Leonard Fein in his essay contribution to the 1971 collec-
tion The New Left and the Jews. At its best, it shows us how to reconcile 
“the two contradictory impulses of the modern temper,” particularism and 
universalism.25 The promise of Israel, he wrote, is not only of its “rejection 
of the assumptions of universalism” (in that it is a nation created for Jews) 
but also its “useful precedent and helpful insight” into how the “typically 
reactionary consequences of particularist nationalism may be avoided.”26 
The “idea of Israel,” Fein asserted, is “a society parochial in structure but 
universal in ideology.”27 Even as Fein and others on the left often criticized 
Israeli leaders for heading toward “destructive parochialism,” they spoke 
of Israel as a liberal, tolerant influence, a home for the Jews at a time when 
Auschwitz and the 1967 war were not distant memories. All residents of 
Israel would benefit from its experimentation with democracy, its strong 
labor and kibbutz movements. Although they argued vociferously about 
Palestinian nationalism, anti-Semitism, and anti-Israel sentiment, they held 
fast to their faith in Israel, which to them represented “progressivism.”

How then did those ideas intersect with Jewish approaches to apartheid? 
Immediately after the war, when Israel again joined other nations in con-
demning South African apartheid, Israel Horizons praised Israel for doing “its 
annual painful duty.” As editors of an English-language newspaper linked to 
the left-wing Meretz Party in Israel, they focused liberal/left American Jews’ 
attention on the ways in which Israel crafted its condemnation. They quoted 
Joel Barromi, Israeli Representative at the United Nations, who continued 
to use Golda Meir’s language in analogizing Zionism, Civil Rights, and anti-
colonialism. Barromi quoted Theodor Herzl, founder of modern Zionism, 
as well as scholar and Civil Rights leader Dr W. E. B. Du Bois: “The African 
movement means to us what the Zionist movement must mean to the Jews,” 
he asserted. As late as 1967, then, lessons of the Holocaust still served as the 
foundation to the alliance between Jews and Black Africa, in support of Black 
independent nations and in opposition to all forms of prejudice: “For us, the 
Jews,” he said, “the question of apartheid is first and foremost a matter of 
principle and of conscience. It is a facet of our impassioned condemnation of 
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each and every form of racial discrimination.” The editors agreed that Israel 
“cannot do otherwise.” “Apartheid is wrong,” they wrote. “To fight it is an 
imperative.”28

The editors of Israel Horizons also gauged the impact of the war on South 
African Jews. Government officials again allowed funds to flow freely from 
South African Jews to Israel, reinstating the arrangement that they had put 
in place in 1948—and then removed in 1962 and again in 1967, amidst the 
controversy over Israel’s condemnation of apartheid and “so many Jews’” 
involvement in South Africa’s antiapartheid movement.29 But Israel’s actions 
also imperiled South African Jews, creating a backlash that included “loyalty 
tests,” because apartheid’s leaders feared that all South African Jews agreed 
with Israel’s antiapartheid stand.30

After 1967, however, the likelihood of encountering unconditional 
African and African American support of Israel rapidly diminished. The dif-
fering positions of Martin Luther King, Jr, in the 1950s Suez Crisis and 
in 1967 speak to this shift specifically within African American liberation 
struggles. In 1956, many individuals in anticolonialist movements had sup-
ported Egypt’s nationalization of the Suez Canal from British and French 
interests; despite this, King took the side of Israel, which allied with Britain 
and France against Egypt. “There is something in the very nature of the uni-
verse which is on the side of Israel in its struggle with every Egypt,” he wrote 
in 1956.31 Days before the 1967 war, King signed a letter printed in the New 
York Times calling on Americans to support the “independence, integrity, 
and freedom of Israel.”32 Yet King did not take a public position on the Six 
Day War itself, much to the dismay of mainstream Jewish organizations.

The leadership of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People, too, struggled to adopt a position on the 1967 war. Andrew 
Weinberger, a Jewish member of the NAACP Board of Directors, appealed 
to Roy Wilkins, executive director of the NAACP, to issue a public state-
ment at a Washington rally on June 8, the third day of deadly fighting in 
the Middle East. They noted that labor and Civil Rights activist A. Philip 
Randolph spoke out publicly “immediately following the outbreak of the 
hostilities,” saying that “Israel must be supported.”33 Conflicted, Wilkins 
sent a telegram to his board, asking for a “return vote by wire” on whether or 
not the NAACP should take a formal position in support of Israel. “Since the 
NAACP did not issue any official statement pro or con Vietnam,” Wilkins 
wrote, “I have been reluctant to assume individual responsibility on a grave 
matter on which there is no guiding policy.”34 Maintaining a domestic focus 
for his organization, Wilkins nonetheless thought the call from American 
Jewish leaders worthy of consideration.

Although the majority voted for that support—the tally was 20 for, 14 
against—the replies were telling.35 Henry Lee Moon, an activist and jour-
nalist, replied with these words:

While I personally agree with your statement in support of Israel, I recognize 
that there is an Arab side. Here in the U.S.A., the Negroes are closer to the 
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Jews than to the Arabs. However, in a world sense, Negroes are much closer 
to the Arabs than to the Jews. I am convinced that your statement as it now 
stands will evoke angry denunciations from the Black Nationalists and Black 
Muslim crowd in this country.36

The emerging Third World Solidarity among African American organiza-
tions and individuals, Soviet support for Arab nations, Israel’s alliances and 
domestic policies: these meant that many in the Freedom struggle viewed 
Israel as an imperialist power. King, the NAACP, and other African American 
leaders had to contend with that perspective in taking a position on the war. 
King remained supportive of Israel until his death in April 1968, but not 
until two months after the 1967 war ended did he reaffirm his commitment 
to Zionism in an article in the Saturday Review.37 Indeed, King “smarted 
from criticism that he had abandoned non-violence” by signing the Times let-
ter in support of Israel. His most visible Civil Rights and anti-Vietnam Jewish 
ally, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, also faced harsh criticism from peace 
activists for his support of Israel’s war; testifying to the conservative turn 
among American Jews, Heschel’s Jewish colleagues at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary in Manhattan, meanwhile, “further ostracized [him] in their zeal 
for both wars.”38

Just as many American Jewish Zionists stood deeply disappointed with 
King’s position, wishing him to be far more visible and vocal in his support 
for Israel, so too were they increasingly defensive of Israel’s actions within the 
Civil Rights movement after 1967. Many on the left felt dismayed that anti-
colonialist activists now rejected Zionism and instead favored movements and 
governments they saw as hostile to Israel’s existence: “Now it is the Arab side 
that has the aura of being a national liberation struggle and a people’s war,” 
wrote Jewish activist Sol Stern in the New Left journal Ramparts, “with the 
attention of the international left being focused on the Palestinian guerillas, 
not on the reactionary Arab governments.” For Stern too, with his Jewishness 
inextricably bound to Zionism, this “shattered for me the unspoken assump-
tions that there was no conflict between being a Jew and a radical.”39

American Jewish communal leaders increasingly sought to erase any 
visible ties between American Zionism and radical left critiques. In 1968, 
for example, mainstream Jewish leaders invited the members of the social-
ist Zionist group Hashomer Hatzair to lead New York’s Independence Day 
parade. While members remained lukewarm on the symbolism of the parade, 
considering it “a bland imitation of the St. Patrick’s Day Parade” with par-
ticipants who “barely knew where Israel was,” the group was still emerging 
from the “outcast status” it held as socialists during the McCarthy era. They 
felt pleased to showcase “pioneering Israel on the stuffy pavements of Fifth 
Avenue.” But when young members of Hashomer Hatzair decided to march 
with a red banner to demonstrate their opposition to the Vietnam War, the 
parade marshals insisted they remove it:

The shomrim [guards of Hashomer Hatzair] protested that the Betar move-
ment [a right wing student Zionist organization] were marching with rif les, 
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and they surely could march with their banners. To no avail. The shomrim 
refused to back down, and at the last minute were taken out of the line of 
march. The movement attempted to convince the Zionist establishment that it 
was important to show people that Jews of varying social ideologies could join 
in support of Zionism, and that it was not a monopoly of mainstream Jewish 
notables. The message did not get across and the movement was censured for 
its actions.

While Hashomer Hatzair too struggled to “walk the thin line between criti-
cism of the policies of the Israeli government and the anti-Zionist rhetoric of 
the New Left,” its members issued strong criticisms against those who would 
not tolerate dissent from the American Zionist “consensus.”40 They rejected 
the idea that their support for Zionism be unqualified, and also that their 
Zionism remain exclusive of progressive positions on urgent issues such as 
the war in Vietnam.

A similar dynamic was at work in mainstream South African Jewish orga-
nizations, as seen through their own relationship to South African chapters 
of Hashomer Hatzair. Funded by South Africa’s Zionist Federation begin-
ning in 1935, Hashomer Hatzair’s leaders dedicated themselves to socialist 
Zionism, preparing South African Jewish youth to live on kibbutzim. At first 
these ideas and practices aligned well with the larger, mainstream Jewish 
community. Members of the movement believed that the socialist struggle 
for social justice was to be fought in Israel, supporting collectivism through 
the kibbutz movement. But the apartheid system presented an abiding chal-
lenge to these individuals. The choice was this: “to be Zionists and socialists 
or to remain in South Africa and join the revolutionary struggle of the blacks 
[sic] against their white oppressors.”41 The radical teachings of the movement 
meant that they “slowly learned to relate to the blacks [sic] as equals.”42 But 
members of the mainstream South African Jewish community began to look 
askance at the movement, which they felt was tainted by the communist 
influences of the ANC.43

Those on the Zionist left had long lamented the increasing conserva-
tism of South African Jews. Nearly a decade earlier, Israel Horizons editors 
observed the “increasing number of South African Jews” who “appear to be 
changing their political loyalties . . . to the National pro-apartheid party.”44 
By 1970, South African Jewish leaders saw Hashomer Hatzair as outside the 
consensus of the community, and closed its doors in South Africa for good.

In addition to their impact on American and South African Jewry, devel-
opments of the late 1960s had profound implications for Israel’s relation-
ship with apartheid South Africa. Scholar Sasha Polakow-Suransky carefully 
documents Israel’s fall from international favor after the Six-Day War and 
its subsequent quest for new allies. The decision of Charles De Gaulle of 
France to cool relations with Israel played a crucial role in motivating that 
quest.45 The closure of the Suez Canal for eight years following the war, as 
Israel and Egypt continued to fight in the Sinai Peninsula, deprived East 
African nations of large amounts of revenue while it benefited the trade of 
South Africa. This too created deep tension and resentment, and led many 
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Africans and African allies to blame Israel for what they saw as its colonialist 
stance.46

Cold War alliances also pushed Israel toward closer relations with apartheid 
South Africa. Israel was seen as an “outpost of the West” in an “unstable” 
area under threat from Soviet influence. “For some time Israel’s policy of cul-
tivating [B]lack African nations was resented,” wrote Cyrus Leo Sulzberger, 
longtime foreign correspondent for the New York Times, in 1971. “Now this 
has been forgotten in the belief that Israel’s stand against Russia and Russian 
proxies at this continent’s extreme north helps prepare a position for a simi-
lar stand, if need be, when the day for such comes to the extreme south.” 
Preparing for the “hot” war to follow the Cold War’s alliances and tensions, 
South Africa cultivated Israel as an ally.

Sulzberger was also quick to point out that this alliance served South 
Africa in another way: “Among foreign critics of South African policy there 
are many Jewish voices, especially in the United States and Britain. South 
Africa therefore feels that if Israel is sympathetic this will help its own inter-
national standing.”47 According to Sulzberger, South Africa’s alliance with 
Israel served in part as a public relations move intended to counterbalance a 
conspicuously large Jewish presence in the global antiapartheid movement 
(though mostly outside of Jewish organizations).

Organized South African Jewry sought this same counterbalance through 
another means: by seeking out friends among American Jews through public 
relations work. In late 1966, for example, Gus Saron, general secretary of the 
SAJBD, delivered lectures on a tour of major American Jewish organizations; 
he returned “gratified by the universally sympathetic reception given to his 
explications of the South African community’s situation and the Board’s 
policy.”48 As Israel and the United States formed a Cold War alliance with 
South Africa, affiliated Jews in South Africa began to cultivate Jewish friends 
in the United States in order to bolster their own image. As discussed in the 
following chapter, South Africa needed friends. As affiliated American Jews 
withdrew from universalist commitments, they accepted these overtures of 
friendship in the name of Jewish unity.

The final implication of the Six-Day War related to Jewish encounters 
with apartheid, then, was that it prompted fiercely emotional debates within 
the American Jewish community. Opinions about Jewish unity and continu-
ity often divided along the lines of politics and generation. American Jewish 
organizations had their own anxieties about making friends and indeed 
members out of younger American Jews. The liberation movements of the 
1950s and 1960s, along with class mobility, assimilation, and shifting Jewish 
organizational priorities, contributed to the alienation of Jewish youth from 
mainstream Jewish organizations. The growth of the Jewish counterculture 
stood as testimony to that, as did the fears of declining numbers of young 
Jews in Jewish organizations.

Mainstream Jewish groups could see the writing on the wall with these 
developments. They feared the Jewish communal world would “lose” 
this younger generation. In September 1968, the umbrella organization 
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of American Jewish organizations, the NJCRAC, held a “Reassessment 
Conference on Combating Anti-Semitism Today.” Jewish leaders took seri-
ously anti-Semitism in the New Left, and feared its implications for young 
Jews, especially in light of their anticolonialist activism. Black Nationalism, 
Israel, the Soviet Union, and Arab nations’ influences all factored into a 
distressing portrait:

Among some on the New Left and in some militant Negro circles credence 
is given to the Soviet and Arab propaganda that American Jews control the 
government of the United States, which at their bidding maintains Israel as an 
outpost of American imperialism, threatening the independence of Asian and 
African nations. The charge is compatible with the general thesis of the New 
Left that America is embarked upon a course of aggressive capitalist impe-
rialism and all its policies are supportive of that aggressive design. Jews are 
viewed—even by some of the Jewish young people who are adherents of the 
movement—as part of the structure of political and social power that supports 
that design.

These leaders took note of “the efforts of Communist and Arab propagan-
dists to foment anti-Semitism in the United States by seeking to create senti-
ment against Israel.” New Left anti-Semitism arose from an acceptance of 
the “Arab propaganda view of the role of Israel on the world scene and of the 
relationship of American Jews to that role.”49

By their lights, young, Jewish members of the New Left were in a precari-
ous position if they grew to reject the “unique relationship,” the “spiritual 
tie” of American Jews to the fate and welfare of Israel. With Zionism central 
to the mission of American Jewish leaders, they deeply feared a “generation 
gap” that would make Zionism and their own organizations irrelevant to a 
new generation of American Jews.

Their suggestions amounted to listening to these young Jews, allowing 
them to discuss their criticisms of Israel and imperialism—referencing Israel’s 
ties to South Africa only indirectly. The generation gap “can be bridged in 
part by welcoming and involving young people into the structured activities 
of the Jewish community,” the study’s authors wrote, “affording opportuni-
ties for dissent, in the course of which their views are given attentive hear-
ing.” The “summary of major findings” of this conference focused mainly on 
latent anti-Semitism in the United States. Given near-equal attention, how-
ever, was the “heightened polarization on many issues,” the fact that “Jewish 
young people, in their alienation, are caught up in the radical antagonism.” 
For “the advancement of Jewish continuity,” the “entire Jewish community 
must be involved in the community relations effort.”50

Other experts in the Jewish community attested to this same desperate 
need in this new era.51 For as Stuart Svonkin writes, after World War II, 
“Jewishness and Americanism were equal and [complementary] commit-
ments” for Jewish activists of all ages balancing their Jewish affiliations with 
commitments to civil liberties and Civil Rights. The Jews of the 1960s pro-
test movements, however, encountered a very different landscape, with Jewish 
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agencies focused, in the main, almost exclusively on issues internal to Jewish 
life. Some found these agencies out of touch and irrelevant to their own lives. 
Some turned their energy toward expressions of Judaism and liberation on 
their own terms in the Jewish counterculture, or in the case of Jewish women, 
in Jewish feminist groups that could embrace feminism and Zionism as ide-
ologies of liberation. Others remained a part of broader, global liberation 
campaigns. Svonkin contends that the “Jewishness” of these later activists 
was “subsumed or marginal to their ‘American’ politics.”52 Svonkin and other 
scholars conclude that Jews who remained in anticolonialist campaigns—now 
seen as compromised by anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism—did not link their 
Jewishness to their activism.

Missing from these accounts, however, are the words of antiapartheid 
activists who saw their activism as expressions of Jewish values and their own 
Jewish identities. They are difficult to find in Jewish agencies’ publications 
in the late 1960s, and they virtually disappeared from those publications by 
the 1970. In the eyes of Jewish leaders who stressed Jewish unity and con-
sensus, these were American Jews who chose universalism—as antiapartheid 
activism—over Jewish particularism and loyalty.

Brief biographies of antiapartheid activists here and in later sections of this 
study demonstrate alternative narratives of American Jewish history. In these 
narratives, American Jews engage global issues—including apartheid and 
Zionism—as Jews. Forced to choose between antiapartheid and Jewishness, 
they remain committed to both. These narratives demonstrate the distance 
between American Jews’ priorities and the priorities of mainstream American 
Jewish organizations, just as Jewish encounters with apartheid continued to 
reveal the unresolved tensions between Jewish particularism and universalist 
campaigns for justice.

Arthur Waskow

Born in 1933, Arthur Waskow grew up in what he refers to as a “Jewish 
ghetto” in Baltimore, surrounded by parents and grandparents whose lib-
eral political consciousness was profoundly shaped by the Holocaust. They 
were activists and unionists. Waskow wrote his doctoral dissertation on the 
history of the 1919 race riots and shortly after joined the Civil Rights and 
peace movements. He worked for the antiapartheid movement through his 
membership in Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), which critiqued 
American racism and imperialism domestically and globally. In 1965, SDS 
began targeting Chase Manhattan Bank for its loans to the apartheid regime 
in South Africa, loans that aided the government in recovering from its 
isolation after the Sharpeville Massacre. Collaborating with students from 
the Union Theological Seminary, Waskow and other SDS members—with 
Waskow as “probably the oldest member of SDS at the time”—protested 
on the steps of the bank in that year.53 Police came and arrested the group, 
marking Waskow’s second of a career’s worth of police arrests at protests for 
justice.54 Members of the American Committee on Africa, sponsors of the 
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Africa Freedom Day discussed in chapter 2, then coordinated a broader cam-
paign against banks that provided loans to South Africa, and they invited 
Waskow onto the board. He remained a part of the antiapartheid movement 
until 1969, when he turned his attention largely to progressive currents in 
the American Jewish religious world.55

Although Waskow never considered himself a Zionist, like many Jewish 
activists, he departed from the New Left at the 1967 National Conference 
for New Politics, after several leaders adopted an anti-Israel resolution pro-
posed by the nationalist Black Caucus. He later traveled to Israel, as well as 
the Occupied Palestinian Territories.

Throughout this period, Waskow’s ties to the Civil Rights movement 
remained strong. After the assassination of Dr Martin Luther King in April 
1968, with his hometown of Washington DC “occupied” by the United 
States army, Waskow authored the Freedom Seder, a book of ritual for the 
Jewish holiday of Passover that linked the Jewish liberation in ancient Egypt 
to the liberation of African Americans and other oppressed peoples through-
out the world. The New Left journal Ramparts first published the text. 
Waskow recalls that 800 people attended that first Freedom Seder, held in 
the basement of Reverend Channing Phillips’s African American church 
on the first anniversary of King’s assassination: 400 white Jews and 400 
Christians, about half of them African American.56 Phillips coofficiated the 
seder with Rabbi Balfour Brickner of the Reform Movement, a Civil Rights, 
antiwar, and antiapartheid activist.57

By the mid-1970s, Waskow began to devote himself full time to the 
Jewish Renewal movement, an alternative to mainstream, denominational 
Judaism that seeks to transform it through its “distinctive blending of spiri-
tuality and a liberatory political vision.” Waskow links prophetic Judaism 
explicitly to the many movements for social and racial justice to which he 
remains dedicated.58 He continues to refer back to that 1969 gathering as 
a sign of a continuing Black/Jewish alliance, despite the pressures and ten-
sions brought to bear by both local and global developments. Although 
his positions on issues have earned him biting criticisms from other Jewish 
leaders—especially his early embrace of a two-state solution to the Israeli/
Palestinian conflict in the progressive organization New Jewish Agenda— he 
still sees his Jewishness as “absolutely at the root” of all of his activism.59

Peter Weiss

Peter Weiss first invited Arthur Waskow onto the board of ACOA. Like 
Waskow, he was a vocal critic of those who argued that Jewish allegiance 
required departing the Civil Rights movement after 1967. A progressive 
Jewish leader active in Civil Rights and African independence work, Weiss 
challenged the idea that American Jews should “abrogate or reduce” their 
“historical commitment” to the Civil Rights movement.60 In late 1967, edi-
tors of the American Jewish Congress newsletter invited him to write about 
the state of the Black/Jewish alliance. As someone with a foot in the worlds 
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of Jewish life and international development in Africa, Weiss offered an 
informed perspective on this issue.

Born in 1925, Weiss grew up in a Zionist household in Austria. His 
father was a member of Kadima, an early Zionist student organization. After 
briefly joining the right wing Zionist organization Betar as a teenager—this 
in 1941, when his family moved to the United States—Weiss veered left-
ward, to the socialist Zionist movement of Hashomer Hatzair. He attended 
Yale Law School and practiced law from 1955 to 2006, dividing his time 
between representing multinational companies, specializing in trademark 
law, and doing pro bono work in the fields of human rights, constitutional 
law, and nuclear weapons law. One of the founders, and later president, of 
the American Committee on Africa, Weiss founded and was then executive 
director of the International Development Placement Association, a precur-
sor of the Peace Corps.61

With deep connections to the Civil Rights movement, Weiss began his 
piece in the American Jewish Congress 1967 newsletter by roundly dismissing 
the idea that Jews should abandon the Civil Rights movement because some 
of its leaders took anti-Israel positions. He termed this “patently absurd,” 
“politically unwise and morally indefensible.” But Weiss elaborated by delib-
erating on the arguments presented by American Jews wishing to abandon 
the Movement. He began with a balanced assessment of the turn to militancy 
among some Black leaders—quite logical, he concluded, given the inability of 
the nation’s “‘power structure’ to deal with the basic problem of inequality 
in America.” These failures, Weiss asserted, meant that Jews “have a duty to 
continue, if not redouble, their efforts to achieve justice for all Americans.”

Responding to those who saw all critiques of Israel as pernicious and 
threatening, Weiss termed it “a misleading equation” to say that anti-Israel 
attitudes were one and the same as anti-Semitism. He identified himself as a 
Zionist, and then noted the many criticisms he himself had leveled at Israel: 
of its “Cold War alignments, her treatment of Arabs and black Jews, her 
reluctance to go further than she has in making concrete proposals for the 
settlement of the refugee question.” And then asked: “Am I anti-Semitic?” 
Here Weiss echoed the formulations of other liberal and left Jews such as 
Leonard Fein who tried to guide Israeli policy toward a realization of full 
democracy. Drawing once again on Israel’s progressive credentials—as a 
haven for refugees, a beacon of democracy in the Middle East—Weiss saw 
Israel as the nation that responded to independent Africa’s requests when 
much of the West would not grant these nations a hearing.

Weiss also explicated the turn to Soviet power and influence among 
African and African American leaders who had attempted to work with the 
West to no avail. It is “garbled morality,” Weiss states, to “turn against the 
black movement because it is looking for allies in unapproved places.”62 He 
likened that logic to the “garbled morality” that underpinned American 
Cold War foreign policy: “‘Ask not whether a man’s cause is just, ask only 
whether he is with us or with them.’” He also likened it to the logic that 
underpinned the silence of Jews and Jewish groups on the Vietnam War, as 
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they feared that speaking out on Vietnam might cause the president to “vent 
his displeasure on Israel.”63 In the same breath, then, Weiss criticized the 
Cold Warrior logic that gave no heed to complicated, realpolitik contexts 
and the American Jewish tendency to prioritize Israel above all other press-
ing global concerns. In short, he rejected the either/or proposition given to 
American Jews who worked for radical causes. His own relationship to the 
African American community, to Civil Rights, and anticolonialism, demon-
strated that rejection.

Weiss’s friend Ossie Davis, actor and activist, took the long view of the 
Black/Jewish alliance in a 1969 speech to an audience of liberal and left 
Zionists who saw Israel as the product of Jewish liberation.64 Davis spoke 
of the passing of the old alliance of African Americans and Jews, which was 
based on the belief “that this was a good and wonderful country which 
could be reformed, which could be manipulated, which could be appealed 
to, to solve the problems and pressing needs of a crying community of dis-
possessed peoples.” Like Weiss, he pointed to the fact that “the appeals went 
basically unheeded; [and] we have not solved the problems.”

Davis explained the ebbing of the Black/Jewish alliance even as he drew 
urgent attention to the signs that a “new alliance” was needed in a “new 
context” in which a nation “makes a great deal of money in a war which is 
despised by more and more of its people . . . lets its inner cities rot and dete-
riorate . . . [and] in which more and more votes in its elections [are] for men 
like George Wallace.” In a nation such as this, Davis asserted, young activists 
turned away from an alliance with the middle class and toward an alliance 
with the Third World; and then these activists embraced a new definition of 
Zionism, seeing Israel as a “representative, or as a friend, or as a member of 
the inner-club, the capitalist club.”

Instead, Davis expressed his admiration for an older definition of Zionism, 
linking Black liberation to Jewish liberation with the founding of Israel. He 
universalized the persecution and liberation of Jews and other peoples across 
the world. He expressed his earnest admiration for Jews who had found their 
Jerusalem, had found “out of their vast experience and their suffering” the 
place that marked “the end for which history set us in motion thousands of 
years ago.” Using spiritual language, Davis urged Jews to see the forces that 
had oppressed both their community and that of African Americans. “We, 
too, seek our Jerusalem,” he said, and made a plea for understanding the 
passion, the “ruthless and brutal” treatment given “to those who we think 
stand in the way, to those who would not understand.” Underlying those 
sentiments, Davis explained, was deep “pathos.” He urged his Jewish audi-
ence to have the “pity, have the forbearance, to remember that you were Jews 
longer than we were.”65

Taken together, Weiss and Davis’s writings offer arguments informed 
by passionate commitments to struggles for justice. The treatment both 
received in those years testified to the very dynamics, the divergent defini-
tions of Zionism, which made a continuing and effective Black/Jewish alli-
ance increasingly untenable.
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Weiss’s politics also made his position in mainstream Jewish organizations 
increasingly untenable. He thought of himself as “always on the fringes” 
of the Jewish community, though he “never felt any problems” in embrac-
ing Zionism and working to end apartheid simultaneously. But by the late 
1960s, he had been removed from the speakers’ list of the American Jewish 
Congress: “Golda Meir had me fired,” he recalls, “because I was using the 
term ‘Palestinian’ prematurely.”66

In 1960, Milton Himmelfarb famously asked if the American Jewish 
Congress was “a Jewish organization with a civil rights program or a civil 
rights organization whose members are Jews.” 67 By the late 1960s, though 
the characterization may have still fit, leaders of the liberal AJCongress 
would not grant space for critiques such as Weiss’s. Weiss could no longer 
serve as one of its public representatives. Soon after, he stopped working with 
the AJCongress altogether, as they began to work from the perspective of 
“Israel: right or wrong,” with no room for opposition to Israel’s policies.68 
In 1992, after several years as a member of the Israel-based International 
Center for Peace in the Middle East, he joined Americans for Peace Now, 
an American Jewish Zionist organization founded as the sister organization 
to Shalom Achshav, Israel’s peace movement. Weiss sits on the board with 
Leonard Fein and others dedicated to Israeli-Palestinian and Israeli-Arab 
peace.

Ossie Davis was an outspoken advocate of Civil Rights and anticolonialism 
movements, including antiapartheid. Years later, he joined his wife, actor and 
author Ruby Dee, along with Harry Belafonte, Arthur Ashe, Tony Randall, 
Gregory Hines, and others to form Artists and Athletes against Apartheid.69 
For speaking out in favor and occasionally in defense of American Jews and 
Israel, Ossie Davis was viciously attacked as a tool of whites (including orga-
nized Jewry) in the pages of Liberator, a Black Nationalist magazine.70

As leader of the ACOA, Weiss also soon found himself in a controversy 
that cut right to the heart of debates over the role of Israel in the Black/
Jewish alliance, and indeed over each community’s set of priorities. It placed 
Israel and South Africa, Jewishness and apartheid, at the center of a raging 
debate among African Americans, American Jews, and liberal activists of all 
backgrounds.

On June 28, 1970, a full-page advertisement in the New York Times sparked 
a tremendous firestorm among and between African Americans and American 
Jews. Titled “An Appeal by Black Americans for United States Support to 
Israel,” the ad listed the signatures of seventy African Americans who called 
for American support for Israel—specifically in the form of military jets. The 
signers included leaders of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People, the National Urban League, Congressional and other polit-
ical leaders. Bayard Rustin, Civil Rights leader and the chief organizer of 
the 1963 March on Washington, initiated the advertisement, describing it as 
holding “extraordinary moral and political significance.” Citing Jewish sup-
port for the recent African American nominee for Lieutenant Governor of 
New York State, Rustin asserted that “the traditional Negro-Jewish alliance 
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for social justice still prevails.” “Blacks should support Israel’s right to exist 
for the same reasons that they have struggled for freedom and equality in 
this country.”71 While activists now introduced Israel and Zionism into the 
Black/Jewish equation, then, South Africa was not yet invoked.

Although Rustin and his allies saw the appeal as a moral act, respect-
ing a long-standing alliance by supporting a Jewish liberation movement 
in Zionism, Black Nationalists in the United States expressed their anger 
at what some called “an unforgivable act of treason against our people.”72 
Calling the signers opportunistic, a leader of the Pan African Congress 
responded to the ad in the pages of Liberator: “Any Black man anywhere 
in the world who advocates the support of Israel is advocating support for 
the enemies of all African people.” Like many in Third World movements, 
he drew parallels among Israel, the United States, and South Africa, as each 
one was an “artificial white settler state.” Above all, he claimed solidarity 
with Arab peoples, displaced from Israel, as with Africans, displaced and 
“enslaved” in South Africa.73

Frustrated with the pace of change in the American Civil Rights move-
ment and with continuing inequality, distressed at the alliances between 
Israel and South Africa, some African Americans outside of Black Nationalist 
organizations also articulated these perspectives. One of them was Charles 
Hightower, Washington director of the American Committee on Africa. 
Hightower caused a crisis in his organization when he sent a letter on ACOA 
letterhead, using his ACOA title, to some of the signers of the appeal for 
Israel, criticizing their actions. “This is to express my profound opposition 
and outrage brought about by your signature to the statement,” Hightower 
began. He vigorously protested the idea that Israel was “related” to the 
“world-wide movement for social justice.”

Hightower’s anger testified to the shifting sympathies of American radi-
cals, especially African Americans, and reached back to Dr King’s silence on 
Israel’s victory in 1967 and the opposition of several NAACP board mem-
bers to supporting Israel in that war. As his first piece of evidence, though, 
Hightower invoked information relatively new to public conversations about 
Israel that would have a profound effect on American Jews and their Cold 
War encounters with apartheid and Zionism: he cited “the fact that Israel 
is supported by South Africa.” He listed Israel’s treatment of people in its 
Occupied Territories, its “social exploitation” of “dark-skinned Sephardic 
Jews of Oriental heritage.” Hightower wrote of his admiration for the “Arab 
revolution,” which he identified as “a movement to improve the social, eco-
nomic, and political existences for these peoples.”74

Some of the ACOA board members objected to Hightower’s stand and 
insisted that he write to each recipient of his letter, clarifying that he spoke 
for himself and not for the organization. As head of the steering commit-
tee, Peter Weiss responded to Hightower. He began with what he termed a 
“parenthetical” statement, noting that he too thought the ad was “inaccu-
rate, stupid, and not helpful either to the cause of Israel or to that of peace 
in the Middle East.”75 He found the letter far too strident in its unqualified 
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support for Israel.76 Weiss was deeply connected to Civil Rights and antico-
lonialist movements. Indeed, he served as the contact to Bayard Rustin on 
the matter,77 and wrote of his personal familiarity with an Israeli politician 
mentioned by Hightower in his letter of protest.78 Weiss (on behalf of his 
fellow board members) advised Hightower to write to each recipient of his 
original letter and clarify that his statements reflected his views alone—
not those of ACOA. Three days later, Hightower sent off these letters of 
clarification.79

The board called a special meeting to discuss the topic. Professor Richard 
P. Stevens of Lincoln University, who wrote about Israel and Zionism, sat on 
the ACOA board, but because he could not attend the special meeting he 
composed a thoughtful letter grounded in his research about Israel, South 
African apartheid, and the African American Freedom struggle. For Stevens, 
Hightower’s letter raised issues that “must be explored” by the ACOA and 
other likeminded groups, especially the tendency among younger Blacks to 
“insist on carrying forth in a more total way the identification of forces 
which seem to stand in the way of Black liberation everywhere.” With his 
letter to the ACOA, Stevens sent two essays he published in 1969 under 
the title “Zionism, South Africa and Apartheid: The Paradoxical Triangle.” 
He pinpointed the Zionism of South African Jews as the primary reason for 
their silence on apartheid, and documented the growing closeness between 
Israel and the ruling South African regime. Stevens suggested that this might 
lead younger Black men and women in the Movement to “single out” Jews 
and Israel “for attack.”80 Tapping directly into the long-standing tension 
between American Jews’ particularist unity and universalist commitments, 
Stevens cautioned the ACOA not to dismiss the powerful sentiments that 
threatened liberal white opinion, and especially the American Jewish/Black 
alliance.

Stevens sensed a road diverging, and felt that the ACOA, like other orga-
nizations, might have to choose between any sympathy with Zionism on one 
hand, and broader Third World alliances on the other. He called out what he 
saw as hypocrisy on the part of the original letter’s signers. “I find it person-
ally incredible that it should appear in June 1970 that the concern of Black 
American ‘leadership’ should be Israel and not Africa,” he wrote, “Could 
we expect the Zionist organization of America to take out an advertisement 
condemning Britain for arming South Africa? If so, then Black Americans 
might have adequate reason to support Zionism; if not, should the con-
cern of Blacks move in support of Israel? Young militants are asking these 
questions.”

Like leaders of many social groups, including American Jews, Stevens 
had detected a “generational and ideological gap” between leaders and “the 
younger element”: “Among younger Blacks, the inclination to view their 
struggle more in terms of ‘liberation’ and ‘Third World’ identification is 
more pronounced.” Addressing leaders of the ACOA, including Peter Weiss, 
Stevens said that the ACOA ignored these issues at their peril. The stakes of 
the choice were high, he admitted: “We need Black community support,” 
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he wrote. “We also need money. Perhaps we cannot have both; if not, we all 
stand to lose.”81

* * *

Stevens’s observations spoke to a growing rift between African Americans 
and Jews, as political sympathies diverged and leaders prioritized new agen-
das after 1967. Ultimately ACOA leadership acknowledged that conditions 
in Israel and South Africa had severely strained older Black-Jewish alliances 
already imperiled by the everyday, neighborhood experiences of African 
Americans and Jews in urban encounters, in merchant-customer and land-
lord-tenant relationships. Jewish ACOA board members Waskow and Weiss 
offer a snapshot of Jewish contributions to the antiapartheid movement, of 
those who did not withdraw their commitments to anticolonialism, to Civil 
Rights and antiapartheid, after 1967. They held on to those commitments 
alongside their critiques of, and dedication to, Israel.

These Jewish activists further stressed American Jewish intracommu-
nal relationships already strained by Civil Rights and the Vietnam War. 
One telling example lies in the American Jewish Congress’s petition to the 
American government to deny American landing rights to South African 
Airways because of apartheid. Although rejecting anticolonialist critiques 
of Israel such as those offered by Peter Weiss, the AJCongress felt safe on 
this global, anticolonialist platform, and wrote to support the recommen-
dation of Representative Charles C. Diggs of Michigan. As chair of the 
House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Africa, Diggs had “pressed the 
Civil Aeronautics Board to re-examine its decision to give South African 
Airways” landing rights in the United States. The Black press voiced its 
support for Diggs’s recommendation: “South African Airways: The tourism 
you promote is racism. Racism is not welcome here.”82

The new air route flew between Johannesburg and New York via Rio de 
Janeiro—and would later aid the SAJBD in flying American Jews to South 
Africa to court their friendship and political support. But Rabbi Joachim 
Prinz, who decades earlier protested South Africa’s membership in the WJC, 
now protested the State Department’s decision to ignore Rep. Diggs’s rec-
ommendation. Prinz declared it “self-evidently against public policy to grant 
an economic reward to an airline which is an agency of the South African 
government and thereby inescapably implicated in official policies of racial 
discrimination and persecution.”83

This move sparked further controversy among American Jews. Although 
now in an entirely new context—no longer the immediate postwar world, 
but now one of the American ethnic revival, the Cold War, Vietnam, and 
other global liberation struggles—these controversies engaged rivals in an 
old battle of universalism and particularism, of moral campaigns for racial 
justice and calls for Jewish solidarity and unity.

Samuel Wang, a Holocaust refugee, Orthodox American Jew, Zionist 
leader, and later a resident of Hebron, Israel, spoke out in a New York Times 
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advertisement he bought. He denied that the AJCongress was “a Congress”— 
as it was “self-appointed”—and said further that it was “in essence, not 
Jewish.” Specifically, he accused the Congress of acting “contrary to Jewish 
interests” because it placed South African Jewry in peril. “The South African 
Jews who are noted for their devotion to the cause of Jewry and who are in 
the forefront with their contribution to Jewish world needs, surely deserve 
more concern from responsible Jewish organizations.”84

Finally, in an increasingly popular attempt to unveil the hypocrisy of the 
Congress in singling out Israel, Wang linked the Holocaust and the Cold 
War to Jewish interests by invoking the plight of Soviet Jewry:

Whatever the wrongs of “Apartheit,” there can be no gainsay that no one 
has a right to play noble at the expense of others as you did with your anti-
South African appearance. It is distinctly puzzling why you singled out the 
Union of South Africa for an attack and ignored the ruthless dictatorship of 
Soviet Russia and its brand of oppression, practicing spiritual genocide against 
Russian Jewry. Why did you fail to petition the U.S. not to grant landing 
rights to the Soviet’s Aero Flo[a]t? As an organization, you are, of course, 
entitled to appear as champions for and against all causes. But in the name of 
ethical responsibility, and Jewish conscience, please do not wrap yourself in a 
Jewish banner when you indulge in campaigns which may harm Jews.85

Both Prinz and Wang felt they were acting on Jewish interests, out of Jewish 
values. These debates had as their foundation the WJC membership contro-
versies of the 1950s: who speaks for world Jewry, for American Jewry, and 
what responsibility do global Jewish communities have for one another and 
for other populations?

Indeed, in that same year the WJC renewed the debate about South Africa’s 
becoming a full-fledged member. Once again, as in the 1950s, the debate 
became one over South African apartheid and the mandate of the United 
Nations. But this time, as Adam Mendelsohn writes, “the political price of 
chaperoning the Board [the South African Jewish Board of Deputies] vastly 
increased as the anti-apartheid movement gained momentum. Association 
with South Africa became a potential liability.”86

Maurice Perlzweig, representing the WJC, remained steadfast in trying 
to have his organization represent “the whole of organized Jewry,” and saw 
that desire as “doing no more than adopting to our own situation the doc-
trine of universality which is becoming increasingly influential in the United 
Nations.” But he saw adhering to that doctrine as difficult in light of partic-
ularist commitments to Jewish survival: this meant that the WJC must “seek 
to protect the rights and status of Jewish communities, as well, of course, 
the Jewish State, but that it must seek to make a Jewish contribution to the 
advancement of humanity as a whole in its striving for peace, justice, and 
freedom. We cannot overlook the fact that this second principle may superfi-
cially come into conflict with the first.” The “moral difficulties” of the WJC 
emerged, he wrote, because in seeking South African Jewish membership, its 
leaders had to acknowledge that “silence is itself an act.” Invoking a popular 
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equation, he wrote that Soviet and Arab representatives accused the WJC 
of “engaging in political work in support of apartheid,” and that accusation 
threatened the status of the WJC as an NGO.

Still, Perlzweig believed that considering South African membership in 
the WJC was “a risk which in my opinion we ought to take.”87 Even as South 
Africa grew more isolated on the world stage, desperately needing friends, 
Perlzweig prioritized Jewish communities and Jewish unity, seeing it as the 
most effective strategy toward a healthy future for modern Jewish life.

In the postwar era, and especially after 1967, choices motivated by the 
goal of Jewish particularist unity produced, perhaps ironically, more divi-
siveness within American Jewry. This chapter suggests the broad outlines of 
local and global events that shattered the sort of alliances that might have 
led to a more decisive response to South African apartheid among American 
Jews. The cost of an indecisive response was indeed quite high: it created 
tensions and ruptures between African Americans and Jews, between Jews 
and the New Left, and among Jews of all ages and on all parts of the political 
spectrum. Importantly, the shifting alliances described in this chapter also 
further complicated American Jews’ views on Israel.

The chapters that follow will chronicle the impact of other local and 
global events, forces, and movements that rippled through the American 
Jewish community in the years of the Cold War. American Jewish posi-
tions on South African apartheid continued to shape and be shaped by these 
developments, as apartheid played a pivotal role in the Cold War politics of 
American Jewish organizations and individuals.
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“Sou t h A fr ic a Needs Fr iends”: 

Col d Wa r Na r r at i v es a nd 

Coun t er na r r at i v es

In his study of the Iran hostage crisis of the 1970s, historian David Farber 
writes that an exclusive focus on Cold War politics meant that many involved 
in the crisis “saw Soviet Red and not Islamic Green.” Farber convincingly 
argues that the United States paid a heavy price for such a narrow vision of 
global events, in which, as Peter Weiss noted in the previous chapter, nations 
were either with us or against us. Blinded to the full context in which this 
struggle unfolded, Reagan and other leaders allowed Islamic fundamental-
ism to grow unchecked.1 Shortsighted American Cold War politics proved 
pivotal to the Middle East and to South Africa. President Ronald Reagan 
justified continuing American support of apartheid South Africa, for exam-
ple, because he viewed that nation as a bulwark against communism. In addi-
tion, given that South Africa’s apartheid regime became increasingly linked 
to Israel, debates over support for Israel, both financial and spiritual, hinged 
on approaches to South Africa. Indeed, the very painful history of the 1975 
United Nations resolution equating Zionism with racism cannot be divorced 
from these Cold War battles and alliances; nor can the responses to the 1976 
visit of South African Prime Minister John Vorster, former Nazi supporter, 
to Israel. Utilizing a litmus test that lasted for decades, many American Jews 
saw any discussion of Israeli or Jewish engagement with Palestinian rights or 
with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) as a clear sign of commu-
nist influence, Jewish self-hatred, and danger for Israel’s and Jews’ existence. 
Indeed, these accusations led to the demise of several liberal and left Jewish 
organizations. They also complicated the American visit of South African 
Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu, in 1987, and nearly derailed Jewish 
celebrations of Nelson Mandela’s visit with New York Jewish leaders as late 
as 1990.

Those events highlight the powerful impact of apartheid and Middle 
East/African politics on the Black/Jewish alliance, as both diasporic groups 
struggled to balance their priorities in the Cold War era.2 Some scholars see 
this controversy as the high point of tensions long brewing over other issues: 
foreign assistance to Israel at the cost of domestic antipoverty programs that 
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had profound effects on African Americans, who were disproportionately rep-
resented in poor America; growing disagreement between Black and Jewish 
Americans over affirmative action and quotas; and, importantly, Israel’s com-
mercial and military ties to South Africa.

Indeed, from the perspective of Jews combating apartheid, the rise of 
Cold War militarism not only strained—some would say broke—the Black/
Jewish alliance, but poisoned mainstream Jewish support for the United 
Nations, further divided American and other Western Jews, alienated many 
Jewish feminists and other activists, and made a peaceful resolution to the 
Israeli/Palestinian conflict feel ever more out of reach.

Since World War II, Western Jews spoke of Jewish unity and the Jewish 
future as primary, motivating concerns that at times kept them from taking 
strong stands on issues like Civil Rights and apartheid. Perlzweig and others 
who came to use this language cited the Holocaust, arguing that the Jewish 
future depended on Jews’ working together—and that meant not criticizing 
each other across national boundaries, and often not criticizing Israel at all. 
Ultimately, and perhaps ironically in this period, those who spoke of Jewish 
unity gave voice to blistering criticisms of other Jews. Their language reveals 
the very high stakes of these disagreements, as many felt they had to choose 
between Israel and Jewish invisibility, between undiluted Jewish loyalty and 
universalist campaigns for justice.

This chapter travels to the world stage, aiming to see the impact of global 
Cold War battles at home. South African apartheid had long proven to be its 
own litmus test for American Jews’ willingness to link their identities as Jews 
to universalist crusades. Immediately after the war, these debates occurred 
among a small group of elite, white, male Jewish leaders, and focused on 
Western Jews’—and especially American Jews’—relationships with apart-
heid South Africa. Apartheid remained intricately tangled up in questions of 
Jewish loyalty, but now these questions engaged Jews throughout the world 
in their connection to Israel. As Israel’s ties to South Africa grew more vis-
ible, more left and liberal American Jews spoke publicly about their fidelity 
to the state of Israel and their opposition to the oppression of Black South 
Africans and Palestinians.

* * *

Israel and South Africa, Jews  
and African Americans

After 1967, when Civil Rights and Third World movement activists spoke 
of American support for Israel, they increasingly mentioned Israel’s support 
of apartheid through its commercial and military ties to South Africa. They 
measured the policies most beneficial to Black Americans and Black Africans 
up against Israel’s policies and found a wide chasm of separation. Apartheid 
and support for apartheid South Africa thus loomed large in the growing 
critiques of America’s Cold War foreign policy commitments.
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In November 1970, in response to the June “Appeal by Black Americans for 
United States Support to Israel” published in the New York Times, prominent 
African American leaders published a counterletter in the same paper, titled 
“An Appeal by Black Americans Against United States Support of The Zionist 
Government of Israel.” Union leaders, activists, artists, and educators— 
including the ACOA’s Charles Hightower, whom Peter Weiss had reprimanded 
for his personal responses to the initial June letter—expressed “complete soli-
darity with our Palestinian Brothers and Sisters who like us, are struggling 
for self-determination and an end to racist oppression.” Asserting that they 
were “anti-Zionist” and “not anti-Jewish,” the signers viewed Israel as “an 
outpost of American imperialism.” They linked South Africa to other sites of 
anticolonialist struggle, seeing Vietnam, Laos, and Brazil as in line with “anti-
colonial revolution” struggles in South Africa and Zimbabwe/Rhodesia; they 
also linked Israel to South Africa as “privileged white settler states” tied by 
arms trade and military training.3

South Africa grew increasingly central to conversations about Israel after 
Israel faced another military attack in 1973. Egypt and Syria’s full-scale mili-
tary assault against Israel, in which these nations attempted to retake ter-
ritories lost in 1967, caught Israel off guard on Yom Kippur, the holiest day 
of the Jewish calendar. After two days of serious losses, Israel received over 
twenty thousand tons of weaponry from the United States and went on to 
win the war. American Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and his Soviet 
counterparts negotiated the ceasefire in Moscow on October 21. Kissinger 
later negotiated an end to the Oil Embargo, begun by Arab members of the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), which reduced 
and then cut oil exports to the United States and other nations in protest 
over support for Israel in the war.

In the words of Sasha Polakow-Suransky, the 1973 Yom Kippur War in 
Israel brought about “The Rise of Realpolitik” as Israel “realigned” itself 
with South Africa. Although Israel attempted to hold onto its Black African 
allies after 1967, critics of these alliances increasingly likened support for 
Black African nations with support for Arab leaders and for communism, 
and thus with the forces that sought to destroy Israel.4

Leaders now cited new historical analogies, the emerging counternarra-
tives to Meir’s comparisons of Black African nations’ liberation with Zionism, 
as the foundation of the new bonds between Israel and South Africa. Both 
Israel and white South Africa had defeated an imperial power, with “terror-
ist infiltration across the border” and “enemies bent on their destruction.”5 
Israel’s closure of the Suez Canal, which greatly angered Black Africa and its 
allies, transformed South Africa into a crucial trade location. In the 1970s, 
the United States had a few moments when its support of Israel lagged—
most notably in 1975—leaving Israel feeling vulnerable and setting the scene 
for its growing partnership with South Africa.

Finally, Israel and South Africa traded arms in the name of defeating the 
Soviet threat. “After the Six-Day War, Israel’s alliances throughout black 
Africa had been tenuous,” writes Polakow-Suransky. “After the Yom Kippur 
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War [in 1973] . . . the African strategy so carefully crafted by Golda Meir 
and Abba Eban was left in tatters.”6 Those in the budding Cold War alli-
ances among newly independent Black and Arab states and the Soviet Union 
opposed the American-supported military actions of Israel. The sum total 
of these actions left Israel’s overtures to Black Africa in the distant and irre-
trievable past.

Like the Six-Day War of 1967, the impact of the Yom Kippur War on 
debates over apartheid among Jews in South Africa, Israel, and the United 
States cannot be overstated. Dedicated Zionists in a nation where group 
identity was paramount, affiliated South African Jews felt pleased with the 
post–Yom Kippur War alliance. Knowledge of the vast trade in weapons went 
largely unheeded, as “uncovering the full extent of Israel’s military coop-
eration with the forces upholding white supremacy under apartheid would 
have created intolerable cognitive dissonance.”7 South African Jewish and 
governmental leaders warmed to Israel as a new ally.8

As in the United States, political fault lines in South Africa often fell 
along generational divides during the 1970s. Some Jewish college students 
protested the priorities of the established Jewish community, in this case 
objecting to the SAJBD’s silence on apartheid. In 1972, representatives 
of the National Jewish Students’ Association walked out of the Board’s 
National Congress when Congress members refused to pass a resolution that 
“denounced all forms of discrimination based on race, color, or religion.” 
That summer, Jewish students at Cape Town University used their magazine, 
Strike, to publish a call for “our representative communal organizations . . . to 
take a stand on moral issues in South Africa.” Their research dispelled the 
myth that members of the Jewish community treated Black South Africans 
better than other whites did—that Jewish employers gave Black workers bet-
ter wages, better terms of employment.9 Many young South Africans began 
to identify less with the Zionism of Jewish particularism and more with the 
universalistic language of the antiapartheid movement. In that movement, 
there were older, radical activists of Jewish descent who had long since cut 
ties to the Jewish community and whose anti-Zionism was grounded in their 
dedication to class politics, anticolonialism, and antinationalism. Many of 
these adult South African Jewish antiapartheid activists embraced radicalism 
and not Jewish affiliation, rejecting the silence of organized South African 
Jewry on apartheid and downplaying particularism in their work for eco-
nomic and racial justice.

Calls for united South African Jewish opposition to apartheid, fought 
over since the 1950s, grew louder in the 1970s, as young Jews challenged 
the SAJBD’s divide between “moral” and “political” issues.10 The stakes 
remained very high, as some felt that white privilege would be the price for 
standing against the government. “As with most whites,” wrote one scholar 
in 1980, “the [South African] Jew is unwilling to surrender his economic 
and political future.”11 Intracommunal divides grew deeper. Only in the late 
1970s and early 1980s did organized South African Jewish leadership begin 
to speak out against apartheid, as the urgency of the situation forced them 
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to question their own place in what would be a new, majority-ruled, posta-
partheid nation. After years of marginalizing radical Jewish activists, this 
leadership then began to lay claim to the activists’ work to undo apartheid. 
The Zionist and Jewish left in the United States in the 1970s, meanwhile, 
continued to follow the work of these radical Jewish activists, who worked 
with Black Africans in the liberation struggle.

American Jews followed the events in Israel, too, where voters elected 
to replace the old guard of leadership, including Golda Meir (whom many 
blamed for the surprise attacks of 1973), with new, more militant leaders 
who were not invested in “Meir’s dream of a staunchly Zionist African con-
tinent.” Some observers were quick to point out that Israel’s alliance with 
South Africa did not imply “Israeli approval of the internal policies of the 
Republic.”12 And yet this new guard “saw Israel’s security as paramount, 
and they were willing to make moral compromises in order to ensure it.” 
According to Polakow-Suransky, “It was precisely this worldview that gave 
birth to the alliance with South Africa.”13 Indeed, as he notes, one year 
before the Yom Kippur War, in September 1972, Israel signaled this new per-
spective at the United Nations, when its delegates abstained from a vote to 
grant United Nations observer status to the ANC and other Black liberation 
movements.14 According to South African Jewish historian Gideon Shimoni, 
“the Yom Kippur War precipitated the collapse” of Israel’s alliances with 
Black African nations, as these nations cut ties with Israel in “an avalanche of 
diplomatic ruptures” that sent Israel into the “all-too-willing arms of South 
Africa,” which had supported Israel throughout the war.15 Debates within 
Israel continued over Palestinian land and the building of Jewish settlements 
in the Occupied Territories.

The Yom Kippur War proved pivotal to American Jewish debates over 
apartheid, as political differences over Israel’s policies repeatedly con-
nected back to South Africa. American liberal and left Jews continued to 
face pressure to choose: struggling to remain supportive of Israel with its 
growing ties to South Africa, they also sought to remain in Civil Rights 
coalitions that critiqued Israel for allying with—and, by some assessments, 
now approximating—an apartheid state. The decade began with a state-
ment by Prime Minister John Vorster, whose state visit to Israel would later 
create tremendous controversy, in which he referred to Israel’s “apartheid 
problem—how to handle its Arab inhabitants.”16 Here was the ultimate 
counternarrative: Israel’s experiences were no longer seen as liberating, par-
alleling the struggles of Black African nations against colonialism; now, 
Israel’s policies of Occupation (and later even its domestic policies) were 
seen as in line with colonialism and apartheid.

In the 1960s and through the early 1970s, most American Jewish Zionists 
saw their support for Israel mirrored in United States foreign aid to its Cold 
War ally, as there was a “growing convergence between the special relation-
ship paradigm and the national interest orientation.”17 Michael Staub docu-
ments the rightwing drift of American Zionism in the period following 1967 
and the growth of Breira: A Project of Concern in Diaspora-Israel Relations 
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(translation, “alternative”). Breira was an American Jewish organization 
that took a progressive position in Israeli politics, founded after left and lib-
eral Jews grew disillusioned with mainstream Jewish responses to the Yom 
Kippur War. Its first public statement noted the need for Israel to make ter-
ritorial concessions and recognize the rights of Palestinians; its members also 
wrote that they “deplore those pressures in American Jewish life which make 
open discussion of these and other vital issues virtually synonymous with 
heresy.”18 For four tumultuous years, Breira struggled to voice support for 
a bi-national solution to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. Its members urged 
Israel to consider what ally Leonard Fein says was at the time “unthinkable, 
scandalous, unheard of”: to enter a dialogue with members of the PLO.19 
Breira’s members criticized Israel’s Occupation of the West Bank as impe-
rialistic. Interestingly, Breira funding came from two individuals with ties 
elsewhere in this narrative: Sam Rubin, of Faberge cosmetics, father of peace 
and women’s rights activist Cora Weiss and father-in-law of Peter Weiss of 
ACOA, and a major philanthropist creating and supporting Israeli cultural 
and community institutions; and from Nahum Goldmann, former president 
of the World Jewish Congress and the World Zionist Organization.20

With rabbis and communal leaders alongside members who were “out-
side of the Jewish establishment,” some Zionist and some anti-Zionist, 
Breira counted on the voices of two “members of an older American 
Zionism . . . [that] had promoted the cause of antiracist activity in the Jewish 
community.”21 These were Rabbis Joachim Prinz and Balfour Brickner, 
both of whom also appear in these chapters as strong voices from within 
the American Jewish community for Civil Rights and against apartheid. 
Leaders such as Prinz and Brickner had long tied their Jewishness and their 
Zionism to universal campaigns for justice, pushing back against those 
who argued that their activism diminished Jewish loyalty. In addition to 
calling for a Palestinian state alongside of Israel, both also protested the 
lack of “free speech” in American Jewish life.22 Prinz, Brickner, and other 
Breira members called for more democracy and equality—including gen-
der equality—among American and Israeli Jews.

For longtime critics of apartheid in South Africa, taking stands that com-
promised “Jewish unity” felt decidedly familiar. They had long rejected the 
idea that these criticisms imperiled American, South African, or other com-
munities of Jews around the world. They saw their political choices as bound 
up in an alternative definition of Jewishness, one that prioritized universal-
ist stands—for Civil Rights, against apartheid, for Palestinian self-rule and 
security. Although one should not overstate the role played by Prinz and 
Brickner in these campaigns, their multiple allegiances make clear that as 
American Jews worked out their feelings toward South Africa and its apart-
heid regime, they were also gradually working out their positions on Israel.

Indeed, activists and political leaders alike began to see Israel and South 
Africa through the same, apartheid lens, as the definition of apartheid 
expanded. They likened the oppression caused by Israel’s policies toward its 
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Palestinian population to that created under South African apartheid. The 
growing intensity of the global antiapartheid movement, then, intensified 
criticisms of Israel’s policies in human rights campaigns. On the other side of 
that development, the power of the universalist antiapartheid movement also 
muted critiques of apartheid among particularist Jewish leaders.

The anticolonialist work of Prinz and Brickner, along with other left and 
liberal American Jews, kept alive some Black/Jewish political alliances. Like 
their progressive Zionist Jewish counterparts, some African Americans con-
tinued to see Israel as a manifestation of Jewish universalist commitments 
to human progress and social welfare. Indeed, for many African Americans 
this view formed the foundation of their commitments to Israel. As the 
previous chapters make clear, until the late 1960s, editors in the African 
American press praised Israel’s “undisguised and unflagging opposition to 
South Africa’s brutal segregative practices.”23 The African American press 
also covered antiapartheid programs and speakers in the Jewish community, 
such as when Rabbi Andre Ungar, expelled from South Africa because of his 
opposition to apartheid, spoke at the American Jewish Congress.24

Even into the 1970s, support for Israel continued in some segments of 
Black union leadership. On October 23, 1973 a letter appeared in the New 
York Times titled “An Appeal from Black Trade Unionists: Support Israel.” 
From unions across the United States, the signers praised the “egalitarian 
spirit” of Israel, ruled by a labor government that “breathes the spirit of 
democracy” with a strong trade union organization, the Histadrut. They 
cited the universal lessons of historic Black and Jewish oppression as they 
called on Arab nations to make peace with Israel. “We have learned in our 
struggle for dignity and equality that no minority is safe if any minority 
is threatened, that democracy is not the special privilege of some people, 
but the inalienable right of all people.”25 Two years later, two of the sign-
ers, A. Philip Randolph, retired leader of the Brotherhood of Sleeping 
Car Porters, and Bayard Rustin, Civil Rights leader and director of the A. 
Philip Randolph Institute, formed the Black Americans to Support Israel 
Committee, BASIC.26

Younger, radical African Americans began to challenge the worldview of 
BASIC’s largely older generation of leadership, including their heroization 
of Israel for its strong labor movement. Their counternarratives linked the 
liberation of Black Africans and African Americans instead to Palestinian lib-
eration. They assailed the fact that Israel’s influence on the American labor 
movement only reinforced its longstanding ties to white supremacy and fer-
vent anticommunism:

One can only say of the Afro-Asian Institute of which Rustin glowingly 
speaks . . . was headed by Eliahu Elath, former Israeli Ambassador to the United 
States. The Institute was set up with money from the AFL-CIO and the train-
ing is of the Meany-Lovestone variety which has kept the unions of the U.S.A. 
split along the color line.27
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Referencing the virulently anticommunist policies of Jay Lovestone and 
George Meany, Cold War leaders in the American Federation of Labor who 
alienated leftist, antiracist allies of labor, radical African Americans offered 
up these partisan analyses of Jews’ profiting from white supremacy at home 
and abroad. They challenged the labor foundation of the Black/Jewish alli-
ance and outwardly rejected the idea that support for Israel flowed inevitably 
from their shared pursuit of social justice. As Israel’s relationship with apart-
heid South Africa grew more visible, the challenges to that support grew 
more vigorous.

Within the United States, then, apartheid played a key role as activists and 
leaders began to re-envision Israel during the Cold War 1970s. Anticolonialist 
activists, including many Civil Rights leaders, increasingly spoke of Israel 
and apartheid South Africa in the same breath, seeing both as imperialist 
states. Many Jewish leaders saw these condemnations as akin to Arab and 
communist threats in endangering Israel, just as Jewish leaders came to tie 
American Jewish visibility increasingly to unquestioning unity around Israel 
and its policies. In 1975, two events in the world of global politics and diplo-
macy had a seismic impact on these groups, widening the chasm between 
them still more. Both events linked Israel and South Africa.

Israel, South Africa, and the United Nations

In 1975, United Nations delegates called for the ouster of both South Africa 
and Israel: South Africa for its resistance to calls to end apartheid; Israel for 
its policies of Occupation. The Organization of Nonaligned States consid-
ered whether or not to apply sanctions to Israel and to withdraw its mem-
bership in the United Nations. Ten of the 17 members of the Congressional 
Black Caucus wrote a letter urging United Nations officials not to expel 
Israel, arguing that such a move would reduce American commitments to 
the United Nations and thus would increase harm to vulnerable areas such as 
developing nations in Africa and around the world.28 Other African American 
leaders were also critical of proposals to oust Israel from the United Nations. 
The African American Chicago Defender and the Philadelphia Tribune both 
echoed that such a move would threaten American support of the United 
Nations. The Tribune spoke too of the character of other UN member 
nations, their tremendous inequality and ruthless, oppressive state policies, 
asking why Israel was singled out and held to a higher standard.29

A journalist for the New York Jewish Week pondered the possibilities of 
this historic proposal in May of that year. He quoted UN representatives who 
argued that because “Israel’s ‘transgressions’ were not in the same league with 
South Africa’s [they] should not have the same treatment.”30 By June, editors 
at the Jewish Week worried more loudly over the UN General Assembly’s 
Third World-Arab-Communist majority. Supporting US Ambassador to the 
United Nations Daniel Patrick Moynihan, emerging as a vigorous ally of 
Israel, the editors positioned Israel as a solid Western ally and South Africa 
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as a state “belonging to a minority” that was in great danger of falling victim 
to “communist designs”:

There is also the problem of South Africa. The Third World states are eager 
to ostracize South Africa, but our administration feels that the UN would 
destroy its usefulness if any majority were to make a practice of ousting states 
belonging to a minority, no matter what the issue . . . .The real objection to 
Moynihan’s blunt warning reflects the desire of the administration to per-
suade the Third World nations, through Arab mediation, to desist from oust-
ing South Africa. That is a more difficult chore than preventing the ouster 
of Israel, since the Third World nations would support such a move only to 
obtain Arab and Communist backing for their designs on South Africa.31

With a watchful eye on the United Nations, American Jewish Zionists 
had reason to feel vulnerable. For seven months in 1975, in the wake of 
Israel’s refusal to remove their troops from the Sinai Peninsula, the United 
States withdrew economic aid and reduced military aid to Israel.32 South 
Africa stepped into this breach.33 And by 1975, South Africa was excluded 
from all organs of the United Nations and thus faced its own, far longer, 
period of international isolation.34

Born of a United Nations mandate, Israel continued its fraught relation-
ship with this international body. As discussed in chapter 1, active partici-
pation in the 1948 Declaration of Human Rights was followed by tensions 
between supporters of Jewish unity and those who wished to speak out 
against injustice on the part of Jews. If “Never Again” served as the bed-
rock to twentieth-century human rights discourses, seeking to protect all 
“Jews”—a universal stand-in for victims—from genocide, then the implica-
tions for Israel were twofold and opposing. On one hand, linking Israel’s 
existence to the Holocaust made Israel’s actions exempt from the protections 
of human rights discourses (i.e., Israel must do what it has to do to prevent 
another Holocaust, including joining forces with apartheid regimes and abus-
ing the human rights of Palestinians and others). On the other hand, Israel’s 
claim to victimhood also encouraged individuals to hold Israel to a higher 
standard of conduct (i.e., Jews have learned their lessons firsthand about 
oppression and oppressors, and now must not stand in for Nazi oppressors in 
abusing any group or people). South African apartheid brought this tension 
into sharp relief, and played a crucial role in conversations about Jewishness 
and Zionism throughout the world.35

As early as 1965, Soviet delegates to the Third Committee of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations—the Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural 
Affairs Committee, which examines human rights and other issues—tried to 
include Zionism with Nazism and Apartheid as forms of discrimination to be 
condemned in the draft of the International Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.36 Two years later, delegates attempted 
to include Zionism in a draft convention on religious intolerance.37 While 
these efforts met defeat, their ideas and language lived on. In 1973, the 
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United Nations passed resolutions calling for the end of apartheid that explic-
itly linked it to Zionism. Immediately following a condemnation of states 
that provided apartheid South Africa with military equipment and coopera-
tion, the General Assembly’s Resolution 3151 condemned “the unholy alli-
ance between Portuguese colonialism [in neighboring Mozambique], South 
African racism, [Z]ionism and Israeli imperialism.”38 The Soviets used the 
resolution to express their antagonism toward the West and toward Israel, 
while positioning themselves as an ally of Black Africa. This resolution put 
the Soviet/Arab/Black Africa alliance, begun in the 1950s, on par with 
South Africa’s assistance to Mozambique, which, along with American sup-
port, later led to 15 years of Civil War in that nation.

Two years later, in 1975, the United Nations commemorated and cel-
ebrated the power of the global women’s movement by holding a United 
Nations World Conference on Women in Mexico City. There, delegates passed 
another resolution stating that “international cooperation and peace require 
the achievement of national liberation and independence, the elimination of 
colonialism and neocolonialism, foreign occupation, [Z]ionism, apartheid and 
racial discrimination in all its forms.” (The profound impact of this resolution 
on Jewish women who attended the conference, and on the women’s move-
ment broadly, is discussed in the following chapter.) Later that summer, the 
Organization of African Unity declared that “the racist regimes in Occupied 
Palestine and the racist regimes in Zimbabwe and South Africa have a common 
imperialist origin, forming a whole and having the same racist structure and 
being organically linked in their policy aimed at the repression of the dignity 
and integrity of the human being.”39 Following UN procedure, Mexico City’s 
World Plan of Action, resolutions, and Declaration traveled to the General 
Assembly, where members engaged in heated debates over Zionism.

Resolution 3379, passed by the United Nations General Assembly in 
November 1975, built on this history and these documents and declared 
Zionism “a form of racism and racial discrimination.” Cold War historian 
Thomas Borstelmann observes that this resolution “reflected similar inter-
national anger at what was seen as another unjust ‘white settler’ state in the 
Third World (and the United States defended Israel much as it did South 
Africa).”40 Historians view the resolution as an outgrowth of the Cold War 
alliances among the United States, Israel, and South Africa, and of the grow-
ing power of Asian and African states.41 And indeed, the United States lagged 
behind sweeping international sentiment against South Africa, as American 
support for the apartheid regime lasted well into Ronald Reagan’s presidency 
in the 1980s. American conservatives, including many white southerners, 
rallied support for apartheid South Africa that countered the loud and vis-
ible global antiapartheid movement.42 American support for apartheid South 
Africa and for Israel angered the Soviets as it angered non-Western nations 
engaged in struggles against colonialism.

Support for Resolution 3379 grew out of Soviet hostility to Israel, as 
well as that nation’s aim to sidestep a public condemnation of Soviet anti-
Semitism and to protect its “carefully cultivated image” as an enemy of 
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colonialism and a “protector of minority rights.”43 The Resolution was also 
the product of increasing acceptance of the PLO, globally and specifically at 
the United Nations, and Arab hostility to Zionism and to Israel’s treatment 
of Palestinians. The Resolution can be seen as emerging from the newly 
powerful group of Third World countries in the United Nations: they dis-
liked the effect of Western capitalism on their own nations, and saw Israel 
as a settler state, an outpost of Western capitalism and imperialism in the 
Middle East.44 In addition, the resolution was the product of broad anger 
toward the United States over Vietnam.

Attempts to discredit the resolution, or oversimplify its origins, often 
ignore its roots in American and Israeli support for apartheid South Africa. 
Those roots contributed to the resolution’s long life span, as activists used 
it to make sense of and oppose systems of state oppression of which South 
African apartheid was the clearest, most visible example. In future, even post–
Cold War gatherings of nations, American support of apartheid South Africa 
and Israel, along with Israel’s historical support of apartheid South Africa, 
would prove to be touchstones for those continuing to protest state oppres-
sion. For its Western origins, for its claims to democracy, for other com-
plex reasons enumerated earlier, Israel came to stand in for state oppression 
and apartheid because of its treatment of Palestinians. Indeed, Resolution 
3379 later served as pivotal to the agenda of the 2001 Durban, South Africa 
World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and 
Related Intolerance, as some delegates demanded its reinstitution so that 
Israel’s policies could be formally labeled apartheid.

In 1975, critics of Resolution 3379 feared that it would diminish charges 
of racism the world over, and distract nations from the battle against South 
African apartheid. Indeed, 28 African American “scholars, educators and 
other intellectual leaders” urged that the anti-Zionist resolution be rejected, 
for, as they saw it, “The prospects of a concerted United Nations drive against 
African apartheid has been effectively thwarted by an amendment which 
introduces an extraneous issue to a worthy United Nations undertaking.” 
The leaders were fearful that “concern for the anti-Semitic implications of 
this amendment, however legitimate will heavily compromise African hopes 
of expunging apartheid from the world conscience.’”45

Jewish and African American liberals struggled mightily to try to maintain 
common ground in the face of the explosive response to 3379. To that end, 
BASIC’s November 23, 1975 New York Times letter also referenced Israel’s 
aid to Black Africa in its rejection of the Zionism is racism resolution. Its sign-
ers endorsed Israel’s right to exist and also Palestinian self-determination. As 
OPEC continued to utilize the oil embargo as a political weapon for profit, 
the signers also noted its negative impact on Black Africans. The Jewish Labor 
Committee issued a mailing in the fall of 1976 to affirm its commitment to 
Israel and to “the cause of Black freedom in Rhodesia and South Africa.” The 
impact of these efforts can be gauged from criticisms of BASIC by younger, 
radical African American activists, and by the relatively small role of Civil 
Rights in the work done by the JLC and other Jewish organizations in the 
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1970s. Their efforts did little to counter the growing chasm between the two 
communities.

Zionist critics of the Resolution feared for the broad and long-standing 
impact of Resolution 3379 on Jews across the globe, as it “fused long-standing 
anti-Semitism with anti-Americanism.”46 They presented the Israeli/Palestinian 
conflict as one of racial, rather than national, conflict. According to historian 
and columnist Gil Troy, those who cast it as a racial conflict “implicitly sanc-
tioned Palestinian terrorism, given the immorality of racial tyranny . . . [and] 
linked the United States and Israel as the sinning successors to South Africa’s 
apartheid regime in leftist demonology.”47

Importantly, there were critics of Resolution 3379 on the left as well, 
including Noam Chomsky and Edward Said.48 Scholars felt that the reso-
lution took away from authentic accusations of racism, tapped into hypo-
critical accusations of human rights abuses (among the Soviets and among 
Arab nations), and diminished faith in—and the potential of—the United 
Nations. Many critics across the political spectrum noted that the Resolution 
failed to differentiate between the ideology of Zionism and the policies of 
the Israeli government.

Still others on the left, Jews and others active in anticolonialist move-
ments, used the Resolution to bolster their claims that Israel was indeed 
a racist, colonial, settler state. The Resolution contributed to their world-
view, their critique of Western imperialist alliances among the United States, 
South Africa, and Israel.

From 1975 through the 1980s, this anti-Zionist resolution proved to be 
a deeply painful touchstone for American and other Jews. It provided what 
they believed was incontrovertible evidence of deep, global hostility to a 
movement and a nation central to their identity and visibility. Racism was 
the scourge of the Western world, and now that stain blotted what they 
saw as the liberation movement of Zionism. Many Zionist Jews and other 
allies labeled the resolution Soviet propaganda, and spoke of the United 
Nations and its subsequent conferences as having been hijacked by Arab and 
Soviet states. Thousands protested outside the United Nations and around 
the world in November 1975. They felt in peril. Many assailed the United 
Nations for singling out Israel’s policies with no mention of the Arab terror-
ism in that region.

Broadly, then, the Resolution also contributed to Jewish unity amidst 
abiding fears of invisibility inextricably tied to the Holocaust.49 American 
Ambassador Daniel Patrick Moynihan attacked the Resolution at the United 
Nations by defining Zionism as a national liberation movement, and was 
immediately lionized by Jewish organizations throughout the world.50

For many, this Resolution cemented the idea that the Soviets and their 
Arab allies, the sponsors of this resolution, were the “new Nazis,” that 
Jews again faced a true threat. In many ways, these developments made it 
easier for mainstream Jews to label all criticisms of Israel as illegitimate, as 
inspired by communism or Arab propaganda or both. Although American 
Jews now often stopped short of identifying with the South African Jewish 
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community, they expressed sympathy for its precarious position. For exam-
ple, both communities pointed to the Resolution to explain their increased 
vigilance to anti-Israel and anti-Semitic ideas. Indeed, some argued that the 
Resolution made clear why Israel needed South Africa’s aid in such a hostile 
global climate.

How Zionists were to respond to the association of racism with Zionism 
was a live question. Across the world, Jews devoted ample resources to dis-
crediting the Resolution. The American Jewish Congress, long a liberal voice 
in the American Jewish community with regard to domestic issues, turned 
to Israel’s work in Black Africa in the 1950s and 1960s as specific evidence 
of Israel’s commitment to undoing racism. Congress leadership saw this 
work as affirming the “Jewish passion” that united Zionism and Judaism, 
“the age-old Jewish passion for justice, the quest for peace.” Of the UN’s 
resolution, the American Jewish Congress Research Director Moshe Decter, 
wrote: “Zionism has . . . been equated with racism. Under intense pressure at 
the United Nations, many Black African states—to their shame—supported 
the Soviet-Arab initiative at the United Nations, which proclaimed that evil 
doctrine in November of 1975. But the Africans know better—from their 
very own experience with Israel.”51

Focusing on Israel’s foreign policies rather than its domestic affairs, edi-
tors at the New York Jewish Week noted the importance of South Africa’s 
Cold War relationship to Israel to the “Zionism is Racism” equation. How, 
for instance, was Israel to respond when it was called “apartheid’s ally,” in 
order to counter the idea that Israel was itself acting in racist ways? The 
editors pointed out that “the Israelis obviously were well prepared for 
the apartheid debate, having done considerable research, and whenever a 
country raises any questions about Israel’s trade with South Africa, Israeli 
Ambassador [to the UN Chaim] Herzog digs into his briefcase and comes up 
with a complete dossier of that state’s own deals with the country it professes 
to despise.”52 Israel and its allies continued to use this strategy throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s, arguing for the minute nature of Israel’s trade with 
South Africa compared to other nations, and rejecting the idea that Israel, 
under siege from its enemies, should be held to a higher standard than these 
other nations. The singling out of Israel, these leaders argued, rested on an 
unfair standard. If Israel’s and Zionism’s racism lay in its ties to South Africa, 
the argument that Israel should not be singled out was to undo those racist 
accusations by implicating other nations—including those of Black Africa.

* * *

Sasha Polakow-Suransky begins The Unspoken Alliance: Israel’s Secret 
Relationship with Apartheid South Africa with South African Prime Minister 
John Vorster’s April 1976 visit to Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Memorial in 
Jerusalem, on his official state visit to Israel.53 People around the world 
saw this visit as crucial evidence of Israel’s growing ties to South Africa’s 
apartheid regime. The visit turned the Holocaust analogy on its head: a 
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former Nazi supporter, architect of South African apartheid, visited Israel’s 
Holocaust memorial, Yad Vashem, to crystallize South Africa’s trading part-
nership with Israel, born in the aftermath of the Holocaust. Vorster’s visit 
prompted visceral responses from activists across the world. It also elicited 
great introspection in Jewish communities: whither Israel?

Tying Vorster’s visit so intimately to Holocaust memory brought to the 
fore the opposing ideas about Israel’s existence and its leaders’ policy deci-
sions: was it acceptable to criticize Israel for forming Cold War alliances with 
racist rulers who once supported Jewish genocide? Or were Israel’s rulers to 
be supported when they insisted that these alliances were necessary for Israel 
to survive? To quote Moshe Decter in his report on Israel and South Africa 
for the American Jewish Congress: “the world somehow expects Israel to 
behave better than other states,” and in Israel’s pursuit of its “national inter-
est,” there exists a “pervasive double standard” as a result.54

Polakow-Suransky interprets Vorster’s visit to Israel as a move toward 
pragmatism. “By the time Vorster set foot in Jerusalem,” he writes, “the 
idealism of Israel’s early years had been replaced by hardened self-interest.” 
Further, the visit “gave South Africa a surge of self-confidence and helped 
relieve its feelings of growing isolation.”55 Strained or broken relations with 
Black African nations, who now allied with the Arab world, led Israel to 
a “new set of international circumstances.” South African trade stood to 
“shore up the sagging economy in Israel.”56 For South African Jews (and 
others) who worked against apartheid, the visit prompted nothing short of 
disgust.

Although only a small group of powerful Israeli leaders supported the 
apartheid regime, the complicated relationship between Israel and South 
Africa grew harder to ignore after Vorster’s visit. To Israel’s allies and critics, 
Vorster’s visit offered evidence, or further confirmation, of Zionism’s con-
nection to racism.57 The New York Times recorded the strong criticism of the 
Dutch Government, which said “that the visit would complicate the efforts 
of Israel’s friends abroad to persuade the world that there is no connection 
between Zionism and racism.” The Organization of African Unity, the Arab 
League, and the Soviet Party paper Pravda also “predictably” condemned 
the visit.58 The Middle East Research and Information Project proclaimed 
“Vorster Visit Marks New Israel/South Africa Ties.”59 An editorial in the 
Ghanaian Times read: “Israel’s active cooperation with South Africa makes 
it impossible for any African country which is committed to the African 
Liberation Movement to extend sympathy to its cause in the Middle East.”60 
Eastern bloc and African nations consistently drew attention to Israel’s ties 
to apartheid South Africa, to Israel’s military, commercial, and economic 
ties to their strongest enemy on the continent.61 Vorster’s visit to Israel made 
their criticisms still louder, more urgent, and more powerful.

To individuals and groups around the world who were committed to the 
independence, integrity, and stability of Black Africa, these links—between 
Palestinians and Black South Africans, between Zionism and apartheid/
racism—grew harder to ignore. African American presses reprinted a Time 
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Magazine article on the “blossoming relationship between South Africa and 
Israel”62 even as they printed the American Jewish organizations’ defensive 
arguments over this relationship: their insistence that other nations’ trade 
with apartheid South Africa was far more noteworthy, and that “the singling 
out of Israel” for wrongdoing was unjust.63

African American journalists also pointed out that not all Black African 
leaders harkened back to Israel’s aid to their nations as they worked out their 
feelings toward Israel and Zionism. Instead, they lived with the present real-
ity of Moynihan’s attack of Resolution 3379 at the United Nations: “Ever 
since Daniel Patrick Moynihan attacked the African countries en mass in the 
United Nations as racist bigots because of their vote against Zionism, the 
Third World bloc has been smoldering with resentment,” said the editors 
of the Tri-State Defender. “It hasn’t helped that their hated enemy, Prime 
Minister Vorster of South Africa, paid a state visit to Israel recently and was 
warmly received there.”64

American Jewish responses to Vorster’s visit to Africa fell along predict-
able lines. The left-Zionist journal New Outlook editorialized the visit as 
“both wrong and stupid,” asserting that such an alliance cuts against Israel’s 
“long range interest” and its “true interests” in the “development, survival, 
and well-being of the peoples of Asia and Africa, all opponents of the South 
African racist regime.”65 In the progressive journal Jewish Currents, Columbia 
College student and Zionist activist Sheldon Ranz published a piece that he 
insisted had been rejected by his own Zionist student organization’s pub-
lications. Ranz began by asking why American Jews had not responded in 
kind to the BASIC signers’ gesture—why they had not begun “condemning 
the racist policies of apartheid in South Africa while affirming that we are 
Zionists that strongly disagree with the visit made by South Africa’s prime 
minister to Israel.” He encouraged American Jews to articulate their feeling 
“that the announcement that closer ties are being developed between the 
two countries is shocking.”

Ranz labeled these developments as the “skeleton in the closet” of 
American Jews and blamed Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg, president of the 
American Jewish Congress. Ranz cited Hertzberg as giving voice to the 
increasingly common logic that Israel could not afford to “ignore sources 
of economic cooperation with other countries no matter how execrable their 
governments may be.” According to Ranz, speaking out against apartheid 
and cutting ties with South Africa would benefit all concerned: Israel would 
appear “less racist,” and become less isolated, “since we judge nations by the 
friends they keep”; the South African Jewish community would be safer, as 
South African Jews might likely become seen as “Vorster’s ‘little helpers’” 
in a new, majority-ruled, Black South Africa. Moreover, he concluded that 
Israel would pay a high price for the hypocrisy of allowing Vorster to lay a 
wreath at the memorial for Jews murdered during the Holocaust. Given the 
loud conversations linking Zionism to racism, the faltering support for Israel 
among Black African nations, Israel could not afford “to lose the support of 
people like those in BASIC.”66
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Later in that same issue, Jewish Currents editors carefully reprinted the 
exchange between Hertzberg of the AJCongress and Bayard Rustin, laying 
out the argument that the world held Israel to an unfair, higher standard 
for its trade with South Africa. Rustin had elsewhere voiced his “distress” 
that any nation—Israel or those of Black Africa—should be “compelled by 
economic necessity to trade with any repressive countries.”67 They cited too 
a letter from UN Ambassador from Malawi, J. T. X. Muwamba, who accused 
critics of Israel of “double-faced hypocrisy” and “political gimmickry.”68

Liberal Zionists and their allies stopped short of apologizing for Israel’s 
ties to South Africa in arguing that the survival of a once-persecuted group 
of people (i.e., Jews) was now contingent on Israel’s continued existence in 
the dangerous Cold War political world. Some observers felt that they effec-
tively distanced supporters of Israel—and thus Zionism itself—from libera-
tion struggles across the world. Likewise, those who used the rhetoric of 
anticolonialism to offer unqualified critiques of Zionism, paying no heed to 
its ties to the Holocaust, also presented support for Israel and support for 
human rights campaigns as an either/or choice for Zionists. By their lights, 
Zionism was not compatible with anticolonialism, with antiracist, antiapart-
heid work.

Choices only grew starker in the late 1970s. Mainstream American Jewish 
periodicals began to place all those who linked Israel to South Africa into the 
category of “enemies of the Jews and Israel,” leaving little room for conversa-
tion or complexity about contexts or alternatives. Meanwhile, Yasser Arafat, 
head of the PLO, demonized by American Jewish mainstream leaders and 
by American foreign policy, tied Palestinian liberation to the antiapartheid 
struggle. In 1977, for example, the New York Jewish Week followed Arafat to 
the meeting of the Organization of African Unity, where they quoted him 
as denouncing “the unholy alliance between South Africa, Rhodesia, and 
Israel.”69 Portraying Arafat as dangerous and an enemy of the Jews, akin to 
Hitler in his aim of Jewish genocide, mainstream Jewish leaders were also 
silencing those who invoked Israel’s ties to South Africa.

And indeed, when African American ministers Joseph Lowery and Walter 
Fauntroy led a Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) delega-
tion to meet with Arafat on a “mission of reconciliation” in 1979, main-
stream American Jewish leaders called the visit “morally reprehensible” and 
“politically foolish.” Lowery was president of SCLC, led the 1965 Selma to 
Montgomery March, and cofounded the Black Leadership Forum, which 
began protesting South African apartheid in the mid-1970s. Fauntroy was 
one of the original members of Rustin’s BASIC, a friend and ally of Dr King 
in SCLC, Washington DC’s Congressional delegate beginning in 1970, and 
a founding member of the Congressional Black Caucus. He would later be 
a cofounder of the Free South Africa Movement in the United States. After 
their visit with Arafat, both ministers became “personas non grata in most 
Jewish circles.” Sheldon Ranz’s predictions continued to be realized, as the 
Black/Jewish alliance further deteriorated, American Jews lost allies in the 
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Black community, and donations from American Jews to Civil Rights groups 
like those of Lowery and Fauntroy declined drastically.70

While members of the older, Black/Jewish Civil Rights coalition made 
overtures to Arafat in the hopes of healing breaches abroad, radical Black 
activists made more aggressive claims. They tied Israel to South Africa and 
translated what American aid meant to the depressed state of the American 
poor. Communist, Civil Rights activist, and union organizer Ishmael Flory 
noted that Israeli weapons oppress and murder Black Africans and Indians 
in southern Africa, and that support for Israel at home comes at the expense 
of the “unemployment and deprivation” of “black people, poor people, and 
working people.”

In a 1976 column in the Black press, Flory described South African Prime 
Minister John Vorster’s state visit to Israel as the symbolic centerpiece to 
an array of wrongful actions and priorities. For Flory, Israel’s visible ties to 
South African racism, oppression, and suppression, combined with its treat-
ment of Palestinians, confirmed the equation of Zionism and racism. Flory 
blamed the “imperialist backers and business interests of the United States, 
Europe, and Japan” for the global buildup of militarism and the danger of 
war. He blamed American Zionists for giving “money for Israel for war to 
hold the lands of the Arabs, while our people suffer from unemployment, 
inflation, and deprivation.” Repeatedly, he urged: “We should protest.” 
“Israel’s relations and collaborations with the racist government of South 
Africa, tantamount to support for racism and against black and democratic 
forces everywhere in the world, we should protest.”71

Flory’s linking Zionism to unequivocal support for South Africa, and, 
by extension, to global imperialism and white supremacy is, to be sure, an 
oversimplified reading, resting on an implied right-wing Zionist consensus, 
perhaps even conspiracy. There were Zionists—in South Africa, Israel, and 
throughout the world—who expressed dismay over Vorster’s visit and trade 
between Israel and South Africa. Yet Flory’s rhetoric reveals the way in which 
the analogue of apartheid was gaining wider use, seen not just as one state’s 
policy but as an ideology of oppression applicable to Israel and other “impe-
rialist” states.

Importantly, American Jews were also wrestling with if and how they 
might divide the ideology of Zionism from Israel’s policies in the face of the 
UN resolution, Vorster’s visit to Israel, and the deteriorating relationship 
between African Americans and Jews. In an issue dedicated to “Chauvinist 
Politics and Politicized Religion,” left-Zionist New Outlook contributors 
examined the growing global schism on the issue of Zionism. Reform Rabbi 
Anson Laytner asked “Why Does the Third World Oppose Zionism?” 
He concluded that “two absolutely contradictory definitions of Zionism” 
existed. First was the ideology that Moynihan spoke of in the UN General 
Assembly, the foundation of Golda Meir’s explanation for Israel’s aid to Black 
Africa. This was a definition of Zionism as a “national liberation movement.” 
For Jews and their allies who embraced this definition, the UN resolution 
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evoked “outrage” because Zionism was the response to “centuries of Jewish 
suffering that culminated in the Holocaust.”

The second definition of Zionism lay in the “sum total of the policies 
practiced by the Israeli government.” Israel’s Occupation of its Territories, 
its failure to address the plight of Palestinian refugees, its defiance of UN 
resolutions (“the very body that was responsible for its creation”): Laytner 
enumerated these as defining Zionism for millions throughout the world. 
For the “Afro-Asian countries,” he wrote, “one analogy comes to mind: 
Zionism is to Israel as apartheid is to South Africa.” He strongly cautioned 
against seeing 3379 as “Moynihan, Israel, and hysterical American Jewish 
leaders have painted it”—as “universal degeneration into moral depravity, 
inhumanity and anti-Semitism.” He viewed it, instead, as an opportunity to 
deliberate on these diverging definitions.

For Laytner saw danger of a different sort in the future for Israel and world 
Jewry. If Israel does not change its approach to Palestinians, he warned, the 
divide between those who hold opposing definitions of Zionism will only 
grow. Israel’s “intransigence” must be met with condemnation; Israel must 
be “judged for its deeds.” Nothing short of “revolutionary change” in Israel’s 
policies would succeed in redefining Zionism for the growing segment of the 
world population who see it as racism. Only with “radical change” will Israel 
find “acceptance in the world community,” and only then can it reclaim the 
“raison d’etre” for the Jewish state’s existence.72

According to Laytner, analogies to racism and apartheid endangered 
Israel’s legitimacy in world affairs. Israel’s leaders could reassert legitimacy 
only by contradicting all elements of that analogy, undoing its oppression 
of Palestinians, and cutting ties with apartheid South Africa. Vehement dis-
agreements over Jewish unity, and now Zionism and Israel, contributed to 
the destruction of alliances essential for a Jewish response to South African 
apartheid. Because some American Jewish Zionists felt vulnerable in the face 
of increasingly strident criticisms of Israel, they cited Jewish unity to explain 
why they edged closer to South African Jews in their worldviews. To Jews on 
the left, these actions were tantamount to betrayal, a surrender to strains of 
Jewish identity and Zionism that would only deepen the indictment of both 
in the court of world opinion.

South Africa Needs Friends

In May 1976, amidst the painful intracommunal American Jewish debates 
about Israel, Zionism, and South Africa, about Israel and the PLO, the orga-
nized South African Jewish Community launched a public relations cam-
paign designed to build on the recent visit of South African Prime Minister 
John Vorster to Israel. The SAJBD, along with the South African Tourist 
Bureau, SATUR, and Pan American Airways, brought the editors of 14 
major American Jewish newspapers to South Africa as guests. The aim of 
this outreach was to highlight the growing bonds between South African 
and American Jews.
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Traveling via Brazil, the guests utilized the flight path of South Africa 
Airways that had opened up in 1969 under protest from Representative 
Charles C. Diggs and the American Jewish Congress’s Rabbi Joachim 
Prinz, among others. Upon their return, these editors wrote pieces about 
the Jewish community of South Africa, focusing especially on the parallels 
between American and South African Jews’ devotion to Israel. Above all, 
they encouraged tourism to South Africa as a means to build tighter links 
between two significant world Jewish communities.

American editors were impressed with their tour. Some who cited apart-
heid—Philip Slomovitz of the New York Jewish Week wrote that South Africa 
was “racially suspect,” and called apartheid “repellent” and a “menace”—
were assuaged by the SAJBD’s endorsement of a plan for “separate develop-
ment.” Slomovitz concluded the article by noting the deep commonalities 
of American and South African Jews: their firm anticommunism, their 
equal dedication to Israel. His hosts assured him that the kind hospitality 
received by the editors “awaits our fellow Jews who choose to visit with us.” 
Echoing the words of World Jewish Congress leaders two decades prior, 
Slomovitz wrote of the “oneness of the Jewish people and the urgency for 
the understanding of the aims of the various communities, no matter how 
distant.”73

Philip Hochstein, editor of the New York Jewish Week, known for his con-
servatism and red-baiting of liberal and left Jews, also praised the Pan Am 
tour. Hochstein saw South African Jews as a “vital link in the evolving new 
policies” of their nation. He dedicated much of his piece to the Cold War 
tensions in Africa, to the pivotal and positive role that South Africa played 
in what he called the tensions of East and West. As Jews were of “great eco-
nomic importance to South Africa,” as so many were members of the middle 
and upper classes, Hochstein recognized that the South African/American 
Jewish connection may be a route to improving public relations. To drive 
that point home, he emphasized the careful attention South Africa paid to 
American public opinion. He consistently cited his ignorance on the “race 
situation” in South Africa, even after his tour. Indeed, his portrait of a typi-
cal South African Jew presented the situation as difficult to understand:

The extreme complexity of the South African condition is perhaps best illus-
trated by the fairly prevalent attitude of Jews who combine their outspoken 
sense of Jewish identity with both intense South African patriotism and frank 
skepticism about apartheid.74

Still, by Hochstein’s lights, with a common enemy in Russia, and a common 
friend in Israel, South African and American Jews had much in common.

Addressing an item of concern to Jews in the United States and elsewhere, 
the editors of American Jewish newspapers interviewed Israel’s ambassador 
to South Africa, Yitzhak Unna, about the growing closeness between Israel 
and South Africa. In explaining and defending that relationship, Unna also 
turned a long-cited analogy on its head. For decades, Golda Meir and others 
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had tied the fates of world Jewry to Black Africa, citing Israel and free African 
nations as analogous in their struggles for freedom. In his counternarrative, 
Unna spoke instead of the common struggles of Afrikaners and Israeli Jews: 
their “common Biblical heritage”; the similarities between the Great Trek 
of the Afrikaners away from the British to the Transvaal and the Jewish 
Exodus from slavery in Egypt; finally, the feeling that they are in the “same 
boat” in that South Africa, like Israel, is a “small community surrounded by 
a preponderance of hostile neighbors.” Unna even mentioned the scientific 
exchanges between the two nations, recalling similar exchanges between 
Israel and Black Africa heralded by liberals in the 1950s and 1960s. About 
Israel’s relations with Black African nations, Unna said that Israel received 
signals that some of these nations (which he left unnamed) regretted that 
they “surrendered to the Arab blackmail” and cut diplomatic ties with Israel 
in 1973.75 Still, he noted that Israel’s commercial trade with Black African 
nations continued to grow.

Irwin Stein, coeditor of Chicago’s Jewish weekly the Sentinel, pursued 
one of the agendas of the voyage in asking Unna if, because of the special 
relationship between South Africa and Israel, the Jewish communities of 
“Israel, America, or anywhere else” have an “obligation” to “look favorably 
on South Africa.” To that leading query, Unna would say only that the edi-
tors should return home and report back to their readers about the “honest 
look” they have had at South Africa. To do that, Unna concluded, would be 
to do a service to South African–Israeli relations, South Africa itself, and also 
to “your own intellectual integrity.”76 Following the trip, Pam Am began 
advertising tours of the Jewish communities of Brazil, South Africa, and 
Israel. The New York Jewish Week proclaimed: “All the Jewish communities 
are anxious to be visited by American Jews.”77

But a crisis preempted those visits. On June 16, 1976, 15,000 schoolchil-
dren gathered in Soweto, the Black “homelands” southwest of Johannesburg, 
to protest the government’s ruling that half of all classes in nonwhite sec-
ondary schools must be taught in Afrikaans, the language of South Africa’s 
seventeenth-century Dutch settlers. Police opened fire, killing hundreds. 
Nelson Mandela writes that “the events of that day reverberated in every 
town and township of South Africa.” The “spirit of mass protest” against 
state oppression spread, gradually eroding the power of the apartheid gov-
ernment.78 Archbishop Desmond Tutu began advocating for an economic 
boycott of South Africa. Global outrage at the massacre translated into pro-
tests across the globe. In the United States, African American activist leaders 
set the stage for the founding of TransAfrica, the “most important lobby for 
Africa and the Caribbean ever created by African Americans.”79

In South Africa, the minority white government initiated still more repres-
sive tactics, including assassinations, against the grassroots, violent protests 
that continued for months, gradually eroding apartheid. Radical Jewish 
activists, many of whom were exiled or arrested, continued their work with 
Black activists. The SAJBD, along with more Orthodox leaders, remained 
silent. Rabbis in the Reform movement in South Africa, however, called the 
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South African Union for Progressive Judaism, were “outspoken” in their 
opposition. Rabbi Richard Lampert, for example, took his conscience to the 
pulpit at Temple Emanuel in Johannesburg, most famously on Kol Nidrei 
in 1976, at the start of the Yom Kippur holiday. To his 1,500 congregants 
he distributed an adaptation he’d written of the “Al Chet” prayer, which 
referred to “the sin we have committed by forgetting we were oppressed” 
and the “sin we have committed by keeping silent in the face of injustice.” 
“It created a furor,” he recalled. “There was criticism, some people protested 
afterwards.” Authorities raided his home several days later and confiscated 
works that were considered seditious. Shortly after, Lampert emigrated from 
South Africa.80

Writing in Hadassah Magazine, Denis Diamond, executive director of the 
SAJBD and a key figure in the Pan Am tour for American Jewish editors, 
carefully and shockingly cast the Soweto riots as “one of the most tragic epi-
sodes in the history of urban interrelationships in South Africa.” Describing 
the “polyglot” urban Blacks who travel to Johannesburg, Diamond described 
“the language problem” as “compounded by the multitude of native 
tongues” of Black South Africans. He lamented that the riots came at a time 
when “the prospects for ending racial discrimination had never been bet-
ter.” Addressing the global condemnation of apartheid, the movement for 
sanctions and divestment, he asserted that “one thing is for sure: [a peaceful 
solution] will not be determined outside this country.”81

Diamond quickly transitioned to his ultimate focus, the South African 
Jews who hoped to win allies of guests on the Pam Am tour. Playing “only a 
peripheral role” in the peacemaking process, South African Jews were some-
times active in politics as individuals, according to Diamond. Beginning 
to lavish praise on that population, Diamond asserted that it was in “civic 
involvement” that they “have stamped their mark” on Johannesburg. In cul-
tural institutions such as museums, ballet, drama, and music, Diamond told 
his audience, “except for New York, there is no city outside of Israel quite 
as Jewish as Jo’burg.” He went on to praise the “vital, and in many ways, 
complementary Jewish communities” of the United States and South Africa, 
and to celebrate the Pan Am tour in the context of South Africa’s strong 
Zionism. Straying from any sustained mention of apartheid, Diamond sug-
gested an intimate connection among the three nations of Israel, South 
Africa, and the United States.

But for whom did Diamond and the journal speak? Liberal and radical 
Jews in the United States criticized the Pam Am public relations tour of 
South Africa. Jewish Currents, edited by communist, historian, and educator 
Morris Schappes, called out the tragedy of what Diamond and other Jewish 
authors had done: identifying and mourning only Dr Melville Leonard 
Edelstein, an antiapartheid sociologist and one of three whites and the only 
Jew killed in the riots compared with hundreds of Black Africans. The edi-
tors noted the building up of military ties between Israel and South Africa, 
and dismissed the statement made by an Israeli cabinet minister that said 
“There is no ideological significance to our trade relations.” Most strongly, 
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they stated succinctly and finally: “Whatever diplomatic reasons Israel may 
have, U.S. Jews should resist being sucked into South African tourism or 
weakening opposition to apartheid.”82

Joining Schappes, in August 1978, Berkeley student David Hammerstein 
wrote a smart, frank assessment of Israel’s relationship with South Africa in 
The Jewish Radical, published by students in the left-leaning Radical Jewish 
Union at University of California at Berkeley. The issue’s subjects linked 
many of the progressive currents running through the American Jewish 
world in that moment, with articles on “Marx and the Jewish question,” 
“Judaism and Feminism,” “Israel Should Agree to Meet PLO” and “Begin’s 
Palestinian Bantustan” (a reference to the South African “Bantustans” where 
the apartheid regime “relocated” Black South Africans).

In the year since Schappes’s writing, Menachem Begin’s surprising upset 
victory in 1977 meant that a broader agenda of ethnic nationalism was at 
work in Israeli politics. According to Polakow-Suransky, Begin and other 
members of his Likud Party were willing “to tolerate xenophobic and rac-
ist ideas” if they served that agenda. Echoing Unna’s narrative, Polakow-
Suransky sees a direct parallel in Begin’s Zionism and Afrikaner nationalism: 
using “military force to ensure national survival.”83

Hammerstein began his piece by evoking precisely the same historical 
moment as begins Polakow-Suransky’s study: South African Prime Minister 
John Vorster’s April 1976 visit to Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Memorial in 
Jerusalem, on an official state visit to Israel.84 Both authors chose this moment 
to document the dramatic and striking parallels between Nazi racialism and 
that of the apartheid regime in South Africa, as well as the growing alli-
ance between the two nations in the 1970s. “Israel, a country founded upon 
the ashes of Jewish victims of racism, has, in the last ten years, dramatically 
strengthened its diplomatic, commercial, and military ties with the most rac-
ist country in the world, South Africa. At a time when much of the world has 
begun to disengage from ties with South Africa, Israel is basing a major part 
of its future on an alliance with the apartheid regime.”85

Following these statements, Hammerstein reviewed the history of Israel’s 
commercial, military, and diplomatic ties to South Africa. He emphasized 
each nation’s growing isolation: Israel because of the 1973 War, and South 
Africa because of the iron grip of apartheid. Hammerstein concluded by 
reminding his audience of American Jewish students of their own role in 
this new calculus. “South Africa Needs Friends,” he explains, “especially 
in the U.S. where the Carter Administration is under growing pressure by 
antiapartheid groups and the black community to sever ties with South 
Africa.” “If South Africa hopes to broaden its U.S. public support beyond 
right-wingers, the organized Jewish community might be a prime hunting 
ground.”86 The Pam Am tour, he asserted, clearly served as part of this 
hunt.

Some parts of the mainstream American Jewish community followed 
through on Hammerstein’s predictions, defending Israel’s trade with South 
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Africa by insisting that it was necessary and also comparatively small, relative 
to other nations. By 1978, when Hammerstein authored this piece and drew 
attention to this search for friends, radical critiques of these friendships such 
as his were few and far between. The editors of Jewish Currents, for example, 
continued to pay attention to the growing ties between Israel and South 
Africa—not only through tourism, but also military aid. The voice of the 
journal had come to adopt the response of the mainstream Jewish commu-
nity: asserting that Israel alone should not be “singled out” for its trade with 
South Africa, when so many other nations—and many from Black Africa—
likewise traded with the apartheid regime. Many of these assertions served 
as responses to anger in the African American community over Israel’s ties 
to South Africa.87

Events the following year only deepened that anger. In 1979, Andrew 
Young, American Ambassador to the United Nations and the first African 
American in that post, was forced to resign because he had held a secret 
meeting with a representative of the PLO, despite the fact that United States 
policy banned contact with any organization that did not recognize Israel’s 
right to exist.88 Although only one American Jewish organization, the 
American Zionist Federation, publicly demanded Young’s resignation, many 
African Americans accused American Jews of working behind the scenes, of 
demonstrating paternalism in pressuring President Carter to remove Young. 
They “charged Jews with blocking all programs for improving the lives of 
nonwhite people anywhere in the world.”89 The response to this event rep-
resents another point of the narrative arc of the 1970s: a decade that began 
with two opposing letters in the New York Times—one supporting, one 
rejecting African American support of Israel, with South Africa mentioned 
only in the latter—the decade ended with an esteemed Civil Rights orga-
nization, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP), explicitly citing Israel’s links to South Africa as a key obstacle to 
Black/Jewish relations in the United States.

Two hundred African American leaders gathered at the headquarters of 
the NAACP to talk about the Black/Jewish “split.” They released a series 
of talking points that they called “our Declaration of Independence”—from 
the Black/Jewish alliance, from Jewish contributions to African American 
organizations. They listed Israel as their number one issue. Jewish leaders 
condescended to African Americans when they warned them to stay out of 
Middle East policy, the leaders asserted; African Americans considered the 
Palestinian cause a human rights issue, in which they had a deep interest.

Second on the Declaration list was Southern Africa. Mainstream presses 
took note. Time Magazine recorded that:

The black manifesto demanded that Jews bring pressure on Israel to halt “its 
support of those repressive and racist regimes” in South Africa and Zimbabwe/ 
Rhodesia. Israel does in fact maintain a flourishing trade with South Africa 
($120 million last year), and it provided military assistance that has been used 
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against black guerrillas. Ties between Israel and South Africa started when 
both nations needed whatever allies they could find. Israel also used to help 
black Africa until the Africans themselves broke off these relations in order to 
take a more pro-Arab position.90

Other organizations followed the NAACP’s lead in linking Israel’s treatment 
of Palestinians to its ties to South Africa, and then to criticism of American 
Jews for not pressuring Israel to change its position on both. TransAfrica, 
an African American lobbying group that later led effective antiapartheid 
protests outside of the South African embassy in Washington DC, issued a 
statement immediately following the NAACP conference. Under the head-
line “Black American Lobby Backs Palestinian State,” the New York Times 
reported that the group spoke for its 10,000 members in blasting Israel for 
its treatment of Palestinians, and too for the “growing intimacy between 
Israel and the state of South Africa.”91

With this declaration, African American Civil Rights leaders sought inde-
pendence from American Jews, listing Israel and apartheid, along with other 
tensions, as prime motivators for that quest. With the Pan Am tour, South 
African Jewish leaders sought friends because the global antiapartheid move-
ment increasingly alienated their minority rule government. Poised between 
these two quests, American Jews navigated the perilous 1970s with attention 
to global conversations about Zionism and local condemnations of Jewish 
dissent about Israel’s policies.

In the 1970s, apartheid’s definition expanded, used by leaders and lay-
people alike to refer to oppressive state ideologies anywhere in the world. 
From South African Prime Minister John Vorster to American President 
Jimmy Carter, political leaders of these years would come to use the term 
to call out the conditions in Israel’s Occupied Territories. As the apartheid 
analogy took on a power of its own, American Jewish leaders consistently 
circled back to the United Nations resolution and to their own definition 
of Zionism as a liberatory vision. They fiercely defended Israel in the face of 
these growing critiques.

American Jewish leaders’ positions on these issues in the 1970s contrib-
uted to the destruction of alliances with African Americans, alliances that 
would have aided the building of a unified Jewish response to South African 
apartheid. Their positions also created bitter debates in spaces often seen as 
sites for social experimentation and cultural critiques. The following two 
chapters chronicle the response to Zionism is racism in some of these spaces: 
in the women’s movement, on American college campuses, and in old and 
new Jewish organizations.
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Je w ish Women,  Z ionism,  

a nd A pa rt heid

Many American Jewish women first encountered “Zionism is racism” at 
the world conference of the International Women’s Year in Mexico City, 
the first United Nations Conference on the status of women. For Zionist 
and non-Zionist women in the women’s movement, this first encounter 
held great significance. One communal Jewish leader described the feel-
ing at the conference as “scary, disruptive, and chaotic,” with women feel-
ing “scarred and disappointed.”1 The sense of disappointment was as deep 
as the excitement had been in the lead up to the conference. Activists in 
many nations had celebrated the United Nations’ recognition of the pro-
found impact of the international women’s movement with the planning of 
Mexico City and two subsequent conferences as part of its UN Decade for 
Women from 1975–1985.2 In the United States, as the women’s movement 
gained tremendous momentum, white women and women of color antici-
pated unprecedented opportunity for unity on pressing issues.

The Mexico City conference had many successes. It led to more data col-
lection and analysis specifically about women. As feminist writer and scholar 
Devaki Jain notes, this “demand that member states review their procedure 
of data collection . . . helped reduce some of the invisibility of women’s work 
and contributions to society.” The conference drew attention to the goal 
of women’s equal access to all parts of society, establishing institutions in 
many nations to plan programs around women’s international development. 
Broadly, Mexico City provided the foundation for a new partnership between 
the United Nations and women’s groups.3 As human rights scholar Niamh 
Reilly writes, the International Women’s Year moved women’s rights and 
gender issues “from the margin to the centre of key UN agendas.”4

Yet Cold War and other tensions took a toll on the conference. Issues of 
concern divided women of the Global North and South. Women from the 
North, “where feminism was taking hold,” were concerned about “male-
female relations and opportunities.” For delegates from the South, “fresh 
from colonial domination, issues such as apartheid, the global economy, 
and Palestinian rights were integral to improving the status and situation of 
women.”5
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As delegates to the conference later observed, political concerns of the 
Middle East and Southern Africa consistently divided delegates. “Virtually 
all” delegates stood opposed to South African apartheid. But not all del-
egates agreed that they should lend support to “the struggle of peoples in 
Rhodesia, Namibia, South Africa, and the occupied territories.” Among the 
most rancorous debates were those over Israel and Palestine. Indeed, when 
Israel’s chief delegate rose to speak, Arab delegations walked out in protest of 
Israeli policies. Israel’s delegate “calmly responded that the walkout had no 
place in a conference on women’s issues.”6 Yet those in attendance reached 
no consensus on this point either.

Later, the UN “Zionism is racism” Resolution 3379 traveled to the UN 
General Assembly, where it passed despite “strenuous Western opposition.” 
The impact on American women’s roles in the international women’s move-
ment was profound: “U.S. support for the UN immediately declined,” com-
mentators note, “just as International Women’s Year (IWY), one of the most 
successful UN-sponsored years, drew to a close and just as Americans were 
pressing for their own IWY conference.”7

For many Jewish women with deep investments in Zionism and Israel, 
Mexico City’s inclusion of Zionism is racism proved utterly disappointing, 
even disorienting. Zionism and apartheid proved important to the aftermath 
of this resolution globally and locally, and the women’s movement provided 
Jewish women with a space to work out their positions on both. They strug-
gled with a schism in Zionism’s definition in international diplomatic dia-
logues: some embraced Zionism as a liberation ideology realized in the State 
of Israel; others saw it as oppressive, a product of imperialism, and sympa-
thized with Palestinians as its victims. In the women’s movement, Jewish 
women (among others) had to reckon with this new language and a new set of 
ideas—all refracted through the lenses of apartheid, race, and colonialism—
about what Zionism and feminism meant to them as individuals.

Before 1975, there is a nearly-complete silence on apartheid among Jewish 
women as recorded by mainstream Jewish organizations, likely because there 
were so very few women in leadership positions.8 The dearth of women’s 
voices on apartheid, then, mirrors the patriarchal arrangements in Jewish 
organizational and traditional religious life. Buoyed up by the women’s 
movement, and mobilized in part by the Zionism is racism resolution, Jewish 
women found their voices in Jewish and secular organizations in the 1970s 
and 1980s, at UN Women’s Conferences and beyond.9 In these years, many 
Jewish women worked out their positions on Zionism and racism, apartheid 
and colonialism, within the women’s movement and outside of it.

Scholars of African and African American women’s struggles against 
apartheid locate their protests at the intersection of racism and sexism, 
the white supremacy and patriarchy embedded in colonialism and its lega-
cies. In the 1970s and 1980s, self-identified Jewish women activists with 
the many privileges of whiteness protested apartheid as they struggled too 
with the power distribution and patriarchy in traditional religious Judaism 
and Jewish organizational life. These women moved within and outside of 
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Jewish organizations according to their vision of Jewishness, of how Jewish 
power and influence should be used in the postwar world.10

At least a decade before Zionism is racism, exclusion from a patriarchal 
religion left some Jewish feminists with the urgent need to redefine Judaism 
for themselves. Jewish women began building feminist Jewish institutions 
in the early 1970s.11 Some created new religious homes for themselves in 
the Jewish counterculture: in havurot (Jewish prayer or discussion groups), 
in Jewish feminist, Zionist, and liberal/left organizations. Others partici-
pated in the Jewish roots movement, inspired by the liberation movements 
of the 1960s and 1970s, by Black Power, and by the new brand of Zionism 
in post-1967 America. Many of these women felt discomfort with Jewish 
assimilation and with what they saw as anti-Semitism within the global 
women’s movement. Their sense of being under siege from anti-Israel, anti-
Zionist, and anti-Semitic attacks—and indeed from anticolonialist activists 
whom they felt unfairly conflated Zionism with racism and imperialism—
had profound implications for their roles in the antiapartheid movement. 
As Jewish women challenged gendered hierarchies in the Jewish and secular 
worlds, they also engaged in painful contests over definitions of Zionism 
and of Jewishness itself.

Still other Jewish women left the organized Jewish world altogether, still 
seeing their individual Jewishness as bound up in global, universalist work 
toward justice. Yet another group of Jewish women defined themselves as 
women first and foremost, without reference to Jewishness at all, and disen-
tangled all of their political choices from debates over Jewishness. For nearly 
all of these women, defining their relationships to Jewishness and protest 
hinged on their perceptions of the American Jewish community: its global 
politics (especially its support of Israel and South Africa) as well as its politics 
of nationalism, sexuality, gender, and class.

Scholars have extensively documented the shortcomings of a movement 
whose language embraced the liberation of all women and men from rigid 
constructions of gender, yet that fractured along the lines of class, race, 
ethnicity, sexuality, age, ability, and religion. Zionism and increasingly the 
practice and concept of apartheid proved to be divisive issues that painfully 
split sisterhood, dividing women and preventing coalition building on cru-
cial issues—including South African apartheid. The fact that this decade of 
women’s liberation movements overlapped with the building momentum 
and the growing reach and urgency of the global antiapartheid movement 
lent even greater significance to these lost opportunities. From the perspec-
tive of some Zionist Jewish women, the anti-Israel, anti-Semitic political 
rhetoric and positions of antiapartheid activists at key moments, such as 
UN conferences, proved prohibitive. These activists created an exclusivity 
that did not allow for Zionist Jewish women to join with them in working 
for women and against colonialism.12 From the perspective of some anti-
apartheid activists, allegiance to Zionism as a liberation movement denied 
the impact of Israeli Occupation on the Palestinian population, and ignored 
Israel’s role in South African apartheid; further, it alienated women of color 
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and their allies as they sought to link colonialism and oppression across the 
globe.

This chapter begins with an event discussed in chapter 4: the United 
Nations Zionism as racism Resolution 3379, whose roots can be traced 
back to the first United Nations conference on the global status of women. 
It charts the long-standing impact of that resolution and its language on 
American Jewish women by focusing first on the varied, at times divergent, 
responses to the UN Women’s Conferences of 1975, 1980, and 1985. To 
capture the diverse experiences of Jewish women in the women’s movement, 
the chapter then moves from encounters with global diplomatic discourses 
to more local, grassroots American encounters with apartheid. To that end, 
as in a previous chapter, this one includes brief biographical portraits that 
illustrate the lack of consensus among Jewish women about how to respond 
to the challenges of apartheid and Zionism in these years. The final section 
of the chapter presents brief biographical sketches of famous South African 
Jewish women activists. For the purpose of this study, their approaches to 
apartheid, Zionism, and Jewishness in South Africa help to bring American 
Jewish struggles with apartheid into sharp relief.

American Jewish women’s historians dedicate the majority of their analy-
ses to Zionist Jewish women. By shedding light on Jewish women’s con-
tests over what constitutes Jewish values and Jewish activism, by integrating 
Jewish women with diverse approaches to Zionism and to apartheid, this 
chapter presents an analysis of the broader contours of Jewish struggles over 
apartheid and Jewishness itself. It invites new chapters and new approaches 
in American Jewish women’s history and United States and global women’s 
history, asking questions about the limits of coalitions, identity politics, and 
pluralism, and also about what the women in these pages took with them out 
of these struggles over apartheid.

Jewish Women, Zionism, and Apartheid:  
The “graveyard of the women’s movement”13

Israel’s growing alliance with South Africa in the 1970s, along with the 
Zionism is racism resolution, introduced great controversy to the women’s 
movement. As discussed in the previous chapter, the resolution grew out of 
Cold War politics, Arab and other nations’ hostility to Israel, Israeli policies 
of Occupation, and the growth of the Third World movement, which allied 
itself with Palestinian liberation. Some Jewish women felt that these contro-
versies laid bare their most important identities and loyalties, reinvigorating 
their Jewish selves and making them into Jewish feminists.14 The resolution 
propelled these feminists into self-consciously Jewish feminism and engage-
ment with African American and other feminists over issues like Israel’s ties 
to South Africa.

For feminists like activist, journalist, and author Letty Cottin Pogrebin, 
cofounder of Ms. Magazine in 1971, the initial language of “Zionism is 
racism” proved transformative. She writes, “although it was ostensibly the 
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Israelis who had been attacked as racists, I knew the arrow was also meant 
for me . . . .[T]o feminists who hate Israel I was not a woman, I was a Jewish 
woman. The men of the minyan (Jewish prayer group) might not consider 
me a Jew among Jews, but to many of those delegates in Mexico City, that’s 
all I was.”15

Pogrebin took part in the “roots movement” of the 1970s, which drew 
women back to Jewish belonging and then to Zionism. The search involved 
“not simply a rediscovery of Jewishness but also of anti-Semitism, and, in 
anti-Semitism, proof of the need for a Jewish homeland.”16 Indeed, Pogrebin 
spoke of Zionism and feminism in the same breath, seeing both as liberation 
movements: “Zionism is to Jews what feminism is to women,” she wrote in 
her classic Jewish feminist text, Deborah, Golda, and Me, in 1991, “a source 
of solidarity, pride, and unity.” She adamantly rejected “Zionism is racism”: 
“I know Zionists who are racists, just as I know racist feminists, but that 
didn’t make Zionism racism any more than a few bigoted women made 
feminism racism,” she wrote. “At the heart of the matter,” she concluded, 
“Zionism and feminism are directly analogous in that both movements are 
fueled by the fires of self-determination.”17

Radical Zionist, American feminist, antiwar, Civil Rights and gay rights 
activist Congresswoman Bella Abzug agreed. Abzug had attended the camps 
of Hashomer Hatzair as a child, and championed Zionism as a liberation 
movement for the Jewish people. She mounted a fierce defense of Israel in 
Mexico City and again at the second UN women’s conference in Copenhagen, 
Denmark, in 1980. Abzug observed that the anti-Zionist statement could be 
traced back to the fact that the UN conference had been “organized by men 
of the United Nations and therefore had all the faults and prejudices of the 
United Nations.” She took credit for the American delegation’s vote of no, 
as they had originally planned to abstain from the vote.18 As Pogrebin writes, 
when “an American black woman rose to accuse our delegation of deferring 
to the Jews [because] she couldn’t understand what was wrong with say-
ing Zionism is racism,” Abzug stood up. She gave voice to her definition of 
Zionism as a “liberation movement for a people who have been persecuted 
all their lives and throughout human history.”19

Abzug and Pogrebin’s definition of Zionism stood at odds with those 
of other, non-Zionist women in the global women’s movement, and with 
the Third World’s definition of Zionism as described by Layntner in 1976. 
Those disagreements had profound implications for the global women’s move-
ment and for the fight against South African apartheid. At the 1980 mid-
decade conference for women in Copenhagen, links between South Africa 
and Israel were just below the surface of fierce debates over Zionism that 
divided feminist delegates there and for years afterward. Pogrebin noted this 
dynamic in her controversial 1982 article in Ms. Magazine, “Anti-Semitism 
in the Women’s Movement.” In it she tells the story of an exchange that 
occurred one month before the UN Copenhagen conference. She invited 
an African American friend to join her in signing a petition that might 
prevent “Zionism is racism” from derailing the Copenhagen conference on 
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women’s issues, as many felt it had in Mexico City. “My friend told me the 
Copenhagen conference was a hot topic in the black community. Trade-
offs were being negotiated; an antiapartheid resolution might be passed 
in return for American blacks’ compliance on a Palestinian agenda item. 
‘Please understand,’ said my friend, ‘I can’t afford to sign.’”20

Not only did votes on apartheid and Zionism serve as a currency of 
exchange, a dynamic that would be repeated in future attempts at reconcil-
ing conflicting agendas. In international diplomatic circles, apartheid came 
to be synonymous with intolerable state oppression. Zionism’s definition 
splintered, and the Third World definition relied on the analogy, later the 
equation, of Israel’s policies of Occupation with apartheid.

Some Jewish feminists pushed against the elision of Zionism and apartheid. 
Indeed, they compared the hostility they felt from Palestinian women and their 
allies to the racism of apartheid. “Many Jews believe that pro-PLO women in 
America are expressing their anti-Semitism as surely as pro-Afrikaner whites 
in South Africa are assumed to be expressing their racism,” Pogrebin wrote, 
noting that “the average Palestinian woman would wish me dead.”21 Thus she 
concluded that these dynamics left her cut off from the political possibilities of 
universal sisterhood: “As much as I might wish for a world of universalist values 
and de-emphasized differences, I would no longer tolerate a women’s move-
ment in which Jews are the only group asked to relinquish their own interests 
while other women were allowed to push their private agendas and subvert 
feminist ideals when it suited them. I would no longer assume all women were 
my sisters.” She now embraced a “pluralist feminism founded on a mutual 
respect for each other’s ‘identity politics,’ which include the particularities of 
culture, peoplehood, and history.”22

The feminist Jewish magazine Lilith’s report on the Copenhagen confer-
ence illustrates how Cold War alliances, identity, and global politics linked 
Israel and apartheid, alienating Zionist women. “Israel was insulted at 
every channel,” they reported, because the PLO dominated. “Whenever 
the microphones were opened for questions from the floor,” they reported, 
“the PLO was there. Equality? ‘We can’t have equality without having a 
country.’ Apartheid? ‘Vorster was a Nazi, and now Israel is South Africa’s 
best friend.’”23 The following year, Lilith lamented that “The virulent anti-
Semitism expressed at the August 1980 U.N. Mid-Decade Conference 
on Women in Copenhagen–sometimes, but not always, masked as anti- 
Zionism–has not yet been discussed in the women’s movement. Particularly 
shocking to many of the Jewish women there was the lack of support on 
this issue from other women.”24 Jewish women felt that anticolonialist and 
pro-Palestinian activists could not engage in a discussion of apartheid and 
imperialism without including Zionism. So long as this remained the pri-
mary rhetorical strategy, they could not participate.

In Copenhagen, delegates engaged in fierce arguments about Zionism and 
racism. Their alliances reflected increased American isolation at the United 
Nations, and the increasing power and visibility of Asian and African nations. 
There was a growing group of nations hostile to Israel and its policies, and 
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on that issue America stood increasingly alone. That fact had been on display 
with the passage of Resolution 3379. Ultimately, due to paragraphs linking 
Zionism with racism (categorized with imperialism, colonialism, and apart-
heid as “obstacles to women’s equality and participation”), the United States 
(along with Israel and Canada) voted against the Programme of Action 
adopted at the conference’s conclusion.25

The Copenhagen conference was a pivotal moment in the women’s move-
ment, as it “helped legitimize women as an issue not just for the West but 
for the world.”26 Indeed, many women found the UN Conferences of the 
Decade for Women opening up possibilities for unity. Especially for women 
from developing countries, Jain writes, it “was the first time they realized 
that women around the world struggled with the same issues and had simi-
lar interests.”27 Zionist Jewish women and their allies found that their own 
unity around the issue of Zionism prevented them from feeling a sense of 
belonging to the global women’s movement, which strove—with limited 
success—to build bridges among women in all nations.

There were fleeting moments in which it seemed possible to build bridges. 
Abzug worked to create a caucus of Jewish and Arab women that met one 
morning at 6 o’clock, one hour before the Copenhagen conference program 
began. Feminist activist Robin Morgan “had some credibility among the 
Arabs” due to her Third World activism, and she collaborated with Abzug in 
bringing the women together. “We did not solve the Middle East [crisis],” 
Morgan reported, but the women told stories, and “that magic happened, 
where people embrace and cry.”28

These moments did not distract women on all sides of the Zionism issue 
from feeling betrayed by the women’s movement. Gail Lerner, who attended 
as a representative for the World Council of Churches, used the word “‘ter-
rified’ to describe the atmosphere at a panel on refugees, where Palestinian 
women arrived to “find the room packed with anti-Palestinian Israel sup-
porters.” Even conference organizers had mixed assessments of the damage 
done by the Israeli/Palestinian issue: while most said it raised strong ill feel-
ings, not all agreed that it had “derailed” the conference, as Zionist delegates 
like Pogrebin maintained.29

Many, however, recognized that the Zionist controversy distracted del-
egates from other crucial issues. Some Western delegates expressed “out-
rage” that delegates preferred to voice “global platitudes” that “obscure[d] 
the realistic examination of the plight of women.”30 Agreeing with Abzug, 
historian Judith Zinsser writes that the issue created a false binary between 
feminism and politics: “in playing out this controversy [over Zionism is rac-
ism], all of the delegates endorsed the realities of the patriarchal system of 
international relations . . . [and] unintentionally ratified the view that wom-
en’s concerns were marginal, apolitical, and thus outside of the usual mean-
ings of ‘politics.’”31

Radical anti-imperialist activists in an integrated San Francisco group 
known as the Alliance Against Women’s Oppression observed that “a strongly 
pro-Zionist position became the most clearly articulated and widely held 
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position in both the liberal and radical sectors of the women’s movement.” 
Institutions of the movement were “consumed with questions of Jewish 
identity and anti-Semitism,” and as a result women activists ignored pressing 
anti-imperialist causes, such as those in the Middle East.32 Historically allied 
with labor, feminist, antiracist, revolutionary and antiwar groups, these 
activists wrote immediately after Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon, insisting 
on the obligation of the women’s movement to represent women in Lebanon 
and in the Palestinian territories, areas occupied by Israel. Invoking an alli-
ance only just beginning to earn visibility, they argued that Israel “upholds 
apartheid in South Africa and cooperates in the development of nuclear 
technology with what must surely be the world’s most despised and despi-
cable state.” If Zionism’s purpose were to “make the world safe for Jews,” 
these women argued, then why were Israel’s policies “holding back liberation 
struggles around the world”? In seeing these separate struggles as intercon-
nected, these women felt that the stakes in these debates were too high to 
ignore: ultimately, for them, the question was “whether the U.S. women’s 
movement can become an integral, active component of the international 
struggle against oppression.”33

As this reproof demonstrates, controversies over Zionism and apartheid 
frustrated potential alliances between liberation movements across the world, 
including the women’s movement. Many feminists—both Jewish and non-
Jewish—were quick to point out that the imperialist and anti-imperialist 
debates at the UN conferences fell within the realm of international diplo-
macy, and did not necessarily reflect grassroots feminist ideas. These same 
women strongly criticized some Jewish feminists for the “disturbing politi-
cal consequences” of their near-exclusive focus on identity politics and anti-
Semitism. Rather, they urged all women to find common ground and focus 
on a “politics of issues.”34 When looking ahead to the next UN women’s 
conference in Kenya five years later, feminists—and especially those sup-
portive of Zionism—minced no words in expressing their dire predictions 
for what another controversy over Zionism might mean. Margaret Daley, a 
US Congressional Staff Advisor to the US Delegation to the Copenhagen 
and Nairobi conferences, observed that “the Kenyan hosts did not want 
Nairobi to be the graveyard of the women’s movement.”35

For Jewish women, the stakes had been raised by delegates to Mexico 
City, not only over Zionism and their roles and agendas in the women’s 
movement, but also over the gender politics of the Jewish communal 
world. Certainly Jewish organizations planned comprehensive responses to 
the notion that “Zionism is racism,” but would men or women shape the 
responses put forward at the future UN women’s conferences? Affiliated 
Jewish women lacked power in mainstream American Jewish communal 
organizations commensurate with the sum total of all the work they did 
within these organizations.36 They mobilized to craft their own responses 
to 3379 in groups such as the National Council of Jewish Women. They built 
their own alliances and ran their own workshops in Nairobi. The Leadership 
Conference of National Jewish Women’s Organizations, active for a decade 
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on the cause of Soviet Jewry, issued public statements supporting President 
Carter’s decision to oppose “Zionism is Racism.”37

Male leaders in mainstream Jewish organizations—and they were nearly 
all male leaders—tried to take over for women who had been working in the 
feminist movement for many years. One Jewish leader described it as noth-
ing short of a “power struggle.”38 Zionist Jewish women were granted sepa-
ratism in the UN women’s conferences. Shattering conventional gendered 
expectations of traditional Jewish culture and religion, they used it as a strat-
egy for finding their voice.39 In statements of confidence or hesitation, they 
consistently drew on their own authority as long-standing feminist activists 
in insisting that critiques of Zionism not “derail” the conference away from 
women’s issues. Of the UN Nairobi conference, for example, Evelyn Sommer 
of the Women’s International Zionist Organization wrote: “I approach it 
with trepidation . . . .We are going to support Israel and because we have been 
dedicated to women’s rights for 60 years. We expect to have 120 women 
there from all parts of the world, and we are going to conduct a workshop 
on battered women.”40

Other Zionist Jewish women exercised leadership in working to build alli-
ances prior to the Nairobi conference. Convening meetings in New York 
and in cities across the United States, Israel, and Europe, they hoped they 
might prevent the attacks they had witnessed in Copenhagen.41 Pogrebin 
joined with Marlene Provizer of the National Jewish Community Relations 
Advisory Council, New Jewish Agenda’s (NJA’s) Executive Director Reena 
Bernards and National Co-Chair Christie Balka, and together they orga-
nized a series of dialogues with Arab, Jewish, and African American women 
that ran for a year and a half in New York City prior to the conference. NJA 
was a newly formed progressive, grassroots Jewish organization, and its lead-
ers stepped out into the fray of Zionism is racism with firm intentions to 
build bridges of understanding.42

These dialogues were to encourage all women to understand each other’s 
convictions and to feel they would be seen and heard. The organizers felt 
they met with some success. Pogrebin wrote that the Black-Jewish women’s 
groups, which included several dozen women, “helped soften the anti-Israel 
attacks that . . . resurface[d] in Nairobi,” and also, importantly, “helped press 
for resolutions opposing South African apartheid as well.”43

At a workshop on apartheid in Nairobi, Provizer sat among Third World 
and Western women listening to speakers of the ANC, some of whom “were 
critical of Israel.” It was her turn to speak, and she recalls “just shaking 
the whole time.” Fearful that anti-Zionism or anti-Semitism would disrupt 
the workshop—or shut it down altogether—she felt relieved that those in the 
room “applauded very politely.”44 The room’s applause signaled to Provizer 
that Jewish women allied with Zionism could carve out a space in the anti-
apartheid movement—and other liberation movements. Because, as Provizer 
explained, Jewish women, like all women there, wanted to find some way 
for the conference to focus broadly on “land rights, education, clean water, 
and child care.” “We got to Nairobi,” she explains, and “saw African women 
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walking 60 miles a day to be a part of this life changing experience.” “We 
cared about Israel,” notes Provizer, “but it wasn’t the only thing we cared 
about.”45

Yet the tensions in the setup and execution of the pre-conference meetings 
and later the conference sessions reflected broader, unresolved tensions—both 
in the positioning of the Zionist Jewish women and of some segments of the 
women’s movement more broadly. Carole Haddad, National Coordinator for 
the Feminist Arab Network, wrote to NJA’s Bernards to complain that the 
New York City dialogues’ leadership was exclusive—with no Arab or African 
American women involved in the planning—and “tightly controlled” so 
that all non-Jewish women wishing to speak about Israel’s Occupation were 
asked to “bury our issues and our pain.” Haddad also noted that Pogrebin’s 
signature on the invitation letter “created doubt about the motives behind 
the proposed dialogue,” as Pogrebin was the author of a “viciously anti-
Arab article in Ms. Magazine” that “not only insulted Arabs . . . but also Jews 
who do not equate anti-Zionism with anti-Semitism.”46 At the sessions, too, 
women of all backgrounds and political perspectives had to walk a fine line, 
for there were women present who saw clear parallels between Zionism and 
apartheid, and who wanted to speak about issues of concern with Israel’s 
Occupied Territories.

NJA attempted to walk this fine line, adding important qualifiers to 
its perspective on Zionism. Its leaders held workshops in Nairobi aimed at 
minimizing tensions so as to allow for coalition building, bringing together 
Arab and Jewish women from across the world. NJA members distributed 
4,000 copies of a brochure that offered guidelines for dialogues, includ-
ing one point that noted “Zionism is a multi-faceted movement for Jewish 
national liberation and it is therefore unconstructive to the process of dia-
logue to assert that it is equivalent with racism (this is not to deny that rac-
ist policies do exist within Israel).”47 NJA’s parenthetical acknowledgment 
distanced them from those who rejected any criticism of Israeli policies, yet 
left them within the conference’s Zionist camp.

Western Zionist delegates joined Israeli delegates in defending Zionism, 
Israel’s alliance with South Africa, and also its treatment of Palestinians in 
the Territories. Israeli delegation leader Sara Doron, a national legislator in 
the conservative Likud Party, relied on the tactic of denying that Israel alone 
should be “singled out” for criticism. She was quoted in the Los Angeles Times 
as saying that “the problems of Israel—particularly of Palestinian women 
living in Israeli-occupied Arab lands—should not be singled out at the con-
ference when there are refugees all over the world.” Israeli delegate Naomi 
Chazan, who later served as a legislator in the liberal Meretz Party, told a 
news conference: “It is imperative to separate Zionism from racism. . . . Israel 
and the Jewish people abhor apartheid. It is demeaning to the just cause of 
black people and an insult to the Jewish people, because it is intrinsically 
anti-Semitic.”48

The moment of the Nairobi conference coincided with an unprecedented 
level of energy in the global antiapartheid movement, reaching across the 
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world onto college campuses, legislative agendas, and UN conferences alike. 
While the LA Times article first documented an anti-Israel protest at the 
women’s conference, it went on to observe another protest as well:

A larger group protesting apartheid, South Africa’s legalized racial segrega-
tion system, were led in song at the university by black nationalists from the 
African National Congress and the South-West Africa People’s Organization. 
Women and scores of men sang “God Bless Africa” in Xhosa—a language of 
many South African blacks—and brandished their fists, shouting, “Victory 
to the people!” They listened to speakers from the two guerrilla movements 
fighting to overthrow the government in the last bastion of white rule on the 
African continent.49

Dramatic language matched the dramatic activism unfolding on the world 
stage. Competing for the attention of the delegates and the press, demon-
strations against Israel and South African apartheid coincided. Delegates had 
to choose which to attend and respond to, just as they had to decide where 
to stand and vote on both issues.

They remained utterly divisive down to the final moments of the conference. 
The New York Times reported that negotiations over the final document’s 
paragraphs “broke down” over the following issues: “a call for economic 
sanctions” against apartheid South Africa, “condemnation of Zionism as an 
obstacle to peace,” a description of the “plight of the Palestinians and redis-
tribution of the world’s wealth between rich and poor.”50 On the final night 
of the conference, “by a variety of stratagems, including breaking for a recess 
of over five hours, Margaret Kenyatta, President of the Conference, former 
mayor of Nairobi, and Kenya’s ambassador to the United Nations, gaveled 
through the most controversial paragraph, No. 95. This section had origi-
nally included a condemnation of Zionism,” the issue that had occasioned 
so much controversy in Mexico City and in Copenhagen. In its amended 
form in the Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies document, this provocative 
clause became the less specific condemnation of “all forms of racism and 
racial discrimination.”51

NJA issued a press release applauding its members’ important role in “shift-
ing a deadlocked conversation toward dialogue.” “I found a hunger for con-
tact on all sides,” noted Balka, so “NJA intends to persist in this dialogue.”52 
Pogrebin wrote of Nairobi that “[t]his time, Jewish women came home bat-
tered but not broken.”53

Maureen Reagan, daughter of President Ronald Reagan and head of the 
U.S. delegation to Nairobi, reported that “We came home with a document, 
and it doesn’t say Zionism, so we think it’s a first-class win for us and for 
women and the U.N. system as a whole.” Although many of the American 
delegates disagreed with her father’s policies—most notably his “construc-
tive engagement” with apartheid South Africa—they could not unify around 
their sentiments toward what had transpired at the UN conference.54 Scholars 
write of the “new international consensus women were slowly building about 
women’s rights” at the Nairobi conference, which “produced a new feeling of 
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solidarity among women from all over the world.”55 Apartheid and Zionism 
created and reinforced divides that detracted from this consensus.

Upon reflection, some delegates ranked apartheid and Zionism as the two 
“key anti-imperialist issue[s]” of the Nairobi conference. While Namibian 
and South African women differed over the issue of armed struggle, noted 
British Delegate Mandana Hendessi, they united over “the ending of apart-
heid and independence of Namibia.” There was no unity, however, on the 
idea proposed by members of a Western “pro-Zionist” lobby, that “‘Zionism 
is the national liberation movement of the Jews.’” The group “included black 
women from the US who drew parallels between the oppression of the Jews 
and that of the blacks,” and they “frequently attached the ‘anti-Semitic’ label 
to any woman who opposed Zionism.” Hendessi blamed “the state of Israel 
today,” along with “Israel’s importance to US imperialism” for preventing 
“real cooperation” between Israeli and Palestinian women.56

Within the American women’s movement, activist and academic Eleanor 
Roffman and others were often labeled “self-hating” when they gave voice 
to these ideas and to their own anti-Zionism. The accusations were “very 
intimidating to a lot of progressive Jewish women,” Roffman says, “who 
might otherwise have taken a progressive stand on Israel and the Middle 
East.”57 Yet in some grassroots American feminist organizations, Jewish 
women carved out spaces to debate these new definitions of Zionism and 
apartheid and how to respond to them.

In Boston, Roffman joined Feminist Jews for Justice, which she described 
as “a place to be with other women who felt similar to you and lived in simi-
lar socio-cultural conditions.” Many of the members had parents who had 
lived through pogroms or other anti-Semitic attacks, as Roffman’s had. With 
a working-class background, Roffman considered herself a Zionist until her 
trip to Israel in 1976, when she saw first-hand the treatment of Palestinians 
in the Territories. In the women’s movement, and specifically with other left 
Jewish women, she began working out what she came to see as the connec-
tions between imperialism and Zionism. For her and others in the group, it 
was the language of the antiapartheid movement, specifically, that lent itself 
to a deeper examination of what was happening in Israel. “Conversations 
about Israel and South Africa contributed to people’s growing conscious-
ness,” she said. Later, Roffman joined the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions 
movement, which applied the language and tactics of the anti-South African 
apartheid movement to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. She speaks of her 
role in global liberation struggles as that of a Jewish feminist.58

Founded in 1988, the Jewish Women’s Committee to End the Occupation 
(JWCEO) held weekly vigils in New York City outside of the offices of major 
Jewish organizations. Its cofounders were: peace and antiapartheid activ-
ist and author Grace Paley; author, academic, and gay rights activist Irene 
Klepfisz; and author Clare Kinberg. Klepfisz and Kinberg were leaders in 
NJA. The three women organized the group and the vigils to demonstrate 
“that there was not unanimous support in the American Jewish community 
for the Israeli government’s policies in the West Bank and Gaza.”59
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These brief portraits suggest how Zionism and apartheid were linked 
through painful controversies within the global women’s movement that 
often left American (and other nations’) Jewish, Zionist women, along with 
Palestinian women and their allies, feeling alienated, frustrated, and alone. 
At times, claims made by actors on all sides of these issues relied on funda-
mentally misleading distortions: that all Zionist ideology supported ridding 
the Middle East region of non-Jews; that all Palestinian ideology supported 
Jewish genocide. Bolstered by these falsehoods, and too by bruised feelings 
of invisibility and victimhood, women could not find common ground. For 
the purposes of this study, this meant that many Jewish women struggled to 
find space for themselves in the antiapartheid and women’s movements.

American Jewish Women against Apartheid

Scholars have examined the immense successes of American Jewish feminist 
women within the Jewish world, as well as Jewish women’s contributions to 
feminism and to the Civil Rights movement.60 The narratives for some of 
these women end with a departure from the left over specifically Jewish issues: 
Israel, Zionism, and anti-Semitism.61 Analyzing Jewish women’s encounters 
with apartheid, however, reveals narratives that reflect back on the politics of 
mainstream American Jewish organizations, as well as the women’s move-
ment in the United States and around the world; to hear the voices of Jewish 
women is to hear feminist critiques of the American Jewish establishment’s 
sexism, homophobia, intolerance for dissent, and Zionism, as well as their 
critiques of the limits of coalition building over apartheid.

Within the narratives presented here are the worldviews of antiapartheid 
Jewish women who stayed in the movement when others departed, largely 
because of the movement’s critiques of Israel and Zionism. These brief bio-
graphical snapshots belong in studies of white American contributions to 
the antiapartheid movement, studies that reflect back on white privilege and 
racial hierarchies. These snapshots belong too in studies of Jewish women’s 
contributions to the movement, reflecting back on American Jewish politi-
cal commitments in the age of the antiapartheid movement’s growing power 
and visibility.

Sharon Kleinbaum

Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum’s family’s activist history goes back to her suffrag-
ist mother and socialist father. Her father grew up in a Yiddish-speaking, 
secular, immigrant, socialist family in the Bronx. Kleinbaum recalls his sob-
bing at the death of Dr Martin Luther King. The defining experience she 
cites first, though, was his experience as a socialist and pacifist during World 
War II. As a social worker, he agreed to work in psychiatric hospitals for his 
alternative wartime service. He found that career army men were sympa-
thetic to his not wanting to fight, while the Jewish chaplains, she explains, 
would not forgive him for his refusal to bear arms.62
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Kleinbaum rejected the Jewishness that she saw outside of her childhood 
world of family and friends, where, she says, the Holocaust and Israel served 
as the foundations of Jewishness. She joined her older brother’s work for 
Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers, canvassed for Eugene McCarthy 
at age nine, and in eighth grade announced at a school debate that “Nixon 
should be impeached for war crimes.”63 When asked about her Jewish family 
history, she consistently refers to the fact that they saw Jewish historical lega-
cies as liberal and left political commitments. But as her story of her father’s 
World War II pacifism suggests, she often felt alienated from the Jewish 
world: she attended a new Orthodox high school in her town, traveling with 
them to the huge protests over “Zionism is Racism” at the United Nations 
in 1975. But by her senior year she felt wholly “uncomfortable with the posi-
tion of women” in that movement. In hindsight, she attributes that discom-
fort in part to her coming out: “I didn’t see any place for me as a lesbian in 
the Jewish world,” she said.64

In college at Barnard, she remained alienated from any Jewish religious 
identity, unaffiliated with a synagogue community and disconnected from 
Israel and Zionism as well. Organized, affiliated Judaism meant political 
conservatism to her, best represented by the Columbia students who wrote 
“Reagan” on their yarmulkes in support of his 1980 presidential bid.65 
Racism, sexism, homophobia, conservative Zionism, and Reaganite conser-
vatism marked the mainstream Jewish world that she encountered.

Kleinbaum tells of how she came to understand the possibilities for sus-
taining the divergent brand of Jewishness her family modeled once she began 
studying Jewish history. She took a course called “Jews and Revolution” 
with one of the pioneers of Jewish feminism and Jewish feminist scholar-
ship, Dr Paula Hyman. “Everyone in the class was interested in the ‘Jews’ 
part of the course title,” she recalled, “I was the only one interested in the 
Revolution part.”66 The course transformed her. In learning about legacies 
of Jewish radicalism, Kleinbaum began to “integrate” her identity as a radi-
cal, political, secular, Jew.

Following the global-minded protests of her family, Kleinbaum joined 
the Committee Against Investment in South Africa in 1978, as a first-year 
student at Barnard.67 She took part in teach-ins and demonstrations, and in 
May 1978, she led a sit-in at the Columbia Graduate School of Business. So 
fresh was the memory of the Columbia Student Strike and protests ten years 
before, the University kept the building open until midnight so they would 
not have to arrest the students; they “got them to sell out,” Kleinbaum says, 
by promising that President McGill would meet with six of them the follow-
ing day.68 Kleinbaum was one of the six, and their efforts led to Columbia’s 
divestment.69

Kleinbaum’s religious journey took her back to the Jewish world. In rab-
binical school, she became what she terms a “progressive Zionist,” which she 
considers herself still today. “I am passionately Zionist and passionately criti-
cal [of Israeli policies],” she says, drawing attention to the growth of Jewish 
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settlements on the West Bank and also the treatment of African refugees in 
Israel.70

Kleinbaum is now the rabbi of the largest gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans-
gender, and queer/questioning synagogue in the world, Congregation Beit 
Simhat Torah in New York City, where she sees faith motivating her polit-
ical work. In that regard, she calls herself a member of a “dying breed,” 
because she says that those who see their Jewish faith as motivating their 
activism seem today to be on the conservative end of the political spectrum. 
That conservatism, what she terms the “old boys’ network” that dominates 
the Jewish world, finds her still “on its margins.”71 They often receive her 
harshly: Orthodox rabbis have compared her to Hitler for “killing the Jewish 
soul” with her political activism, especially over gay rights and the Israeli/
Palestinian conflict.72 But she is happy there on the margins, she says, as 
that’s where “healthy things happen.”73 Only on those margins does she feel 
comfortable engaging the broader issues of the world as a Jew.

Criticisms of Kleinbaum draw attention to patriarchal and homophobic 
norms and intolerance for progressive positions that still characterize parts 
of the mainstream Jewish community. Her voyage to her own version of 
Jewishness is instructive for other reasons as well. At her greatest distance 
from Zionism, as a student in the years of the UN women’s conferences, she 
was most involved in the antiapartheid movement, and thus she remained 
unaffected by the storms of protest rippling outward from diplomatic lan-
guage linking Israel, Zionism, and apartheid. When she reentered the orga-
nized Jewish world as an adult, it was on her own terms, and therefore, in 
her words, on its margins.

Ruth Messinger

A historical glance at Ruth Messinger finds her, in contrast to Kleinbaum, 
right in the center of New York City politics acting on a strong antiapartheid 
agenda. Like Kleinbaum, Messinger speaks of her political advocacy work 
as having its origins in her Jewish family history. “The version of Judaism 
with which I was raised was not focused on what rituals you observed, what 
denomination you belonged to,” she said, “It focused on living as a Jew, 
which meant working toward justice.”74

Messinger’s mother, Marjorie Wyler, worked in Public Relations for the 
Jewish Theological Seminary in Manhattan, and “interpreted Judaism to 
the interfaith community.” Her mother was responsible for the first pub-
lic relations advertisements that spoke about the environment and domestic 
violence as Jewish issues. Although her family took Jewish prayer and ritual 
seriously, and though they were leaders in the Jewish world, Messinger chose 
a story apart from those facts to explain her antiapartheid activism.

She chose instead a court case in which her mother played a key role: 
Wilder v. Sugarman, which began in 1974. Shirley Wilder was a young 
African American girl in need of foster care but rejected from both private 
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and public agencies because of her race. Noting the racism of these state-sub-
sidized agencies, Judge Justine Wise Polier helped to initiate the class action 
suit. All New York foster care agencies were listed as defendants, including 
Jewish agencies. Even with a position on the board of a Jewish childcare 
association that got city funding, Messinger’s mother agreed that a Jewish 
agency that received city funds should give care to all people. Her position 
did not earn her friends. Jewish agencies largely protested the suit, arguing 
that any proposal that diminished the racist policies that led to Wilder’s situ-
ation would impinge on their religious freedom.75

Given the growing conservatism she observed in American Jewish orga-
nizations in the 1970s, especially on Civil Rights issues, Messinger worked 
for justice largely outside of the organized Jewish world. She was a part of 
the founding of the progressive NJA, offering a workshop presentation at 
its founding conference in December of 1980.76 She also celebrated Nelson 
Mandela’s visit to the United States in 1990 with another new, progressive 
Jewish organization discussed in chapter 7, Jews for Racial and Economic 
Justice.

But importantly, Messinger participated in the feminist, antiwar, and Civil 
Rights movements mainly through her work in secular organizations. She 
learned about South African apartheid through her Civil Rights activism. A 
member of the New York City Council from 1978 to 1989, Messinger began 
her public antiapartheid activism as one of the leaders of the move to divest 
New York City’s municipal funds from South African investments in 1984.77 
These were strident actions in an era when most mainstream Jewish organi-
zations were just beginning to appear at antiapartheid protests. This move 
also prompted the City to stop doing business with all companies that sold 
goods or services to the apartheid regime. She worked too with New York 
City labor unions, which together formed the Labor Committee Against 
Apartheid, to protect the rights of South African workers during the divest-
ment campaigns.78

In May 1987, Messinger ran for the Harvard Board of Overseers as a can-
didate representing Harvard and Radcliffe Alumni/ae Against Apartheid, 
a group that worked tirelessly to convince Harvard to divest from South 
Africa.79 Eventually, Messinger and the group succeeded in electing Arch-
bishop Desmond Tutu to the Board as a write-in candidate in 1989.

Messinger “knew nothing about what the Jewish world was doing with 
regard to apartheid” at that time. “I already had plenty of differences with 
the organized Jewish community,” she reports. As an elected civic leader, 
12 years on the New York City Council and 8 as Manhattan borough presi-
dent, she wanted to see “rabbis take more vibrant stands, federations and 
synagogues get more involved” in world issues, instead of focusing so exclu-
sively on American Jewish assimilation and Israel.80

After decades of frustration with mainstream Jewish priorities, Messinger 
joined the mainstream, organized Jewish world in 1998 as CEO of the 
American Jewish World Service, a faith-based human rights organization. 
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There she continues to work at the intersection of Jewishness and social jus-
tice activism. She talks to the Jewish world about what Jews should do about 
poverty, which, she admits, is “easier than dealing with Israel.”81

The Jewish world continues to bristle at her work. The editor of the New 
Jersey Jewish News accused her of putting too much emphasis on “engage-
ment with the wider world.” “I don’t think we can go as far as Messinger,” 
he writes, “who perceives ethnic loyalties as an obstacle to a general philan-
thropic and altruistic impulse.”82

For Messinger, the particular leads to the universal, as she cites her Jewish 
identity motivating her impulse to fight apartheid and now global inequality. 
By her lights, many who profess to balance the two allow internal Jewish pri-
orities to outweigh the pressing global issues—like apartheid—that demand 
a Jewish response. She speaks of finding a “faith heroine” in Helen Suzman, 
a South African Jewish human rights activist and for 36 years a member 
of the liberal Progressive Party in Parliament. Suzman spoke out against 
apartheid in a pro-apartheid, male-dominated society. Suzman “was not a 
religious Jew,” writes Messinger, who also describes herself with these words, 
“but her values, actions, and life-long struggle for justice expressed a deeply 
Jewish sensibility.”83

In a 2009 essay, Messinger spoke back to anti–United Nations sentiment 
and also to criticisms about prioritizing Jewish communal issues over global 
crises. In a book about a group of NGOs dedicated to preventing and end-
ing genocide and war crimes, Messinger drew on the idea of these loyal-
ties as promoting altruism and justice. She cowrote the contribution titled 
“Toward a Jewish Argument for the Responsibility to Protect.” Even while 
she asserted that this responsibility “does not produce a consensus position 
from the entire Jewish community,” she argued that it is grounded in Jewish 
text and “supported by the particular arc of Jewish historical experience.”84 
Certainly Zionists—Jewish feminists and others—offered no consensus on 
the United Nations and the work of NGOs from the 1970s through today.

Messinger voyages through Jewish texts to demonstrate what she desig-
nates as a Jewish imperative: to act when life is at risk. “In its original form,” 
she writes, “the phrase [‘Never again’] functioned as a particular rallying 
cry for Holocaust survivors. It still holds this narrow meaning when used 
in response to anti-Semitic incidents . . . .Over time, however, the words have 
come to include a broader commitment among both Jews and non-Jews to 
respond to atrocity crimes committed against any people.”85

Messinger’s points intersect with the debates over American Jewish anti-
apartheid work that ran through the twentieth century: urgent debates over 
Jewish loyalty (to South African, American, and Israeli Jews, to Zionism in 
its many forms) and Jewish universalism are debates about the very nature 
of Jewishness itself. Messinger locates her antiapartheid work within the 
realm of her Jewish work toward justice, and she sees it as imperative that 
Jewishness is aligned with this work throughout history and throughout the 
world.
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Jewish Women and Apartheid in South Africa  
and the United States

Scholars of white, South African, Jewish, antiapartheid, activist women 
define their Jewishness as encompassing universalist work and include 
them in the canon of Jewish history in postapartheid South Africa—but 
not without controversy. There are high-stakes debates over who belongs 
in this canon, and how their belonging might alter the truth about how 
the organized Jewish world responded to apartheid in South Africa. These 
historical debates shed light on American Jewish women’s activism and the 
way it challenges conventional narratives of Jewishness and gender. Because, 
as with American Jewish women in this era, the work of South African radi-
cals such as Ruth First and Ray Alexander shattered conventional gendered 
expectations in their decisions to join the protests of Black Africans against 
apartheid.86 Their histories reveal the complexities of re-canonizing radical 
antiapartheid activists; they also raise the difficult issue of how to assess the 
role Jewishness played in their work.87

Journalist Glenn Frankel writes that radical South African antiapartheid 
activist Ruth First was “a minority within a minority within a minority: a 
left-wing radical in a right-wing country, a white person in a Black liberation 
movement, and a woman in a male-dominated world.”88 She was also a radi-
cal Jewish woman amidst an organized Jewish community that refused to 
tackle the injustice of apartheid. Born in 1925 South Africa to Lithuanian-
born communist parents, First was a communist, a tireless political activ-
ist, journalist, and researcher exposing the savage inequalities of apartheid. 
She worked alongside Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo, leaders in the 
ANC, among many others. In 1982, the South African police assassinated 
her while she was in exile in Mozambique.89

Frankel notes that “Jewishness ceased to be part of [the] self-identity” 
of First and her husband, Joe Slovo, and indeed many of the Jewish radical 
activists. They had “little but scorn” for Jewish culture and for “the timid-
ity of South African Jews who did not actively oppose apartheid even when 
they found it distasteful”; they also were “unceasingly critical” of Israel “and 
its dependence on the imperialist west.”90 Their anti-Zionism found them 
in the company of Third World activists across the world. It is particularly 
important from a South African Jewish vantage point, as South African 
Jewry historically gave the largest donations to Israel of any Jewish com-
munity in the world.91

Ray Alexander was born in Latvia to Jewish parents actively engaged in 
underground radical politics. She moved to South Africa as a teenager, reject-
ing Zionism for socialism.92 She was a radical, antiapartheid, trade union 
activist. In 1954, she co-founded the Federation of South African Women, 
a nonracial women’s rights organization, with activists Helen Joseph, Lilian 
Ngoyi (later the first woman elected to the executive committee of the 
ANC), and Florence Mkhize (later one of the founding members of the 
United Democratic Front). Alexander spoke openly in interviews of how she 
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connected her Jewish family history to her lifelong dedication to struggles 
for racial and economic justice. “My early experiences of anti-Semitism pre-
pared me well for my later struggles against apartheid,” she writes, “I cannot 
understand how Jews can fail to see the link.” Her father’s religious tutorials 
“persuaded” her “of the need to be sensitive to the fate of the least powerful; 
as a Jew I was obliged to love and respect the stranger.”93 An interviewer 
once suggested that “the values that have governed her life are those of the 
Jewish and biblical tradition,” and asked her whether “religion played a part 
in her life.” Her answer was “No . . .  I am simply motivated by a moral vision 
which I like to think is part of the universal quest to be human.”94 “I don’t 
think of myself as Jewish,” she once said, “Because I just felt that I belonged 
to the world. I’m internationalist.”95

Members of a vibrant, radical movement, First and Alexander occupy two 
points on a spectrum of Jewish-inflected activism: First’s story makes clear 
how the politics of organized Judaism appeared antithetical to her work, and 
thus led her to reject it; Alexander’s story shows how she sought to integrate, 
or perhaps supplant, historical Jewish belonging and memory with her own, 
universalist activism. Rejecting white supremacy, capitalism, patriarchy, 
Zionism, and Jewish affiliation, they, like Kleinbaum and Messinger, model 
two approaches on the wide spectrum of Jewish identity and belonging.

As with Kleinbaum and Messinger, locating First and Alexander in Jewish 
history—as other scholars have done and will continue to do with great 
rigor—offers a compelling lesson in intracommunal debates and legacies, 
in the balancing of universal and particular priorities. But it also means 
engaging in painful contests over memory, Jewish interests, and definitions 
of Jewishness. South African Jewish historian Gideon Shimoni writes, for 
example, that First’s “double sense of alienation from white South African 
and Jewish communal norms was undoubtedly engendered in her by her 
parents . . . both of whom were communists.”96 Shimoni sees this “radicalism 
rooted in the home environment” as “a formative factor in the making of 
many Jewish radicals.”97 Indeed, for First, Alexander, and others, he finds 
an “almost regular pattern” in the influence of the “parental home” creating 
“ready-made radical[s] so to speak.”98 He marshals this evidence in support 
of a specific agenda: to push First, Alexander, and their comrades to the mar-
gins of South African Jewish history. Jewish radicalism is passively (perhaps 
pathologically) acquired through inheritance; mainstream Jewish belonging 
is, in contrast, the normative choice. Central to Shimoni’s history, then, are 
the mainstream, affiliated Jews who did not speak out against apartheid for 
fear of drawing the hostility of the apartheid regime.99

In recent years, scholars and laypeople alike have attempted to integrate 
liberal and radical Jewish antiapartheid activists into the canon of South 
African Jewish history. They are “counted” as Jewish in the postapartheid 
world in order to counter the memory of an otherwise acquiescent leader-
ship. But scholars Claudia Braude and Rhoda Rosen navigate a far more 
complicated path to integrating radical Jews, in particular, into that history. 
They conclude that alienation—from an authoritarian government, from 
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white supremacy, and importantly, from mainstream Jewish identity—can 
be an expression of Jewishness itself.100 Apart from mainstream Jewry, radi-
cal Jews thus arrived at their activist commitments by claiming the memory 
of Jewish alienation, while organized South African Jewry disavowed those 
memories and stood silent in the face of racist oppression. Fierce debates 
over the “canon” of Jewish history, and over the means and politics of its 
revision, then, reflect the internal divisions and complicated history of this 
community.101

Jewish women antiapartheid activists in the United States and South Africa 
often placed themselves at a distance from the Zionist mainstream Jewish 
world. Analyzing American Jewish women’s roles in the global women’s 
movement and South African Jewish women’s roles in the radical union and 
antiapartheid movements lays bare strong critiques of Jewish life, emerging 
from their worldviews as activists and as women. With no consensus to speak 
of, Jewish leaders drew from the memories and legacies of anti-Semitism 
and the Holocaust in divergent ways across the second half of the twentieth 
century. Some said that taking a stand against apartheid endangered Jewish 
unity, and would make Jews vulnerable to anti-Semitism in South Africa, the 
United States, and Israel; others proposed taking a stand against apartheid as 
the only way to be true to the universalist lessons embedded in Jewish his-
tory and religious teachings.102

Analyzing Jewish women’s multidimensional roles in the global antiapart-
heid movement forces us to reckon with global controversies over Zionism 
and racism, as well as internal controversies over ideology and practices in 
Jewish life. These currents prevented broad-based coalition building on 
apartheid and other vital colonialist issues. The same painful debates over 
communal priorities played out on college campuses and in the founding 
(and dismantling) of new Jewish organizations in the same era, and then 
lived on in real and virtual spaces into the twenty-first century. The final 
chapters of this study will chart the course of Jewish encounters with apart-
heid, with particularism and universalism, into our own times, assessing 
their impact and cost.
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Ne w Agendas:  The Org a ni z at iona l 

Je w ish R esponse to A pa rt heid

In the early 1980s, as the global antiapartheid movement grew stronger, 
American Jewish men and women navigated the currents of protest over 
Zionism, Israel, South Africa, and apartheid, forging their own paths to the 
antiapartheid movement. American Jews joined these efforts as individu-
als, in secular organizations, and in Jewish organizations such as the Jewish 
Labor Committee and New Jewish Agenda.

Adding to the complexity of these efforts was the fact that the word apart-
heid was increasingly heard in conversations about Israel: because of Israel’s 
relationship with South Africa, but also because of the frequent critiques by 
African and Asian nations and their allies that likened Israeli policies to those 
of apartheid. The Jewish left began to utilize the word to talk about Israel, 
especially after the election of Prime Minister Menachem Begin in 1977, 
which ended three decades of Labor Party rule in Israel. In a 1981 issue of 
Jewish Frontier, Labor Zionist activist and kibbutz member David Twersky 
wrote that he had just returned from South Africa, and that “South Africa 
has a warning, a model of what Israel could become.”1

As historian Adam Mendelsohn points out, many Jewish organizations 
positioned themselves in the antiapartheid movement in the 1980s in order 
to gain or regain credibility in the eyes of Civil Rights and other African 
American organizations. South African Jewish historian Gideon Shimoni 
concurs, writing that mainstream American Jewish organizations’ support 
for sanctions was motivated by “domestic concerns with relations between 
blacks and Jews.”2 According to this narrative, American Jews saw their work 
against apartheid, in a sense, as currency, theirs to trade for support for Israel 
and Zionism (and later for the cause of Soviet Jewry).

This chapter examines the shifting positions of Jewish organizations in 
the 1980s with regard to apartheid and Zionism. Progressive Jews saw their 
antiapartheid activism as growing out of their Civil Rights and anticolo-
nialist commitments. Some spoke of the imperative of Jewish Holocaust 
memory to their work. Other Jewish leaders held fast to their reservations 
about the antiapartheid movement. They spoke of prioritizing Jewish unity 
and consensus and their wariness of the movement’s criticisms of Israel. In 
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the 1970s, as the movement grew, many American Jewish groups thought 
the price of involvement in the antiapartheid movement was too high. Israel 
and Soviet Jewry were top priorities, and these issues often prevented Jewish 
leaders from taking firm, public stands against apartheid. As the antiapart-
heid movement rose in its power and visibility, so too did the price of not 
taking a firm public stand on state sanctioned oppression in South Africa.

Even with debates raging internally, then, Jewish organizations on all 
sides of this issue came together to protest apartheid in the mid-1980s. These 
moments of unity belied their divergent motivations and agendas, as well as 
their intense hostility to each other. Those would come into even sharper 
relief as the century closed.

* * *

The evidence was abundantly clear that apartheid, Zionism, and Israel cre-
ated profound divides between African Americans and American Jews. With 
these dynamics in mind, leaders of the WJC and World Zionist Organization 
(WZO) commissioned a survey of 16 members of the Congressional 
Black Caucus in 1984. Their goal was “to assess the perceptions of the 
Representatives on social and political issues involving relations between the 
Black and Jewish communities [including] issues such as the Jewish bond to 
Israel, Israel’s relations with Black Africa and Israel’s relations with South 
Africa.”3 Clearly the WJC and WZO sensed a crisis, and indeed, nearly all 
the Representatives who were surveyed felt that the relationship between 
Blacks and Jews had “deteriorated in the last year.”4 Although the study is 
largely impressionistic, the findings recorded under the heading “Jews and 
Apartheid” offer compelling evidence of African American leaders’ doubts 
about Jewish opposition to apartheid. Only three Representatives said that 
the “American Jewish community is opposed to apartheid.” Eight replied 
that “they were unaware of American Jewish opposition to apartheid.” Ten 
“said they were unaware of South African Jewish opposition to apartheid.” 
The surveyors concluded “that this is one of the areas in which more com-
munication and information between the two communities is needed.”5

Far more visible than American Jews’ work against apartheid in the 1980s 
were their efforts for Soviet Jewry, Jews in the Soviet Union who were denied 
legal protection for religious expression. Along with devotion to Israel, Soviet 
Jewry increasingly unified American Jews during this period. According to 
the most recent history of this campaign, the cause helped to offset the fact 
that, with rapid social mobility and the decline of anti-Semitism, there was 
“increasingly very little Jewish about being a Jew” in the United States.6 
Activists for Soviet Jewry used language and imagery from the Holocaust 
in conveying the urgency of their cause: “The six million are no more. Now 
three million face spiritual extinction.”7

As early as 1967, Civil Rights leaders Martin Luther King, Jr, A. Philip 
Randolph, Bayard Rustin, Roy Wilkins, and Whitney Young signed a letter 
of support for the “protest against the widespread anti-Jewish practices, both 
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official and unofficial, of the Soviet Union.”8 Now, strategic exchanges over 
apartheid and Soviet Jewry laid the groundwork for renewed communica-
tion between African Americans and American Jews—a conversation that 
could steer clear of the complexities of Israel’s treatment of Palestinians and 
South African treatment of Blacks under apartheid. Two decades after King’s 
statement, Jewish leaders attempted to carry that sentiment forward, at times 
proposing “a black/Jewish trade-off, to wit: a black leadership statement on 
Soviet Jewry in exchange for a Jewish statement on South Africa.”9

By the mid-1980s, progressive students on some campuses conducted 
joint human rights programming for Soviet Jews and Black South Africans. 
In 1985 and 1986, for example, Boston University student groups orga-
nized “Freedom Music: A Tribute to Black South Africans and Soviet Jews.” 
Co-sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority and B’nai B’rith Hillel, among 
others, the concert featured jazz, Black South African and Jewish music, 
and the performance of the Black Drama Collective of an Athol Fugard 
play. During a 15-minute intermission, audience members were encour-
aged to sign letters of protest to President Reagan (for apartheid) and to a 
Russian refusenik (for Soviet Jewry).10 The Reform Movement in American 
Judaism began a “Prisoner of Apartheid” program modeled on its “Prisoner 
of Conscience” program for Soviet Jews, where synagogues “adopt” political 
prisoners of the apartheid regime, writing letters to them and also lobbying 
for their release.11

But Soviet Jewry was also a cause of the neoconservative right, as it drew 
attention to the “evils” of communism.12 This made for deep Cold War con-
flicts over apartheid, Jewishness, Israel, and Palestine, especially in sites of 
antiapartheid activism such as college campuses.

Many campuses were active sites of antiapartheid and South African 
divestment campaigns, beginning with Hampshire College, the first to 
divest after a student takeover of a campus building in 1977.13 As a trustee 
of Hampshire College, Cora Weiss, long an anticolonial, women’s rights, 
and Civil Rights activist and wife of Peter Weiss of the ACOA, played a key 
role in bringing the students’ demands to the Board. This was the same year 
as the torture and murder of Stephen Biko, a student antiapartheid activist 
and leader in South Africa’s Black Consciousness movement. At historically 
Black colleges and universities as well as all others in the United States, 
apartheid protests grew out of Black Civil Rights activism and global Black 
solidarity.14

These events grew in number as segments of the antiapartheid move-
ment within South Africa joined to form the United Democratic Front in 
1983, an umbrella organization for students, workers, and women, as well 
as leaders and members of cultural, religious, sport, and trade union orga-
nizations. They also multiplied as townships erupted in violence in response 
to the South African elections of 1983–1984. The United Nations con-
demned these elections as void, and there was a consensus among those in 
the Movement that the elections simply attempted to validate minority rule. 
A new constitution drafted by the government was a means to the same 
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ends, granting legislatures to Indian and “colored” citizens while denying 
power to the Black majority.

Finally, all American antiapartheid protests after 1984 grew also from 
the incredible force of the Free South Africa Movement (FSAM), a coali-
tion of church, student, Civil Rights, and women’s groups coordinated by 
TransAfrica and the Congressional Black Caucus. It began on November 
21, 1984, when four African American leaders entered the Washington, DC 
South African embassy and refused to leave until the South African gov-
ernment ended apartheid and released Nelson Mandela: Randall Robinson, 
president of TransAfrica; Congressman Walter Fauntroy; US Civil Rights 
Commissioner Mary Frances Berry; and law professor and Carter admin-
istration official Eleanor Holmes Norton. Sit-ins spread throughout the 
nation, with celebrities and political leaders taking part and at times getting 
arrested. African American activists founded FSAM after the United States 
again abstained from a United Nations condemnation of white South Africa’s 
repressive tactics. Its leaders sought to use grassroots organizing in order to 
force President Reagan to abandon his policy of “constructive engagement” 
with South Africa, and to oblige American leaders to stop protecting South 
Africa in global forums.15 Trade unionists, college students, and other activ-
ists and leaders caught the note of urgency and made use of the strategies as 
protests exploded across the United States.

For college students, especially, antiapartheid messages traveling through 
cultural currents reinforced stories in the news, presenting models of politi-
cal activism and solidarity. South African singer Miriam Makeba’s 1963 tes-
timony against apartheid at the United Nations gave her great notoriety as 
an activist artist. Beginning with her exile in 1961 in the United States, first 
as a protégée of Harry Belafonte and then as a celebrated artist in her own 
right, Makeba made music that introduced millions of Americans to Africa 
and to the apartheid struggle for decades.16 Released in 1985 by Artists 
United Against Apartheid, “Sun City” was a “visual and aural montage” 
with a radical challenge embedded within it: the song’s lyrics linked cultural 
performances at South Africa’s Sun City resort in the “Black homeland” of 
Bophuthatswana with endorsements of apartheid. The lyrics urged all art-
ists to follow the United Nations boycott and refuse to “play Sun City.” As 
music scholar Neal Ullstead notes, “Sun City’s” music video had artists—
including Bruce Springsteen, Darlene Love, Lou Reed, Miles Davis, Stanley 
Jordan, Gil Scott-Heron, Peter Gabriel, and many others—challenging the 
Reagan administration and other artists to actively oppose apartheid. It 
also educated listeners and viewers to apartheid’s brutalities. Along with the 
massive Mandela Tributes in England in 1988 and 1990 (at which Makeba, 
Amampondo, the Mahotella Queens, Whitney Houston, Dire Straits, and 
many others performed), “Sun City” reached millions of people around the 
world, contributing to the democratization of protests on American college 
campuses and beyond.17 These protests made the antiapartheid movement a 
global force to be reckoned with.
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Tapping into these currents, students at Johns Hopkins University built a 
shantytown to raise awareness of the conditions of Blacks living under apart-
heid, and worked for the university’s divestment in 1986, as South African 
Black citizens were living under martial law.18 Debates raged over South 
Africa and Israel in the student newspaper. Drawing attention to Soviet sup-
port for the ANC, the College Republicans erected a “Gulag” on campus 
to demonstrate “what they perceived majority rule would bring to South 
Africa.”19 One member of the Hopkins Jewish League took issue with a 
graduate school publication that linked South African apartheid with Israel, 
calling accusations of trade between the two nations the new “Blood Libel” 
that threatened the safety and security of all Jews.20 Conservative students 
countered the publication’s conclusions with the defensive stance adopted 
by many Jewish organizations: they drew attention to South Africa’s depen-
dence on Arab States, arguing that Israel should not be singled out for con-
demnation. Tensions reached a fevered pitch soon after, when three fraternity 
brothers burned down the campus activists’ shantytown.21

Like Hopkins and other campuses across the country, Brandeis Uni-
versity, a Jewish-sponsored, nonsectarian university founded in 1948, was 
the site of an active campaign for South African divestment beginning in 
the late 1970s, when Brandeis students and faculty began protesting their 
University’s investments in South Africa.22 Its Board of Trustees signed on 
to the Sullivan Principles in 1977. Named for African American minister 
Rev. Leon Sullivan, this code meant that any company with which Brandeis 
did business had to treat its employees equally regardless of race in and out-
side of the workplace, a practice that clearly contradicted the treatment of 
all workers under apartheid. Activists at Brandeis, like many around the 
world, felt the Principles did not go far enough. In 1978, a group of students 
“who support full divestment from South Africa” presented their case to the 
administration, citing divestment as “the only acceptable moral course of 
action for Brandeis” in contributing to the end of apartheid.23 Faculty, staff, 
and students organized events, demonstrations, and leafleting; students boy-
cotted classes to raise support and awareness of the issue.24

Although many American colleges engaged in such actions, Brandeis’s 
Jewish origins, its large undergraduate Jewish population, and its myriad 
other ties to the American Jewish community made it, in many ways, appear 
as a microcosm of the larger American Jewish world. Jewish newspapers 
throughout the United States covered the tensions that flared throughout 
Brandeis’s long antiapartheid movement. The Brandeis campaign was espe-
cially riveting for its uses of memory, and especially of Holocaust conscious-
ness. Students accused administrators of holding a “wait and see attitude” 
toward divestment and apartheid, when that attitude was “historically impli-
cated in the murder of six million Jews in World War II.”25 The Student 
Senate in particular noted that Brandeis, “with its heritage built on the 
legacy of the Holocaust,” should be especially sensitive to the urgency of 
[apartheid].”26 Rabbi Albert Axelrad, Brandeis’s progressive Chaplain and 
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B’nai B’rith Hillel director, made this linkage explicit, calling apartheid “the 
single most heinous, nefarious outrage to have been perpetrated on mem-
bers of the human family since the horrors of Nazism.” “It is both mor-
ally and educationally inappropriate,” he wrote, “for a university, especially 
ours, rooted as it is in the history and values of the Jewish people, to accept 
funding which accrues from such an atrocious system, thereby participat-
ing in propping it up and perpetuating it.” Active in politically progressive 
campaigns such as Breira, Rabbi Axelrad had long advocated for full divest-
ment, submitting a resolution to the Massachusetts Board of Rabbis in April 
1978 for all Jewish individuals and institutions to boycott South African 
products.27

Liberal and conservative college activists clashed sharply in contests over 
Jewishness and apartheid. In 1985, as on many campuses, Brandeis students 
built a shantytown to draw attention to the plight of South African Blacks 
and to force Brandeis University to divest.28 Meanwhile, conservative Jewish 
student activists sought to turn attention to what they saw as the competing 
cause of Soviet Jewry. In November 1985, leaders of the College Republicans 
lobbied Brandeis President Evelyn Handler, urging her to lead the university 
to divest from companies that do business with the Soviet Union because of 
its discriminatory treatment of Jews. Clearly modeling their activism on the 
South African divestment campaign, the six students marched on the quad 
carrying signs that read “STOP: Save the Oppressed People,” and handed 
out leaflets of the Young Conservative Foundation, which sponsored the 
national movement.29

More petitions, protests, sit-ins, die-ins, arrests, and hearings over South 
African divestment followed at Brandeis.30 Soviet Jewry activists now ques-
tioned the Jewish loyalty of those who worked for divestment. Guessing that 
“most . . . of those involved in the shantytown are Jews,” one student wrote 
that “if morality is the issue” in fighting apartheid, would the “shantytown-
ers encourage divestment from any oppressive regime” including the “Soviet 
Union, Cuba, Syria and Iran”? “My basic concern” he concluded, “is that 
Jews fight for Jews and people fight for all people, not just black South 
Africans.” “The first obligation of the Jew,” he told the Brandeis Justice, “is 
to fight for their own cause . . . .Surely the cause of Soviet Jewry is as worthy 
as the cause of South Africa.”31 The internal contradictions to these state-
ments speak to the strong tensions within debates over balancing particular 
and universal commitments.

The tension between the two groups, too, was both strong and palpa-
ble. When shantytown protesters received a threatening note, the College 
Republicans quickly issued a statement denying that their members authored 
it.32 The same students pledged to build a Soviet style Gulag alongside the 
South African shantytown to highlight the Soviet influence on the ANC in 
South Africa and to draw attention to what they saw as a rival cause.33

Rabbi Albert Axelrad expressed deep satisfaction and pride with the 
shantytown, noting that “Judaism’s teachings on the matter [of divest-
ment] are lucidly clear.” He also expressed his fear that the antiapartheid and 
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divestment movements “not fall prey to the insidious, propagandistic slants 
of the anti-Israel and anti-Jewish elements within certain leftist circles.” He 
decried the hypocrisy of singling out Israel for its trade with South Africa. 
While asserting that “I do lament and deplore Israeli trade with oppres-
sive regimes”—from South Africa to Nicaragua—he noted that Israel had 
few options for survival. Citing a statement from the Union of American 
Hebrew Congregations, the organization of the US Reform Movement, 
Axelrad enumerated South African, Israeli, and American Jewish contribu-
tions to fighting apartheid, and warned of those who would “co-opt” the 
movement “seeking the delegitimization and diplomatic isolation of Israel.” 
He praised the “integrity and decency” of Brandeis’s means of protest for 
not devolving into “unjustifiable and unnecessarily divisive sidetracking and 
recrimination.” Axelrad concluded by expressing his hope that Brandeis’s 
contributions to the global movement would have a “salutary influence,” 
and that all could be “collaborators in creative and dogged struggle” in seek-
ing to “rid the world of the unspeakable evil” of apartheid.34

Radical students did find outlets for their criticisms of Israel, using 
Holocaust imagery to illuminate the connections they saw to apartheid. 
In the radical campus magazine The Watch, with a series of photos titled 
“Dachau: Then and Now” student photographers analogized the Holocaust 
with Israel’s Occupation and with apartheid South Africa.35 When students 
then claimed the magazine’s editors permitted anti-Semitic contributions, 
one student wrote that accusations of anti-Semitism were being used “as a jus-
tification for ignoring criticism of Israel’s controversial policies.”36 Criticisms 
of state oppression in South Africa marked a moment open for conversa-
tions about other forms of state oppression, these students asserted. They 
lamented the missed opportunity to talk about Israel’s policies at Brandeis. 
Over two decades later, with Israel’s Occupation continuing, Jewish students 
at Brandeis continued to feel this same tension.37

Leaders of the B’nai B’rith Hillel Foundation, the sponsor of Jewish 
programming and ritual leadership on many college campuses, subscribed 
to the same deep reservations as Rabbi Axelrad. They too feared that the 
moment might be captured by anti-Zionist strains within the antiapartheid 
movement. They grew especially troubled over the “distortion of truth being 
promoted by anti-Israel forces,” which “may bring harm to the pro-Israel 
consensus in America.” Most troubling was that “the Zionism-racism equa-
tion has become a common-place slogan heard at antiapartheid organizing 
events on campus. Well-intentioned student activists, for lack of understand-
ing the true character and purpose of Zionism, internalize the lie. They 
accept the insidious propaganda about Zionism and condemn the alleged 
South African-Israel alliance as a conspiracy of two racist states.”38

In 1985, on the tenth anniversary of the Zionism is racism resolution 3379, 
the Foundation commissioned a booklet authored by Yosef Abramowitz, a 
student antiapartheid activist from Boston University. Abramowitz detailed 
the ways in which Zionist Jewish college students were forced to choose 
between their Jewish and their activist commitments. “Anti-Zionists have 
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introduced their own agenda into [these] protest activities,” he said, call-
ing this dynamic “the exploitation of the anti-apartheid movement.”39 At 
University of California Berkeley, he noted, an Ad Hoc Committee Against 
Apartheid in South Africa and Israel distributed anti-Zionist material at a 
rally focused on divestment from South African apartheid. According to 
Abramowitz, at University of California Davis, leaders in the antiapart-
heid movement insisted Jewish students agree to three demands before they 
could join the coalition: (1) denounce Israel and South Africa; (2) denounce 
Zionism; (3) support UN Resolution 3379. Faced with what they con-
sidered anti-Semitic attacks on Israel, college students across the United 
States felt “betrayed . . . .isolated and intimidated.” They ultimately formed 
their own groups, including “Jews Against Apartheid” at the University of 
Pennsylvania.40

Key to Abramowitz’s arguments in distancing Israel from South Africa 
and apartheid were his careful claims to the “historical Jewish commitment 
to civil and human rights.” In South Africa, he pointed to antiapartheid 
politicians such as Dr Helen Suzman along with South African Communist 
Party and ANC leader Joe Slovo, husband of activist journalist Ruth First. 
Abramowitz concluded that “the South African/Jewish community is more 
progressive than the society around them, and its positions put the lie to the 
claim that Zionism like apartheid is a racist philosophy.”41

Abramowitz’s book rested on several myths, common currencies for those 
defending both Israel’s policies and Jewish responses to apartheid. First, in 
presenting a unified Jewish opposition to apartheid, Abramowitz revised the 
history of both South African and American Jewish positions. He also ignored 
the anti-Zionism of Joe Slovo and many of Slovo’s radical Jewish colleagues in 
the antiapartheid movement. Finally, Abramowitz vastly underestimated how 
intimate were the commercial ties between Israel and South Africa.42

Abramowitz captured many of the tensions that had challenged a straight-
forward opposition to apartheid for both South African and American main-
stream Jewish organizational leaders: tensions between universalism and 
particularism, Jewish unity and belonging, criticism of Israeli policies and 
American Jewish unity and consensus. Indeed, the Jewish unity argument—
that the safety of South African Jews stood between all Jews and antiapart-
heid—lived on. In 1985, Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir insisted that Israel 
was obliged to retain ties to South Africa because of the large Jewish popula-
tion there. “We are not going to change the character of our relations with 
South Africa. There is a large Jewish community in South Africa and that has 
to be taken into account.”43

Belying the “pro-Israel consensus in America,” organizations and indi-
viduals continued to stake positions in these debates by framing critiques 
of Israel’s policies and South African apartheid as extensions of their own 
sense of Jewishness. NJA stands as the best example. NJA was founded by 
American Jewish progressives in December 1980, after Breira collapsed under 
the weight of intense, vitriolic, internal and intracommunal tensions and 
right-wing attacks.44 NJA’s national platform, adopted in 1982, highlighted 
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the organization’s commitment to “progressive human values.” Supporting 
movements for civil liberties, the environment, feminism, disability and gay 
rights, condemning anti-Semitism, discrimination, and militarism, the plat-
form spelled out NJA’s support for democratic movements in Israel and the 
United States. Its members denounced the “spiraling arms race” of the Cold 
War, which led Israel to compromise “Jewish ethics” by building alliances 
with South Africa.45

Importantly, NJA achieved significant recognition by mainstream Jewish 
communal groups, such as the Jewish Federation Council of Los Angeles, 
and at times collaborated with those groups in their activism.46 They also 
sought to counter the conservative Jewish presence on college campuses—
those who competed with, or destroyed, antiapartheid shantytowns in Cold 
War battles over Jewish visibility and loyalty—organizing progressive Jewish 
students to build coalitions for social justice with other student groups.47 Like 
the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council (NJCRAC) 
and other Jewish organizations, NJA took note of the decreasing trends of 
mainstream Jewish affiliation in younger Jews. NJA presented itself as an 
alternative organization in which college students and adults could address 
pressing global issues as Jews.

NJA’s grassroots organizing meant that the national organization as well 
as individual chapters signed on to their own causes, including antiapartheid. 
In 1984, the national organization of NJA joined other progressive groups 
in Mobilization for Peace and Justice, a campaign that worked to keep South 
Africa out of the Olympic Games. The Northampton, Massachusetts, chap-
ter worked to support exiled South African poet-activist Dennis Brutus after 
the Reagan administration attempted to deport him.48

Leaders of the NJA walked a fine line in their programming, often meeting 
criticism from mainstream Jewish leaders along predictable lines. Detroit’s 
Jewish Community Council, among others, expressed deep anxiety when 
NJA brought Reverend Zacharia Mokgoeboto and Rabbi Ben Isaacson to 
the United States from South Africa. Mokgoeboto was a Soweto minister 
in the Black Dutch Reformed Church and a leader of the Belydendekring, 
a dissident group of nonwhite ministers within that church. Isaacson first 
spoke out against apartheid in the 1960s, challenging the organized South 
African Jewish community’s silence. Leaders feared that Isaacson’s “previous 
attacks on the South African Jewish community” could be “detrimental to 
black-Jewish relations locally and even be used by those who try to link the 
antiapartheid campaign with anti-Israel efforts.” NJA garnered support from 
other Jewish organizations only with assurances that Rabbi Isaacson would 
avoid “anti-Israel or anti-Jewish fallout.”49 For the six-week, 23-city national 
tour of Mokgoeboto and Isaacson, NJA worked with the Washington Office 
on Africa in a rare Black/Jewish partnership in those years.

Indeed, NJA continued to build multiracial coalitions at conferences, 
meetings, and programs on antiracist organizing. Its members dedicated 
great energy to making their work reach as many constituencies as possible. 
This meant that NJA created spaces for often painful conversations about 
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race and religion (among many other overlapping categories) with apartheid 
and Zionism inevitably invoked when members talked about how to remain 
visible as Jews in struggles against oppression.50

Although the JLC worked to decouple their South African work from 
critiques of Israel, and though they were mired in conflict with African 
American leaders on domestic issues, it, too, continued antiapartheid work 
in the 1980s. In 1984, the JLC joined with the A. Philip Randolph Institute 
and the Negro Trade Union Leadership Council to support Congressman 
William Gray III’s amendment to the Export Administration Act that pro-
hibited new corporate investment in apartheid South Africa. Their statement 
of support carefully presented their arguments: historically, their coalition 
had supported “black and non-racial trade unions in South Africa” through 
the AFL–CIO, because “the rise of the black trade union movement rep-
resents an institutional vehicle for reform.” Gray’s amendment “can bring 
about real change in South Africa without undermining the growing demo-
cratic forces within that country.”51

The measure died in the Senate, but these efforts contributed greatly to 
building support for the Anti-Apartheid Act passed by Congress in 1986 
following the mass protests around the world and those tied to the Free 
South Africa Movement in the United States. The JLC then joined “Jewish, 
Black, Hispanic, and Italian trade unionists” to establish the Ethnic Labor 
Coalition, which supported antiapartheid bills and attempted to add lan-
guage to them to “guarantee freedom of association to the emerging black 
trade unions” in South Africa.52

As pressure mounted to take a position on apartheid, some mainstream 
Jewish groups relied on the progressive organizations that had taken early 
antiapartheid stands. In 1985, NJCRAC called on the president of the 
JLC, Herbert Magidson, to serve as a resource on apartheid South Africa. 
Magidson, who was also vice-president of the American Federation of 
Teachers, credited the “fundamental values” of the Jewish community for 
what he saw as it consistent opposition to apartheid. His own political awak-
ening grew out of the internationalism of the labor movement, whose lead-
ers “saw the battle for human and civil rights in a world-wide context—well 
before the advent of globalization made obvious nations’ interdependency.” 
Magidson asserted that these commitments allowed the JLC to transcend 
domestic and global controversies, to engage in antiapartheid work despite 
disagreements over school autonomy in New York, or Zionism on the world 
stage.53

Magidson spoke to NJCRAC leaders about his 1981 tour of South Africa. 
He had been accompanied by an “integrated group of six trade union activ-
ists from the AFT and the ILGWU who spent four weeks in South Africa 
developing relationships with and understanding the plight of young Black 
workers who were trying—against incredible odds—to form trade unions.” 
Magidson spoke of the brutality of apartheid, about the successes of the 
Black Freedom movement in South Africa, and about the failure of President 
Reagan’s policy of constructive engagement, which Black South Africans and 
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many others interpreted as support for apartheid. To the NJCRAC board, he 
concluded by asserting a Jewish imperative in fighting against apartheid:

For Jews to fight for the rights of other Jews—or for Blacks to fight for the 
rights of other Blacks is not too unusual or too unexpected. It is understood as 
fighting for a member of one’s family. But for Jews in the U.S. to stand up and 
be counted for Blacks in South Africa is truly ennobling, because it signifies 
that there is a larger family—the family of humankind . . . .Our commitment 
to fight for abolition of apartheid in South Africa and its replacement with a 
government committed to freedom and human rights for all is an essential 
responsibility we have for ourselves as well as for Black South Africans.54

Just a few months before Magidson’s presentation, mainstream Jewish 
organizations had joined with NJA and the JLC in taking public stands 
against apartheid. On Christmas Day, 1984, 300 members of NJA, along 
with members of the JLC and the American Jewish Committee, gave a “day 
off” to “Christian demonstrators” by continuing their picketing outside the 
South African Embassy in Washington, DC. These were the first days of 
protests of the Free South Africa Movement.

A few members of the American Jewish Congress had already been 
arrested in early December. Acknowledging the long gap in mainstream 
Jewish groups’ involvement with apartheid, Rabbi David Saperstein, direc-
tor of the Religious Action Center of the Reform Movement, announced 
that “This protest and demonstration today is the start of what we see as 
increased Jewish involvement against apartheid in South Africa.”55

Christmas that year overlapped with the eighth and final day of Chanukah, 
the Jewish holiday commemorating the rededication of the Second Temple 
in Jerusalem with the victory of the Maccabean revolt against the Greek/
Syrian armies of Antiochus. Jewish organizations spoke of their contribu-
tions to the TransAfrica protest as part of the “festival marking the victory 
of the few over the many.” “If we can make another contribution to black-
Jewish cooperation,” said Hyman Bookbinder, the Committee’s Washington 
representative and a longtime Civil Rights ally, “it is a day well spent. Our 
central message today is for the people of South Africa—a message of deter-
mination that freedom-loving people around the world will continue to voice 
our condemnation of apartheid.”56 They lit menorahs, and spoke of how the 
Chanukah holiday recalls “a distant time . . . when freedom and independence 
were victorious over oppression.” Above all, the Jewish organizational lead-
ers wanted to remind African Americans that Jews “are indeed close allies in 
the struggle for human freedom and social justice everywhere.”57

Motivated by this commitment, American Jewish organizational leaders 
lobbied for the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. This act called 
for economic sanctions against South Africa, the release of Nelson Mandela, 
and the banning of all new investments in South Africa. Direct air links, 
including those of South African Airways, were also banned in this legisla-
tion. First proposed by Congressman Ron Dellums of California in 1972, 
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the act was passed over the veto of President Reagan—the first twentieth-
century override of a presidential veto on a matter of foreign policy.

Jewish organizational leaders traveled a long road to reach support for this 
act. In some cases, it took an outsider to bring new energy for an antiapart-
heid position. Arnold Aronson accomplished this at NJCRAC. Aronson had 
brought his Civil Rights credentials to NJCRAC in 1945; while working 
there, he was a cofounder of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights 
(LCCR). After retiring from NJCRAC, Aronson continued to be an activist, 
serving as secretary of the LCCR. Seeking to revive Jewish communal atten-
tion to Civil Rights and social policy issues, in 1982 he recruited Marlene 
Provizer to join the staff.58 Provizer had worked in social welfare policy advo-
cacy, in Civil Rights and women’s organizations, and would soon attend the 
UN Women’s conference in Nairobi; once at NJCRAC, she was “shocked” 
at the state of intergroup relations between Jews and African Americans, 
and also at the lack of women in upper level staff and lay positions. Provizer 
used her position at NJCRAC to convince the many Jewish organizations 
it represented “to take up the anti-apartheid issue and eventually to evolve 
a Jewish communal response [supporting] sanctions, which culminated in 
pretty active Jewish communal Jewish participation in the Anti-Apartheid 
Act.”59

Nearly every major Jewish organization issued statements in support of the 
1986 Act, including the JLC, the National Council of Jewish Women, the 
American Jewish Committee, the Union of American Hebrew Congregations 
(UAHC), the NJCRAC, and scores of smaller Jewish organizations in cities 
across the United States.60 For use in community synagogues, the UAHC 
published a guide titled Ending Apartheid: A Manual for Individual and 
Congregational Use.61 Clearly, these groups sidelined any reservations—
those that had prevented them from taking earlier public, organizational 
stands against apartheid—in the wake of tremendous global support for the 
movement.

But internal documents of Jewish organizations demonstrate that ques-
tions of Jewish loyalty and unity—among American, South African, and 
Israeli Jews—remained connected to long-simmering feelings of anxiety 
over anti-Israel, anti-Zionist, and anti-Semitic ideologies that had historically 
been part of Third World and antiapartheid movements. For some, blaming 
Resolution 3379 on Third World nations amounted to sounding an alarm 
for a second Holocaust: “By denigrating Zionism,” noted Gerald Kraft, 
President of B’nai B’rith International, in 1985, “the Jewish state was ulti-
mately to be dehumanized, a process which the world ought to have learned 
from the Nazis.” Israel was “progressive, a true parliamentary democracy, 
universalist in outlook, having a culture with a fiercely held belief in moral 
principles of the biblical prophets.” Now, Kraft wrote, the nation was pitted 
against the “totalitarian communists and repressive regimes of those Arab 
countries who were among the sponsors of the . . . resolution.”62

Some Jewish leaders took their points still further, assailing Third World 
nations for the resolution and taking them to task for not supporting Israel, 
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despite world Jewry’s repeated condemnation of apartheid. Iconoclast Rabbi 
Arthur Hertzberg was a longtime advocate for American Civil Rights, for-
mer president of the American Jewish Congress, and current vice-president 
of the WJC, which had long wrestled over whether or not to publicly oppose 
apartheid. He asserted that the Third World received “billions and billions” 
in support “without even a thank you.” Hertzberg concluded that leaders 
of Third World nations viewed the resolution as an equal exchange for “all 
of the generations of colonialism and exploitation.” These nations relied 
on “the famous code words, ‘You owe us something . . . .’” he explained. 
Hertzberg was particularly incensed at the Third World for its sponsorship 
of Resolution 3379—even using the “undiplomatic word . . . swinish”—
given “that in the forefront of the battle against apartheid there has been the 
world Jewish community.”63 Erasing the ambivalence of much of organized 
Western Jewry toward apartheid, he cited the WJC’s 1975 passage of an anti-
racist, antidiscriminatory resolution as evidence of a long-standing, steadfast 
Jewish opposition to apartheid.

After “fact finding tours” of South Africa, other American rabbis also 
relied on this oversimplified past, concluding that “the general consensus 
among Jews is and always has been out-rage over Apartheid” and that “the 
South African Board of Deputies has consistently condemned Apartheid.” 
One observer reported that “Jews in South Africa are indeed duplicating the 
performance of Jews in the civil rights movement in America.”64

American Jewish leaders often failed to note that South African Jewish 
leaders had only just moved on the issue of apartheid. In 1985, the SAJBD 
“explicitly stated that the Board rejected apartheid.” Editors of the lib-
eral Israel Horizons, who had awaited the Board’s antiapartheid stand for 
decades, took note.“Until recently,” wrote one journalist in 1986, “there 
have been no groups which have identified themselves as Jewish and against 
apartheid.” There too, these same pressing questions of visibility, security, 
and loyalty were of the utmost importance: South African Jews shied away 
from the ANC and the United Democratic Front because of their “anti-
Israel rhetoric.”

Never before had the Board mentioned apartheid by name. But in mate-
rial distributed at the WJC meeting in Jerusalem in 1986, Aleck Goldberg, 
director of the Board, sounded “apologetic” for its antiapartheid statement, 
referring back to the Board’s long ago pledge to remain uninvolved in poli-
tics. He explained, however, that “‘apartheid’ no longer has the same politi-
cal connotations,” so that even if the “Board came closer to the fine dividing 
line between politics and morality, it is very doubtful it was crossed.”65

The editors of Israel Horizons noted that the SAJBD’s actions did not sug-
gest that its members were “becoming flaming radicals.” But they applauded 
the Board’s “recognition of its responsibility to take a moral stand as tension 
deepens in South Africa.” Within the same issue of the journal, other writers 
came close to dismissing the claim that South African Jews were in precari-
ous positions, given the fact that, in short, they could leave. They “have the 
right—and perhaps an obligation—to choose between living with apartheid, 
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working against apartheid or leaving both South Africa and apartheid.” Such 
arguments went hand in hand with calls for Israel to “divorce herself” from 
South Africa politically and economically—without concern if the motiva-
tion was “particularist or universal.”66

These articles proved important vehicles for the struggles of left Jews. 
The left-Zionist organization Americans for Progressive Israel mailed them 
to African American and union allies in their coalition as evidence of their 
true commitment to the antiapartheid cause—and doubtless too to testify to 
the difficult position they were in with regard to Israel.67 South African and 
American Jewish opposition to apartheid mirrored the by-now quite main-
stream antiapartheid stand of social groups across the world. But for some 
members of these two groups, South Africa’s ties to Israel and increasingly 
heard parallels between apartheid and Israel’s Occupation continued to pres-
ent obstacles to full participation in the antiapartheid movement.

The same new realities that mandated antiapartheid positions for American 
Jewish organizations imperiled the friendship of South African and American 
Jews. There was no love lost between members of South Africa’s Jewish 
community and American Jewish leaders who supported sanctions and 
divestment. The 1985–1987 report to South African Jewry of the SAJBD 
indicated that members of the Board were “somewhat hostile” to NJCRAC’s 
antiapartheid stand. NJCRAC consistently strove to “represent the majority 
opinion of our member agencies,” and it became clear to NJCRAC leaders 
that the American Jewish Committee’s “cautious” approach to apartheid, 
its TransAfrica Chanukah protest notwithstanding, was due to its very close 
relationship with the SAJBD.68

Even within the global movement of Reform Judaism, South African reli-
gious leaders expressed distress when American Jews spoke out in favor of 
“boycotts and divestment.” At the 1985 Assembly of the National Federation 
of Temple Sisterhoods (NFTS), which represented the women of Reform 
Judaism, delegates passed a Resolution on Apartheid that supported both 
boycotts and divestment as means to end apartheid. Here was a clear sign 
of Jewish women exercising their power to engage in global issues. South 
African delegates raised immediate concerns about whether or not sanctions 
would be “productive.” Delores Wilkenfeld, president of NFTS, indicated 
that these women did not take issue with the cause. “Our South African 
constituents,” she says, referring to Reform women in that nation, “had long 
been activists against apartheid . . . . Not only antiapartheid but also social 
activists—working for needs of Black communities.”69 But they did not sup-
port boycotts or divestment.

(Male) leaders in the SAUPJ—South Africa’s Reform movement—
echoed these concerns, writing to the NFTS that such tactics would “cause 
grave hardships to all the inhabitants of South Africa.” Certainly these 
leaders joined a chorus of South Africans—including Helen Suzman and 
other liberals—who rejected global boycotts.70 Indeed, the following year, 
Suzman spoke to the graduating class of Reform rabbis at New York’s 
Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion. She had received the 
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College’s prize for “work that enhances values and ideals derived from 
Jewish teachings.” In her address, she said she “understood the moral 
abhorrence and the pleasure it gives you to demonstrate.” But she warned 
against divestment, asserting that she could not “see how wrecking the 
economy of the country will ensure a more stable and just society.”71

In making their case against boycotts and divestment, South African 
Reform leaders compromised their argument for Jewish unity to persuade 
American Jews not to endorse divestment. They did this by indicating their 
dissent from the positions of the SAJBD. In their resolution, sisterhood lead-
ers had praised the SAJBD’s statement opposing apartheid; SAUPJ leaders 
now reminded them that “the Reform Movement in South Africa has been 
the only Jewish organization to constantly oppose racial injustice in this 
country.” Drawing attention to the Board’s silence, they bucked Jewish unity 
within South Africa. But they also asked pointedly for unity among Reform 
Jews when they requested that American Reform leaders consult with them 
before “debating resolutions of this nature.”72

The tensions continued through the International Reform Movement’s 
debates over South African sanctions. Soon after, South African Reform 
leaders openly and stridently urged American Reform leaders not to sup-
port sanctions. Leslie Bergman, vice chairman of the SAUPJ, reiterated his 
organization’s rejection of apartheid. But he testified that “sanctions would 
drive his country into Third World status and lead to the creation of a class 
of Jewish economic refugees.” When he urged American Jews not to support 
sanctions but instead to work with his group to “create reforms” in South 
Africa, American activist Rabbi Balfour Brickner protested. “I think they’re 
trying to cover their own behinds,” he said. “They want us to keep quiet 
and get out.” Brickner drew an analogy with the American Civil Rights 
movement, when “the Jews in the South told us in the North to do the same 
thing.” Brickner weighed the particularist implications, the cracks in Jewish 
unity, the “cost” of sanctions to South African Jews. “These sanctions are 
going to hurt everyone in South Africa,” he agreed. But, he concluded, “we 
were right to stake a stand. It was better than sitting back and doing nothing 
at all.”73

In late summer, 1988, American Jewish communal leaders in NJCRAC 
planned a mission to South Africa in order to “acquire firsthand knowledge” 
of conditions there. They felt strongly that such knowledge was necessary 
because “the [American] Jewish community relations field has had a long-
standing position opposing apartheid.”74 In South Africa, NJCRAC repre-
sentatives reported having a tense and difficult meeting with the SAJBD. 
“Questions were raised,” observed one traveler, “with respect to our political 
motivation in taking up the anti-apartheid axe. . . . Some objection was voiced 
to our assuming the position of the moral high ground. It was argued that 
both in the U.S. and in many parts of the world, racial prejudice exists—and 
yet we have picked up the cause with such fervor only in South Africa.” This 
was despite the fact that the SAJBD and the South African Jewish commu-
nity had been “loyal friends of Israel.”75
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Diana Aviv, associate executive vice-chair of NJCRAC, had emigrated 
from South Africa to the United States in 1975. She led the 1988 mission 
during which South African leaders argued the illogic of singling out South 
Africa’s racist repression over that of other nations. The SAJBD were “icy 
cold, and very angry,” she notes, in their meetings with the NJCRAC delega-
tion. They opposed sanctions in a “vigorous and vehement way,” remaining 
firm that apartheid was “not the American Jewish community’s business.” 
Relying on fears first invoked in the 1950s, South African Jewish leaders 
expressed their anxieties that American Jewish antiapartheid positioning 
“would make them a target of [Prime Minister] Botha’s anti-Semitism,” 
and threatened that it would “jeopardize the relationship between American 
and South African Jews.”76

The experiences of Rabbi Brian Walt, an antiapartheid activist, like Aviv 
born in South Africa, speak to the complex expectations each community 
had of the other. Walt joined NJA in its early years, working on South Africa 
and Israeli/Palestinian campaigns. Soon after his rabbinical ordination, Walt 
spoke to the American Jewish Committee about the antiapartheid activism 
that had gotten him blacklisted and arrested in South Africa. Committee 
leaders were thrilled with Walt’s talk, and had great plans to use him as a 
resource: a Jewish South African antiapartheid activist surely could build 
bridges toward African American communal groups, healing a growing rift 
over domestic and global affairs. Soon after, in December 1987, the first 
Intifada (translated as a “shaking off”) began, the Palestinian uprising in 
protest of Israel’s Occupation. Walt joined the protest outside of the Israeli 
consulate in Philadelphia. “Three days later,” he says, “I was blacklisted from 
the Jewish community.” Jewish leaders “had been given a directive,” and his 
critique of Zionism prevented him from talking to American Jewish audi-
ences about South African apartheid or Israel.77

For American Jews, the sweeping success of the global antiapartheid move-
ment meant the sidelining of their reservations about the movement and 
the public embrace of its goals by Jewish organizations. Although many—
perhaps most—opposed apartheid as individuals, deep anxieties about Israel 
and anti-Semitism had long prevented this embrace. Now, some went so far 
as to revise history, to position Jews in South Africa, Israel, and the United 
States as longtime, firm, public opponents of apartheid. These revisions 
erased the intense complexities of Jewish positions on South African and 
Israeli policies. They also erased the divisiveness that had characterized the 
intracommunal politics of American and South African Jews.

To Be A Zionist and Fighting Apartheid:  
“A Lonely Movement Indeed”

Members of the Zionist left such as Walt took pains to discuss the difficult 
position they were in when vehemently protesting apartheid amidst Israel’s 
isolation and anti-Zionist, anti-Israel, and anti-Semitic sentiment around 
the world. These were steep challenges, for even the means of antiapartheid 
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protests themselves were gradually becoming visible as vehicles of protest 
against Israeli policies. At the University of Michigan in 1988, for example, 
during the first Intifada, a Palestinian rights group built a shantytown on 
campus to represent Israeli oppression of Palestinians. A few months later, 
when terrorists attacked an Israeli school bus, members of a Zionist student 
group responded by erecting a school bus on campus to draw attention to 
the impact of Arab terrorism on Israeli Jews.78

First and foremost, left Zionists felt obligated to talk about the mistakes 
Israel had made, specifically faulting Israel for its ties to South Africa. Yet as 
the editors of Israel Horizons expressed, “we should always make it known 
that we are criticizing as socialist Zionists, and that for us support for the 
continued existence of Israel is central.” Importantly, though, the same ten-
sions carried forward from the debates immediately following World War II. 
Socialist Zionists spoke of the need to be “mindful” of the “precarious situ-
ation” of South African Jews, specifically of not making “it appear that the 
anti-apartheid movement in the United States is a ‘Jewish affair,’” as this 
would lead to “anti-Jewish reprisals by other South African [w]hites.”

On college campuses, in the women’s movement, in progressive Jewish 
organizations, the pressing question emerged: should progressive Zionists 
make allies with anti-Israel groups in the “urgent” battle against apartheid? 
Such a compromise seemed necessary to some left Zionists in 1985, given 
what they saw as the “mistakes on the part of successive Israeli governments, 
as well as the political cunning of Israeli enemies.” For, as the editors of 
Israel Horizons suggested, “if we advocated cooperation with only those 
groups and individuals that share our entire worldview, we would be a lonely 
movement indeed.” Left Zionists advocated “critical dialogue with other 
activists,” “a continuing effort to build ties of understanding and coopera-
tion between our movement and other progressive movements throughout 
the world.”79

Rejecting a more narrow identity politics, the Jewish left worked care-
fully and tentatively to build coalitions with other “progressive movements.” 
Making such friends, they hoped, would yield the payoff of more momen-
tum toward their agendas. Given the Cold War, with-us-or-against-us men-
tality of Jewish conservatives, as Peter Weiss described, this work left activists 
in positions of tremendous vulnerability. Conservatives graded their work 
as tests of Jewish unity—and found them failing. Writer Rael Jean Isaac, 
whose strong criticisms of Breira contributed to that organization’s demise, 
joined others in issuing equally strong attacks against NJA.80 She assailed 
the organization, for example, for “cooperating closely with some of the 
most viciously anti-Israel organizations in the United States.”81 Attacking 
its work in Nicaragua and for Palestinian rights alongside its criticisms of 
American foreign policy, Isaac also spoke with tremendous disparagement of 
the struggle for NJA members to balance universal and particular commit-
ments, to be a part of liberation campaigns as Jews. She saw them as tainted 
by communism, and as traitors to Jewish peoplehood: as “progressives,” 
NJA members “came under constant pressure to take stands in conformity 
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with the anti-Israel positions of the radical left.” Its members “truly hate 
Israel” because Israel “bars Jews as a group from joining ranks with political 
revolutionaries,” and because it “interferes with their espousing a universal-
ism they feel is the hallmark of ‘prophetic Judaism.’” They suffer from “the 
all-too-familiar pathological Jewish self-hatred.”82 NJA “becomes far more 
impassioned about ‘racism’ than anti-Semitism . . . .and indicates no concern 
over the way the concept of racism has been perverted by the Arabs so as to 
define Zionism as racism.”83 And when Isaacs aimed to discredit NJA, she 
targeted Civil Rights and antiapartheid activists Rabbis Balfour Brickner 
and Arthur Waskow.84

Commentators moved swiftly whenever they heard Jewish activists anal-
ogizing Israel’s treatment of Palestinians with South African apartheid. 
These fears were especially acute in Jewish antiapartheid activism. “Even 
in its South African campaign,” Isaac accused NJA of promoting “a group 
whose leadership has made its hostility to Israel clear and uses Israel’s trade 
relations with South Africa as an excuse for more intemperate attacks upon 
Israel.” Indeed, she found a deeper agenda in the antiapartheid speaking 
tour of Rabbi Isaacson and Rev. Zacharaiah Mokgoebo, sponsored by NJA 
and the Washington Office on Africa. Because Mokgoebo’s Church was led 
by Dr Allan Boesak, and Boesak had once spoken on “Israeli apartheid and 
Palestinian Resistance,” the Isaacson/Mokgoebo antiapartheid tour clearly 
had as one of its goals to label Israel’s policies as “apartheid.”85

* * *

Not all assessments of the state of American Jewish attitudes toward Israel 
were as damning. In a thoughtful article about the changing relationship 
between American Jews and Israel in 1987, Mimi Alperin, chair of the 
American Jewish Committee’s Executive Committee, emphasized the cen-
tral role of South Africa’s ties to Israel in those changes:

What has happened to make Israelis more insecure is the increasing willing-
ness of American Jews to criticize Israel publicly. From the war in Lebanon 
to more recent issues—ranging from Israel’s relations to South Africa, to its 
policy towards Soviet emigration, to its recent attempts to define who is a 
Jew . . . American Jewry is becoming more assertive in expressing its point of 
view.86

American Jews are removing the “rose colored glasses” they wore when their 
“unquestioning adulation” accompanied Israel’s “long and difficult struggle 
for existence,” she noted, referencing the wars of Israel’s first (nearly) four 
decades. Alperin saw American Jews’ emerging critiques of Israel as in line 
with their universalist work in the United States: “American Jewry has long 
been in the forefront of efforts to perfect American democracy,” she wrote; 
now, American Jews were ready to “roll up our sleeves and, for better or 
worse, to pitch in and help Israel strengthen her democratic ideals.”87
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To gauge the accuracy of Alperin’s observations, one needed to look no 
further than at American Jewish responses to the US tour of Nobel lau-
reate, South African Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu, which had just 
concluded as she sat down to write. At an interfaith breakfast sponsored by 
the American Jewish Congress, to an audience of 150 religious leaders, the 
Archbishop expressed his surprise with reports that Israel “collaborates with 
the government of his country.” The Jewish press reported his stating that 
“We really cannot see how that could ever be consistent with who you are, 
your history,” he said. Drawing out these historical parallels, he likened the 
apartheid government to the Nazis. Tutu stated that opposition to apartheid 
was found in religious universalism, that it was “not a political issue, it is our 
faith and it has very deep roots in your history, your tradition.”88 Echoing 
the phrasing of David Hammerstein, a student activist in the 1970s, Tutu 
nodded toward Israel’s political situation, likening it to that of his home 
nation. “One does understand Israel of course,” he said, “because she too 
has suffered a measure of isolation and must try to find friends where she 
can.” But he regretted the toll this took on Black/Jewish ties, saying it “is 
costing [Israel] dear in terms of black perceptions. You know what is hap-
pening to black and Jewish relationships in this country and part of that is 
due to this South African-Israel connection.” The Jewish press reported that 
Tutu concluded by paying homage to the many radical Jewish antiapartheid 
activists in South Africa, noting that “we have so many tremendous Jewish 
people in the struggle for justice and peace at home.”89

Jewish leaders bristled at Tutu’s observations and analogies, subjecting 
him to criticism that remained strong and sharp. They called Tutu’s ideas 
anti-Semitic, and defended Israel’s trade with South Africa by comparing 
it with other nations.90 The Stephen Wise Free Synagogue in Manhattan, 
headed by Rabbi Balfour Brickner, a former member of Breira and supporter 
of NJA, was later forced to defend its choice of Archbishop Tutu to receive 
an award for his contributions to the battle against apartheid.91 To accusa-
tions of anti-Semitism, Tutu responded only that “these charges are without 
foundation and part of an orchestrated campaign of vilification against me 
by the proponents of apartheid.”92 In 1989, he expressed his faith that he 
and Holocaust survivor, author, academic, activist, and Nobel Peace Prize 
winner Elie Wiesel could mediate peace in the Middle East. A decade and 
a half later, he and Wiesel would take opposing sides on a boycott of Israel, 
and American Jews again revived charges of “Jew hatred” for Tutu stretching 
back to his visits in the 1980s.93

As these struggles illustrate, the quest for friends turned perilous in the 
mid-1980s. Anxieties and accusations muddied what Rabbi Albert Axelrad 
had thought should be “lucidly clear”: the mainstream Jewish position on 
apartheid. Because activists and laypeople across the world now utilized an 
expansive definition of apartheid, many mainstream Jewish leaders felt that 
they had to police the boundaries of Zionism and Israel even more care-
fully. New, global realities in the antiapartheid movement and in attitudes 
toward Israel/Palestine meant that Jewish leaders had to carve out public 
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antiapartheid positions that left little room for conversations about Israel’s 
friendship with South Africa and about Israel’s Occupation. Progressive Jews 
sometimes managed to hold these commitments in a difficult balance, as 
evidenced by their embracing Archbishop Desmond Tutu on his 1987 tour. 
Other Jewish leaders largely demonized Tutu on this and future occasions.

One year before the fall of apartheid, in the book With Friends like These: 
The Jewish Critics of Israel, scholar Edward Alexander wrote a scathing criti-
cism of Israel’s “enemies.” His arguments tied those “enemies” to the anti-
apartheid struggle. Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s visit to Israel, his words 
linking apartheid to the Holocaust and to Israel’s treatment of Palestinians, 
appeared alongside of Nelson Mandela’s and Yasser Arafat’s linkages of “Tel 
Aviv and Pretoria regimes” on the first page of the book.94 His conclusions 
continued to suggest that Jewishness and Jewish loyalty were commitments 
that precluded affiliation or sympathy with anticolonialist movements, with 
antiapartheid or Palestinian rights. It remained an either/or proposition, 
because from his perspective, the stakes were too high.

In Jewish organizations across the United States, Jewish men and women 
of all ages weighed their priorities and their options. Often those options 
narrowed, as when NJA fell apart in the 1990s.95 Still, Progressive Jews 
sought out alternative sites of belonging, continuing to protest what they 
saw as a lack of democracy in American Jewish organizations alongside their 
global protests against apartheid in South Africa and Israel’s Occupation.96
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“Ou r Sou t h A fr ic a Momen t”: 

A mer ic a n Je ws’  St rug gl es w i t h 

A pa rt heid,  Z ionism,  a nd Di v est men t

In the 1980s and the 1990s, though Israel remained the single largest 
recipient of American foreign aid, many American Jews continued to feel 
under siege by anti-Zionist rhetoric that they saw sliding into anti-Semitism.1 
Mainstream Jewish organizations had by then added their voices to the pow-
erful antiapartheid movement, but they did so with an eye on the movement 
leaders’ rhetoric and actions with regard to Israel and Israeli policies. This 
had been their practice since the painful breakup of the New Left, the rise 
of Cold War alliances, and the Third World/Global South’s mobilization 
around Palestinian rights.

To understand the flashpoints encountered in this study is to engage three 
interconnected narratives: growing resistance to South African apartheid, 
rising global attentiveness to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, and increas-
ingly tense disputes within American Jewish life over apartheid, Zionism, 
and Israeli policy. Within international diplomatic and global activist cir-
cles, the use of the word apartheid was on the rise as a descriptor of Israel’s 
Occupation. This study, then, ends as it began: with American Jews strug-
gling to answer questions about Jewish unity, about how to utilize Jewish 
power and influence, about tolerance for dissent in American and Western 
Jewish communities, and about the significance of a global liberation move-
ment for them as Jews. Modeled on the successes of the twentieth-century 
antiapartheid movement, Palestinians’ twenty-first-century liberation move-
ment was framed increasingly as a struggle against Israeli apartheid.2

Mandela in New York, 1990

Nations Divided began with the story of Nelson Mandela’s 1990 release from 
prison and the beginning of apartheid’s end in South Africa. As Mandela 
prepared for a visit to the United States, Jews around the world expressed 
shock and dismay over his embrace of Yasser Arafat, labeled a terrorist and 
an enemy of the Jewish people. Mainstream Jewish leaders rejected Arafat 
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as the leader of the Palestinian liberation movement. Other Jews, however, 
saw in the Palestine Liberation Organization the possibility for negotiation 
and diplomacy. Although vigorously rejecting terrorist responses to Israeli 
aggression, they granted Arafat the political legitimacy and visibility they 
felt was necessary to begin peacemaking. Several members of NJA and other 
American Israeli/Palestinian peace groups formed a delegation that met 
with Arafat in Tunis in 1987, for example. They aimed to understand each 
other’s “concerns and fears.” At a news conference, one of the delegates 
noted that their meeting went “beyond questions of dialogue” between 
Jews and Palestinians. “There’s a history of denial of their existence,” he 
said, referring to Palestinians.3 Afif Safieh, an aide to Arafat in the PLO, 
spoke at NJA’s 1987 biennial Convention at the University of California 
Los Angeles. “With enemies like you,” Safieh joked with his audience, “who 
needs friends?”4

To assuage the fears of those who rejected Arafat as a terrorist and an 
enemy to Israel and to Jews, Nelson Mandela agreed to meet with the SAJBD 
before he departed for his tour of Europe and the United States. Members of 
the SAJBD told American Jewish leaders that Mandela remained committed 
“to the wellbeing of the South African Jewish community” and pledged “his 
unswerving opposition to racism and anti-Semitism” and to Israel’s right to 
exist in “secure borders.” Mandela also “expressed appreciation for the role 
Jews had played in the struggle against apartheid.”5

As Mandela departed for his tour, the mainstream, organized Jewish South 
African population had reached a moment of transformation. Thousands 
of Jews had left South Africa, with the population declining from about 
120,000 to 100,000 through the 1980s and early 1990s.6 There was move-
ment, too, in the way the community was reorienting its history with regard 
to radical (and liberal) Jews’ contributions to the end of apartheid. Up until 
these years, Jewish leaders had treated radical activists, especially, with tre-
mendous hostility. According to one scholar of South African Jewish activ-
ism, they were “long written out of histories celebrating the achievements of 
the South African Jewish community.”7 With Mandela’s release and the end 
of apartheid, there were movements to “recanonise” radical Jews in the eyes 
of South Africa and the world.8 Laying claim to a collective Jewish heritage 
that included this successful struggle for human rights gave meaning and 
ethnic distinction to Jews beyond whiteness in the emerging new “Rainbow 
Nation” of postapartheid South Africa—a term coined by Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu.9 But these claims tapped into long-standing controversies 
among South African Jews, just as Mandela’s visit prompted debates among 
American Jews.10

After their meeting with Mandela, members of the SAJBD directly reas-
sured leaders of the NJCRAC, the umbrella organization of American Jewish 
institutions. They then worked with African American leaders and mem-
bers of Congress to plan a meeting with Mandela prior to his stop in the 
United States. On June 10, 1990, Mandela met with six American Jewish 
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organizational leaders for two hours in Geneva. At the meeting, Jewish 
leaders and Mandela spoke about their positions with regard to Israel and 
the PLO. The leaders felt that both sides had clarified their attitudes, and 
that subsequently “the American Jewish community could fully and actively 
participate in the welcome of Mr. Mandela to the United States.”11 Leaders 
such as Abraham Foxman of the Anti-Defamation League had previously 
“denounced the ANC as totalitarian and a threat to Israel”; he left the meet-
ing praising Mandela as a “great hero of freedom” in The New York Times.12

Hundreds of thousands of people thronged the venues to see and hear 
Nelson Mandela and his wife Winnie Mandela, herself a towering figure in 
the antiapartheid movement and later head of the Women’s League of the 
ANC. One columnist wrote that “America has begun a great love affair with 
the Mandelas,” calling them heroes not only in their own land “but also in 
the United States where people are starved for leaders with character, com-
mitment and integrity.”13 The African American response to Mandela’s visit 
proved overwhelming, a poignant and celebratory moment in diaspora activ-
ism and connection. As historian James Meriwether writes:

Mandela’s triumphal visit in 1990 marked an especially moving moment in 
black America’s embrace of contemporary Africa. For black America, Mandela 
transcended being an African leader and became an African American leader 
as well. Receiving Mandela as one of their own, African Americans saw him 
presenting to white America a symbol not only of what an African could be 
but of what an African American could be.14

American Jewish antiapartheid activists, those who had stayed with the 
movement through its difficult debates over Zionism, greeted him in diverse 
venues. Herb Magidson, president of the JLC, saw Mandela at an AFL–CIO 
convention. Mandela “thanked the delegates for steadfast support of him 
during his many years of captivity.” Magidson wrote that he “was privileged 
to be a delegate to that convention and I remember vividly Mandela explain-
ing how such support gave him sustenance . . . .[This] help[s] to explain why 
serious domestic battles between Blacks and Jews did not cause a fundamen-
tal change in Jewish attitudes toward apartheid. If anything, it strengthened 
Jewish resolve because it provided an activity that helped to ameliorate the 
difficult position that both Blacks and Jews were in . . . in the 1960s.”15

Although Magidson’s recollection of consistent Jewish opposition to 
apartheid among Jews might reflect individual Jewish positions, it does 
not square with the historical record of mainstream Jewish organizations 
until the mid-1980s. Yet in his antiapartheid activism, he worked with both 
Jews and non-Jews, in the JLC and in secular labor unions. Outside of 
Jewish organizations, Magidson tells us, African Americans, self-identified 
American Jews, and others united against apartheid. Magidson populates 
the antiapartheid movement and American Jewish history with Jews who 
approached apartheid through the issues of labor and the right to organize. 
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Like Fritz Flesch in the 1950s, they did this work in labor unions even when 
mainstream Jewish groups largely disappeared from the antiapartheid move-
ment. And so Magidson’s presence at Mandela’s speech meant much to him 
as a union leader and as a Jew.

When Mandela arrived in Boston, activist and academic Eleanor Roffman 
walked from her home in Jamaica Plain to Roxbury. Holding a photograph 
of Mandela and Arafat glued to a stick, she and a friend stood cheering on 
Warren Street as Mandela opened his car door to wave in person to the huge 
crowds of people who had gathered to greet him. Roffman had heard Winnie 
Mandela speak the night before, and she was thrilled to be in the presence of 
both leaders on their American tour. She recalls happily the cries of approval 
she received—especially the cheers of those who had gathered at a Mosque 
on Blue Hill Avenue when they saw her sign. This moment marked for her 
the full integration of her views on Israel, South Africa, and apartheid, and 
she claimed her membership in the liberation movements of Black South 
Africans and Palestinians.

Surely Roffman’s sign would have earned the enmity of American Jewish 
Zionists. Mandela’s visit presented them with a difficult moment—even with 
the reassurances of Jewish leaders. Once again, many felt forced to walk 
a careful line between their commitments to Jewish loyalty (to Israel and 
Zionism) and to global liberation struggles. Tensions over Mandela show-
cased the role of apartheid in heated debates over Zionism and Jewishness 
that had spanned the Cold War; it also spotlighted the role of apartheid in 
the damage done to Black/Jewish relations.

Although American Jewish organizational leaders reassured the world that 
the Jewish antiapartheid fight “Has No Strings”—that they remained com-
mitted to the cause of antiapartheid with no qualifications—many American 
Jews met Mandela’s visit with ambivalence, and even protests.16 This response 
stood in stark contrast to the unqualified celebrations among union mem-
bers and African Americans, to cite just two examples. In Miami, Nelson 
Mandela received a hero’s welcome from the American Federation of State, 
County, and Municipal Employees. Outside, Jewish groups joined Cuban 
groups in protesting Mandela’s support for Arafat and Fidel Castro.17

For many American Jewish Zionists, the PLO was an extremist terror-
ist organization that sought to destroy Israel and wrought destruction on 
Israel’s population. Because their ties to Israel were a central component of 
their Jewish identity and visibility, and because Mandela expressed support 
for Arafat’s aim of Palestinian liberation, some Zionist American Jews strug-
gled to place Mandela in the pantheon of heroes. Albert Vorspan, director of 
the Reform movement’s Commission on Social Action, wrote to Mandela in 
advance of his visit, congratulating him but also testifying to the “deep hurt 
and perplexity” over his relationship to the PLO. Vorspan offered Mandela 
a corrective to his definition of Zionism, stating that it would be “more 
appropriate to equate the dream of your people to Zionism, the liberation 
movement of the Jewish people, which resulted in the establishment of the 
democratic state of Israel nearly 42 years ago.”18
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Rabbi Myer Kripke, a columnist for the Omaha Jewish Press, articulated 
the terms of this struggle as well:

Mandela’s vaunted morality has disappeared entirely, totally vanished. His 
view of other countries is based not on morality at all, but on pragmatic con-
siderations alone. He would embrace the devil if the devil would vote against 
apartheid. He shows no concern for the men, women, and children, Jews, 
Muslims, Christians and others—people!—murdered by Arafat, Castro and 
Ghadaffi. This is the politician-opportunist at his worst, no moralist at all . . . I 
do not hesitate to call Mandela a hero of our times. But he is a hero with a 
blind spot. He is blind to every evil except the evil of apartheid. His blind spot 
is as morally crippling as his determination is bold.19

In an “open letter” to Mandela in the pages of Reform Judaism, Cecil Epril, 
a former South African journalist living in the United States, expressed his 
dismay with what he saw as Mandela’s compromised principles. Mandela had 
compared Arafat’s struggle against colonialism with the antiapartheid strug-
gle in South Africa, and asserted that if this truth “alienated the powerful 
Jewish community in South Africa, that’s too bad.” Epril noted the historic 
Jewish contributions to the antiapartheid struggle in South Africa, including 
Helen Suzman’s important role in Parliament. He cited Israel’s aid to Black 
Africa. He earnestly asked Mandela to weigh the “heavy charges against the 
PLO” and come to understand why Jews, so long persecuted, wished for 
Mandela to reassure them of his dedication to “mutual goodwill.”20

Conservative American Jews used Mandela’s visit to remark on the fate of 
American Cold War allies. In the American Jewish Committee’s Commentary 
magazine, anticommunist scholar Joshua Muravchik parsed Mandela’s state-
ments to determine whether he had expressed “apologies” or “regret” for 
his past support of the PLO or for past critiques of the South African Jewish 
community. Muravchik bemoaned the fact that Mandela’s “rhetoric bears 
the earmarks of years spent in a Communist milieu.” He noted that Jewish 
opposition to Mandela’s positions informed a broader discussion about 
South Africa and the United States in global politics. That opposition tem-
pered what he saw as otherwise unreserved enthusiasm for Mandela; it forced 
the United States to think harder about where the South African economy 
might be headed, and how South Africa might—or might not—continue to 
serve as a post-Cold War ally.21

Many allies of Mandela read these sentiments with anger and dismay, with 
dashed hopes that a Jewish communal embrace of Mandela would contrib-
ute to a healing of the rift between African Americans and Jews. Writing in 
the pages of Tikkun, progressive activist and academic Cornel West wrote 
that he “understood why some Jews might be upset with Mandela,” and that 
“every prophet deserves criticism.” But he also called it “imperative that that 
Black and Jewish progressives reflect seriously on the Mandela example . . . in 
order to keep alive the precious values of individuality and democracy while 
strengthening the possibilities of a principled coalition across racial lines in 
the US.” West wrote of his admiration for “progressive nationalists such as 
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Michael Lerner [editor of Tikkun], Nelson Mandela, and Edward Said,” who 
balanced “universal moral outlooks and international perspectives” and drew 
from the “prophetic elements in our respective religious traditions.”22 West 
hoped that balancing particularist interests with universal commitments to 
justice would lead to unity in American struggles for equality.

There were American Jews who wished to celebrate Mandela’s life as Jews. 
In The New York Times, activist, scholar, and journalist Alisa Solomon urged 
Jewish leaders not to “test Mandela on Israel,” citing a poll that indicated 
that a majority of American Jews supported Israel’s territorial concessions for 
peace with Palestinians. Indeed, the ANC, along with “countless American 
Jews . . . and Israelis” (including members of the Knesset and military offi-
cers) supported Palestinian rights. Solomon noted that in Israel and around 
the world, these issues were debated, while “only in America’s mainstream 
Jewish leadership is discussion denied.” Because “supporting Palestinian 
rights and supporting Israel are not mutually exclusive,” she wrote, “the 
mainstream Jewish leaders misrepresent the people for whom they claim to 
speak.”23 “The Jewish community’s decision to stand up for a cause of such 
clear moral rectitude as the fight to end apartheid should not be held hos-
tage” to Mandela’s position on Israel, his use of the word colonialism to 
describe the Occupation, or his dedication to Palestinian self-determination. 
Solomon saw it as a missed opportunity for American Jews.

For just as Israeli/Palestinian controversies pulled apart any united com-
munal Jewish welcome of Mandela, so too were these controversies causing 
tremendous strife internal to that Jewish community. Donna Nevel, Marilyn 
Kleinberg Neimark, Alisa Solomon, and other progressive Jews in New York 
City felt that mainstream Jewish leadership no longer embraced the same 
values of community members whom they were to represent. Active in cam-
paigns for justice in Latin America and South Africa, they decided to form 
a Jewish organization dedicated to local struggles for justice—where main-
stream Jewish organizations were far too underrepresented. “When just at 
that moment the ‘official’ Jewish organizations announced that they would 
not participate in the city’s welcome of Mandela,”24 Solomon recalled:

that seemed to crystallize all too well the direction the “official” community 
was going—and it was also a sign of the way Israel politics was skewing the local 
agenda. In discussing some kind of inaugural event at the meeting . . . someone 
suggested that we welcome Mandela and there was unanimous enthusiasm for 
the idea. 25

A small committee organized the evening (including Solomon, Rabbi 
Marshall Meyer and Rabbi Rolando Matalon, both of Manhattan’s Temple 
B’nai Jeshurun) on June 15, 1990. The Welcome Service for Nelson Mandela 
was the first ever event of the organization then named Jews for Racial and 
Economic Justice (JFREJ).26

Led by activist Rabbi Balfour Brickner, Rabbi Meyer, and Rabbi Matalon 
at Temple B’nai Jeshurun, the service aimed at “rededicating ourselves to 
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the struggle for racial and economic justice.” There were greetings from 
Mayor David Dinkins, from performer and activist Harry Belafonte (who 
was co-chair of the Nelson Mandela New York Welcome Committee), and 
Manhattan Borough President Ruth Messinger. On the list of supporters 
were many whose names also appear in these pages: Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg, 
Letty Cottin Pogrebin, Messinger, Morris Schappes, Arthur Waskow, and 
Peter Weiss. NJA’s Manhattan chapter appears in the list as well.

A JFREJ founder who had planned the event with Alisa Solomon and 
others, Henry Schwarzchild offered the evening’s concluding remarks. 
Schwarzchild had fled Nazi Germany after Kristallnacht in 1938, arriv-
ing in the United States one year later. He worked for Civil Rights and 
civil liberties and mobilized against the death penalty. As a witness to the 
growth of Nazism, he pledged that “Whatever the cost, I would not live in 
a period of major social, moral events and be a bystander.” Taking a clear 
position on decades of debates over the legacy and meaning of the Holocaust 
for American Jews, Schwarzchild stood at the Center of JFREJ’s Welcome 
Service for Mandela. He spoke of JFREJ members as “a group of disparate 
people, including believers and unbelievers, moderates and radicals,” who 
have come together “around the intuition that the Jewish task of justice is 
being neglected in our own society.”

We here no longer suffer much from the handicaps of ethnicity or poverty, but 
we thrive in the presence of, even partly as a consequence of, the social sins of 
the racial distress and economic pain of others. Jews for Racial and Economic 
Justice came together to find a way not to stand silently by at the blood (literal 
and metaphoric) of our brothers and sisters, or at their joy. We expect that the 
African American community of this city and this country will receive Nelson 
Mandela much the way East European Jewry is said to have received Theodor 
Herzl, as an emblem and harbinger of liberation. We rejoice with them at this 
visit.27

Reaching back into Jewish history, Schwarzchild found his analogy for Black 
liberation in the earliest moments of the modern political Zionist movement. 
That analogy, that definition of Zionism as a liberation theology in itself, 
had long sustained a kinship among African Americans, Africans, Israelis, 
and American and other nations’ Jews. Schwarzchild’s use of the analogy 
signaled unqualified allegiance to the cause of antiapartheid, in a moment 
when mainstream American Jewish organization distanced themselves from 
that cause with qualifications about Mandela’s “loyalty” to Israel, Zionism, 
and Jews.28

JFREJ’s first event was an unqualified success. A thousand people 
attended, and they raised $30,000 to present to the ANC.29 This organiza-
tion continues to work on campaigns for the rights of immigrants, workers, 
and the poor in New York City. JFREJ members hold a diverse array of polit-
ical positions with regard to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. First conven-
ing on common ground with regard to a global issue—honoring Mandela’s 
visit, his defiance, strength, and grace as a leader in the antiapartheid 
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movement—JFREJ members have since that moment devoted all of their 
resources to local issues.30

The final chapter of this study follows the arc of American Jewish strug-
gles with apartheid after the fall of South African apartheid—from local 
receptions of Mandela’s United States visit in 1990 to American coverage of 
the complicated eulogizing of Mandela by Jews and Palestinians in late 2013. 
In those years, a series of new crises emerged: in global diplomatic gather-
ings, such as those of the United Nations; and in local, heated debates over 
Israeli apartheid and the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions movement, 
which targets Israel. In each, the complex legacies of apartheid and the con-
tentiousness of its global application prevented crucial conversations.

Global: Durban I and II

The year after Mandela’s visit and the founding of JFREJ, Zionists and 
Israel supporters around the world celebrated the repeal of the Zionism is 
racism resolution by the United Nations. Introduced by President George 
H. W. Bush in December 1991, United Nations Resolution 46/86 repealed 
the 1975 Resolution 3379 whose passage had been so utterly traumatic to 
Zionists the world over. The passage of 46/86 was Israel’s condition of par-
ticipation in the Madrid Peace Conference, and its redemptive qualities must 
not be understated. But the repeal of 3379 ultimately did not mark the vic-
tory of one “definition” of Zionism over the other, according to the pain-
ful analysis offered by Anson Laytner in 1976. As leaders of antiapartheid 
and other Third World liberation movements began issuing strong—and 
at times anti-Israel or anti-Semitic—critiques, Laytner had asked why the 
Third World hated Zionism. Rejecting the idea that Zionism was a form 
of Jewish liberation, they defined it instead as a form of racism, colonial-
ism, and imperialism. Apartheid became deeply entangled in these debates 
over Zionism and Israel’s policies toward Palestinians and other non-Jews. 
Despite the appeal of 3379, those who continued to view Zionism as a libera-
tion movement could not ignore the increasing visibility of a global move-
ment that likened Israeli policies toward Palestinians to apartheid.

Journalist and author Samuel Freedman recalled the first stirrings of the 
movement to divest from Israel in the 1990s, modeled on the successful anti-
apartheid divestment from South Africa in the 1970s and 1980s. For him, 
Jewish antiapartheid activism left Jews vulnerable to accusations of discrimi-
nation and oppression in Israel. “A growing and sophisticated population of 
Muslim Americans supplied the passionate rank-and-file for the campaign 
against Israel,” Freedman wrote. “And the passive or active involvement 
of many American Jews in the antiapartheid movement left them tongue-
tied and embarrassed when it came to asserting why Israel shouldn’t taste 
the same harsh medicine.”31 Meanwhile, activists of all backgrounds, from 
Israel, Europe, and the United States, issued calls to boycott products made 
in Israel or in Jewish settlements of the Occupied Territories from the late 
1980s through the early 2000s.
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Apartheid again became a crucial part of conversations about Zionism 
in international diplomatic and human rights organizations leading up to 
2001, as the world prepared for a United Nations conference to address 
racism and colonialism in Durban, South Africa. In 1978 and 1983, when 
Resolution 3379 was still on the books, the United States and Israel boycot-
ted the United Nations conferences on Racism and Racial Discrimination in 
Geneva. Most saw these conferences as successful because they rallied world 
opinion against the apartheid regime in South Africa. But American and 
Israeli leaders feared attacks on Zionism and Israel.32

The repeal of the Zionism is racism resolution might have led to both 
nations’ presence at the next conference on race in Durban, a site chosen 
to celebrate the success of the global antiapartheid movement. While it was 
officially called the 2001 United Nations World Conference against Racism, 
Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance (or WCAR), 
for many Jewish leaders and community members, “Durban” became synon-
ymous with vigorous efforts to discredit Israel, Zionism, and Jewish people 
worldwide. Although the Zionism is racism resolution had been repealed, 
historian Gil Troy wrote, “Durban essentially repealed the repeal by casting 
Israel as ‘today’s ultimate villain.’” He observed that the revived “Zionism 
is racism charge helped anti-Israel sentiment degenerate into Jew hatred 
masked by high-minded human rights rhetoric.”33

Activists had hailed the UN-sponsored event as an unprecedented oppor-
tunity for the world community to discuss legacies of colonialism and other 
long-standing problems, such as xenophobia and racism. But fear of the 
United Nations delegates’ bashing Israel—dating back to the 1975 reso-
lution, with anxiety deepening over each incident seen as emerging from 
that same set of ideas—created a tense lead-up to the conference. A few 
weeks before Durban began, the White House announced that General 
Colin Powell, the first African American to be Secretary of State, would not 
attend. Jesse Jackson and other Civil Rights leaders strongly criticized the 
decision, while David Harris of the American Jewish Committee said that 
“If the United States does not go, nobody in the Jewish community will 
shed a tear.”34

Some Jewish leaders, however, worked to pave the way for American 
and American Jewish attendance and support at Durban—and that meant 
brokering understanding between African Americans and American Jews. 
Recalling past moments when issues had been used as currency, the Jewish 
press recorded that “In exchange for their support for the Jewish cause—and 
to maintain harmony in occasionally bumpy relations—some blacks want Jews 
to stand with them on slavery, which in Durban may include a demand for repa-
rations.” Rabbi Marc Schneier of the Foundation for Ethnic Understanding 
worked with the World Jewish Congress and the Congressional Black 
Caucus, for example, to author a letter that condemned the United Nations’ 
anti-Israel language and also supported “the efforts of African American 
leaders to raise and address important issues surrounding the historic trag-
edy of slavery and the resulting efforts to seek reparations.”35
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Ultimately, such efforts could not prepare anyone for what actually trans-
pired at Durban, nor could they preclude or dampen the intense and over-
whelming response. Not at the conference itself, but at the parallel NGO 
conference, representatives of several nations issued a declaration equating 
Israel’s policies in the Occupied Territories with apartheid. Mary Robinson, 
the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, refused to endorse it or 
bring it to the main forum. Yet Israelis and Americans walked out of the 
conference in protest, and the two forums merged in many people’s minds 
into one pernicious, anti-Semitic gathering.

Like the UN women’s conferences, and in line with the historic tension 
between the United Nations and Israel, what followed was a “battle over 
perceptions,” with both sides in the battle claiming their statements as the 
“truth” of what actually happened.36 Hillel Neuer, head of UN Watch, a 
group that monitors the world body for perceived bias against Jews and anti-
Semitism, called Durban “a festival of hate and anti-Semitism.”37

Other observers and participants rejected this perception of Durban, 
arguing instead that the conference was really about a call for reparations 
from nations that had lived under various kinds of colonialism. By their 
lights, the savage inequalities of the new, postapartheid South Africa, given 
voice in the antipoverty protests outside of the Durban conference, provided 
a fitting setting. In this demand for a new accounting, there were apolo-
gies to be made, historical artifacts to be returned, histories to be written. 
Activists also aimed for development programs in Africa. Activist, journalist, 
and author Naomi Klein termed these “a demand for a radical New Deal for 
the global South.”38 When a few Islamic countries began again to insert lan-
guage into drafts of the Durban Declaration equating Zionism with racism 
and downplaying the impact of the Holocaust, the United States delegation 
had the “perfect excuse to flee the scene,” wrote Klein. Once they departed 
(and still before the Durban conference began), delegates removed the offen-
sive language. Ironically, as Klein points out, the final declaration was in fact 
praised by Israeli leaders. But the damage had been done.

According to Klein, for Zionist delegates there were two traumatic pieces 
to Durban. First there was the anti-Semitism that was “real and frighten-
ing.” Second there was the “international consensus building” around the 
idea that “Israel’s citizenship and security laws” were a “version of apartheid, 
deserving of the same kind of economic sanctions that ultimately put an end 
to the practice in South Africa.”39

Many decried the use of the word apartheid to describe Israel, just as 
they had decried the use of the word racism to describe Zionism, calling it 
nothing short of anti-Semitism. International law expert Ruth Wedgwood 
traced its origin to the “fatal bargain” made by the ANC in its fight against 
apartheid: in exchange for help from Islamic nations, the ANC pledged 
“reciprocal help against Israel,” and in that exchange lay the origin of the 
Israel apartheid “trope.”40 For Wedgwood and many other Zionists, Durban 
marked yet another failure on the part of the United Nations to treat Israel 
fairly, to check the influence of anti-Zionist forces that imperiled Israel and 
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Jews throughout the world, to weigh Israel’s use of force equally to Arab 
terrorism. For these activists, “the once, future, always resolution” from the 
UN, though officially repealed, lived on.41

Rabbi Abraham Cooper, Associate Dean of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, 
a global Jewish human rights organization and NGO, joined others in attack-
ing human rights groups for their role in the conference. He challenged 
human rights leaders over their silence on anti-Semitic incidents and on the 
attempt to insert anti-Zionist language into the forum’s final declaration. 
Cooper dismissed the idea that this language represented the “voice of the 
victims” in the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. “Well,” he concluded, “the con-
cerns of one group of victims—the Jewish people—were left off that docu-
ment, with the silent acquiescence of Amnesty International and Human 
Rights Watch.”42

These perceptions of Durban continued to distance Zionist Jews from 
human rights organizations, as Jewish loyalty and human rights activism in 
this realm remained an “either/or” choice. It also divided African Americans 
and Jews, and kept the United States wary of future UN conferences that 
might invoke criticisms of Israel. This interpretation of Durban also moti-
vated the channeling of many resources into presenting competing “truths” 
about Israel and Zionism.

Civil Rights organizations, meanwhile, pressed another interpretation: 
that the United States used accusations of anti-Zionism to excuse itself from 
difficult and pressing conversations about reparations for the Transatlantic 
slave trade. With the goal of bringing the United States to world court for the 
crime of slavery, the December 12th movement brought 400 delegates to the 
Durban conference in 2001.43 Movement leaders claimed that the United 
States falsely cited the Israeli/Palestinian conflict as the cause of its walkout, 
when really the United States sought to avoid conflict on reparations.

Choices appeared stark: one could side with the United States and Israel 
or participate in conversations about global racism and colonialism. Durban 
pushed the wedge still deeper between these issues, leaving little space for 
antiracist Jews with allegiance to Israel, or for American Jews invested in 
seeing a United States presence at Durban. Klein and others chart the his-
toric and far-reaching impact of this battle over perceptions of the Durban 
conference. For the purposes of this study, what remains significant is the 
role that apartheid played in preventing major world powers from engag-
ing in conversations about the cost of colonialism or envisioning new social 
and economic arrangements.44 Once again, the tensions over apartheid and 
Zionism created chasms between Zionists and anti-Zionists, and between 
mainstream Jewish organizations and those with anticolonialist agendas. As 
Klein writes, the “minority death match” over Durban only served to widen 
the fissures between Jews and African Americans.45

Academic and mainstream journals from around the world registered 
the fallout from the Durban protests. Radical economist Samir Amin noted 
that “voices from Asia and Africa” were most clear in their condemnation 
of Israel’s treatment of Palestinians, Israel’s “planned ‘bantustanisation’ of 
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Palestine (Israel here applying down to the last details the methods of South 
Africa’s former apartheid) . . . [These]make up the final chapter in a long his-
tory of imperialism which is racist, by definition.” The Americans, in allying 
with Israel, “openly declared their intention to sabotage the proceedings.”46 
“The spirit of Bandung breathes again,” Amin concluded, referring to the 
1955 conference of “Afro-Asian solidarity.” Bandung “set in motion a first 
round of national liberation movements which primed the world for coming 
changes.” Bandung planners excluded Israel in 1955 because of its colonialist 
alliances, and Israel’s boycott of Durban nearly half a century later again left 
that nation outside of these conversations once again.47

Durban ended on September 7, 2001. Four days later, its program faded 
into the background for many across the world. Samuel Freedman wrote 
about how the attacks on 9/11 and the ensuing war in Iraq proved to be 
“distractions” for the growing movement to boycott Israel, which increas-
ingly likened Israel’s policies to apartheid. “Even on campuses, redoubts of 
pacifism, the prevailing mood turned chilly toward anything resembling 
advocacy for the Islamic world.”48

Israel’s political leaders, however, at times explicitly used the language 
of apartheid in discussion of their policies. In 2003, Prime Minister Ariel 
Sharon revealed that he relied on South Africa’s Bantustan model in con-
structing a possible “map of a Palestinian state.” The so-called independent 
Black regimes of the Bantustans in South Africa were a device to prop up the 
apartheid regime, and Israel was one of the only nations to establish com-
mercial and diplomatic ties to the Bantustans.49 Sharon’s language as well 
as these ties provided still more fuel to the fire of the anti-Zionists’ crusade 
against Israel.50

At the April 2009 follow-up conference to Durban’s WCAR, called the 
Durban Review Conference or “Durban II” held in Geneva, Switzerland, 
delegates were charged with measuring the progress toward the goals set 
at Durban. The United Nations took steps to appease the United States 
and other nations disappointed with WCAR. They agreed on the final 
declaration’s text before the conference even began, with no references to 
Israel, Zionism, or reparations for the TransAtlantic slave trade. For months, 
American Jewish groups and Israel pressured President Barack Obama to 
boycott the conference.51 They did boycott, again citing concerns that it 
could be used as a forum for anti-Semitism, especially as Jewish groups had 
expressed their disappointment that Iran and Libya had been appointed to 
the conference planning committee.

Once again, opposing sides took their positions. “The U.N. conference 
seems to be exactly the right place for our new president to show the world 
that his administration’s commitment to ‘change we can believe in’ means 
rejecting our country’s tarnished legacy of violating international law, under-
mining the United Nations and using American exceptionalism to justify 
walking away from the leadership responsibility many in the world expect of 
the United States,” noted Danny Glover, actor and producer, and also board 
chair of TransAfrica, a Washington-based African American human rights 
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and social justice advocacy organization founded on the issue of apartheid. 
Imani Countess, senior director of public affairs with TransAfrica Forum, 
echoed Glover’s comments. “This decision is inconsistent with the values 
this administration has touted,” she stated. “Boycotting this conference 
sends a mixed message about the US’s intentions when it comes to racism 
and intolerance.” President Obama said he would welcome the chance to be 
“involved in a useful conference that addressed continuing issues of racism 
and discrimination around the globe.” But, he added, he wanted to avoid 
a repetition of the 2001 Durban conference during which “folks expressed 
antagonism toward Israel in ways that were oftentimes completely hypocriti-
cal and counterproductive.”52

The WJC, meeting in Jerusalem four months before the conference, 
issued a resolution that indicated members’ fears of “the high possibility 
that Durban II will constitute an unwarranted and illegitimate attack on 
democratic freedoms, international human rights law, and an attack on 
Israel, not only through a series of one-sided and inaccurate resolutions, 
but also by ignoring the worst forms of racism that continue in a num-
ber of parts of the world.” They acknowledged that “some governments 
played a constructive, vital and courageous role at Durban,” but lamented 
that they were “unable to prevent abuses of process.” Switching entirely 
to the future tense, the group outlined their anxieties further: “[the WJC 
members] STRONGLY BELIEVE that the ‘red lines’which: single out or 
demonise any one State; introduce the policy of opposing defamation of 
religion; delete condemnation of anti-Semitism; remove calls for Holocaust 
commemoration; or construct a hierarchy of racisms, will be crossed at the 
Durban II Conference.” The Resolution concluded with the following state-
ment: “[The World Jewish Congress] ACCORDINGLY NOW REQUESTS 
JEWISH COMMUNITIES WORLDWIDE TO FORTHWITH CALL 
UPON THEIR RESPECTIVE GOVERNMENTS TO IMMEDIATELY 
WITHDRAW FROM THE DURBAN REVIEW PROCESS AND NOT 
ATTEND THE REVIEW CONFERENCE IN APRIL 2009.”53

Since 1950, WJC leaders struggled to maintain Jewish unity, a partic-
ularist priority, in the face of broad, universalist struggles for liberation. 
Immediately after World War II, when this study began, the WJC cooper-
ated with the United Nations, consistently referring to the need for human 
rights laws in the wake of Jewish genocide. In the new century, measuring 
Jewish loyalty and history against commitments to other sites of modern 
injustice continued to prove difficult. As Durban I and II made clear, the 
WJC felt the cost of engaging with these global campaigns proved too high; 
to engage critiques that encompassed anti-Semitic arguments would have 
been too much of a threat to its particularist priorities.

Many world leaders expressed regret that this conference, like its prede-
cessor (and like many of the proceedings of the UN women’s conferences 
of the twentieth century), would be a missed opportunity to talk about 
central human rights issues. “I am shocked and deeply disappointed by the 
United States decision not to attend a conference that aims to combat racism, 
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xenophobia, racial discrimination and other forms of intolerance worldwide,” 
said Navi Pillay, then the new UN high commissioner for human rights and 
a native of South Africa. “A handful of states have permitted one or two 
issues to dominate their approach to this (antiracism) issue, allowing them 
to outweigh the concerns of numerous groups of people that suffer racism 
and similar forms of intolerance to a pernicious and life-damaging degree on 
a daily basis all across the world.”54

American Civil Rights activists and their allies across the globe saw 
America’s refusal to attend as in line with a long history of failing to take 
seriously the issues of racism, colonialism, and human rights.55 Kali Akuno, 
an activist with the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement, also expressed his 
deep disappointment that the Obama administration continued the political 
trajectory of the Bush administration in boycotting Durban II. “Answering 
for the crimes of the Bush regime,” however, “is not the only reason the 
Obama administration doesn’t want to engage the DRC [Durban Review 
Conference] however. It also doesn’t want its weak civil and human com-
mitments to be exposed and scrutinised before the world.” Akuno wrote 
that the boycott’s broad implications should mobilize individuals on the left: 
“Anti-racist, anticolonial, and anti-imperialist activists throughout the world 
must take decisive action to stop this political charade and reclaim the space 
that is rightfully ours.”56

The boycott, which was joined by Australia, the Netherlands, Israel, 
and Canada, pleased mainstream Jewish groups. They showed their pres-
ence at the Geneva conference, ready to “fight the good fight,” according 
to one NGO monitor leader.57 Indeed, the WJC hosted a parallel meeting 
of the International Jewish Caucus, including representatives from scores of 
Jewish groups.58 These groups gathered to make their presence known, and 
to encourage the world community to reflect on what they perceived as an 
unfair portrait of Zionism and Israel.

Ultimately, the president of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad, spoke at the conference. Zionist Jewish groups seized on 
his anti-Israel, anti-Semitic rhetoric, insisting that the traffic of such ideas 
justified the boycott and their competing gathering. Many who had sup-
ported American attendance at the conference, including members of the 
Congressional Black Caucus, expressed their regret that Ahmadinejad’s 
“inappropriate and out-of-line remarks would obscure the only international 
forum to address racism, racial discrimination, and xenophobia.”59

Durban II also drew energy from a new movement that cemented the 
language of apartheid to Israel—and utilized the strategies of the successful 
antiapartheid movement to fight Israel’s policies toward non-Jews. In 2005, 
170 Palestinian organizations issued a call for a Global BDS Movement—
boycott, divestment, and sanctions—for Israel.60

With the activist model of the antiapartheid movement as a template, 
the BDS movement lists as its mission: “[t]o strengthen and spread the cul-
ture of Boycott as a central form of civil resistance to Israeli occupation and 
apartheid.”61 Also in 2005, activists programmed the first Israel Apartheid 
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Week (IAW) with speakers who focused on Palestinian political prisoners, 
Israel’s policies toward Palestinians, and the BDS movement. Beginning in 
Toronto, IAW spread to nearly 100 cities across the world by 2013. Activist 
and academic Eleanor Roffman says that her work against South African 
apartheid in the 1980s gave her the language and theory to protest Israeli 
apartheid; the BDS movement “gave her the practice.” She supports the goals 
of the BDS movement and IAW “to economically disable the occupation.” 
Like others in the movement, she argues that “it worked before.”62

In his 2009 article titled “Back with a Vengeance—Divestment,” Samuel 
Freedman writes that “when it comes to the rhetoric about a unitary state in 
Palestine, American Zionists (and perhaps Israelis, as well) do not fully grasp 
the potency of the South African analogy. They spend a lot of energy and 
verbiage making the case that Israel does not practice apartheid, but they 
haven’t come up with nearly as effective an answer for why the South African 
model of peaceful transformation, full enfranchisement and majority rule 
shouldn’t be applied to Israel and the Palestinian territories as well.”

For Freedman and his supporters, the application of South Africa’s posta-
partheid model to Israel evoked terrifying visions. A one-state solution, they 
contend, would erase the Jewish character of Israel. Maintaining their com-
mitment to a definition of Zionism as a liberation movement for Jews means 
advocating for a two-state solution, so that both groups can pursue libera-
tion by realizing their own nationalism.63

With readers of the Washington Jewish Week, Freedman shared his deep 
concern that “rock stars” like Naomi Klein, who support BDS, would win 
over younger Jews. And he ended ominously: “don’t assume, this time, that 
our side is destined to win.”64 Freedman’s framing of “our” and (implicitly) 
“their” sides paints a stark portrait of how the BDS movement has divided 
American Jews.

The Jewish Federations of North American (JFNA) and the Jewish 
Council for Public Affairs (JCPA)—formerly the NJCRAC—see the BDS 
movement as a threat so serious that in October 2010 they dedicated 
$6 million dollars over the next three years to the Israel Action Network. 
The network is defined as a “rapid-response team charged with countering 
the growing campaign to isolate Israel as a rogue state akin to apartheid-era 
South Africa—a campaign that the Israeli government and Jewish groups 
see as an existential threat to the Jewish state.” According to the JFNA’s 
president and CEO, Jerry Silverman, Israeli leaders identify the “delegiti-
mization of Israel”—by the BDS movement and others—“as the second 
most dangerous threat to Israel, after Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons.”65 
The group’s website touts the organization’s defeating or “neutralizing” 
BDS and similar movements across the United States in order to “counter 
the assault on Israel’s legitimacy.”

Of special concern are BDS events held on college campuses. The fears 
of IAN members here echo those expressed by NJCRAC leaders in 1969, 
when they met to strategize about how to counter anti-Israel propaganda on 
the left—and how best to keep Israel an integral part of the lives of young 
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American Jews. The IAN traces the source of BDS propaganda back through 
struggles for Palestinian rights, through the Zionism is Racism resolution, 
Durban I and II, and the Goldstone report (mentioned below). It offers mul-
tiple counternarratives to invoke during potential campus encounters with 
BDS rhetoric. Resources include a “cookbook” that guides college students 
through preparing and responding to a BDS campaign, including “recipes” 
and “tools,” such as statements by two Nobel Laureates and many Jewish 
communal leaders on why BDS threatens peacemaking and the values of 
academic freedom.66

This is only one of hundreds of online resources for opposing BDS and 
IAW, recipes for battles over Israeli policies, American Jewish unity, and 
Zionism’s connection to apartheid. At University of California Berkeley in 
2010, the Student Senate voted on whether to divest from companies that, 
according to BDS supporters, sold weapons to Israel’s military to be used 
against Palestinian civilians. Letters of support for the divestment bill arrived 
from many Berkeley faculty members, and from Naomi Klein, Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu, Alice Walker, a group of Women Nobel Peace Laureates, and 
scores of other famous academic, political, and cultural figures.67 Opponents 
of the bill met with the American Israel Public Affairs Committee, the Anti-
Defamation League, and the Jewish Council for Public Affairs (formerly 
NJCRAC). Opponents had a teach-in, and met one-on-one with student 
senators. Nobel Laureate Elie Wiesel wrote to oppose it.

Discussion of the vote spanned the country. When the voting meeting 
finally arrived, debate ran through the night, and the bill narrowly met 
defeat. BDS called the close vote a “moral victory,” a sign of a changing tide 
on the divisive issue.68

BDS activists came to similar conclusions about their loss in the Food 
Cooperative in Park Slope, Brooklyn, in March 2012 after a prolonged, 
heated debate over a referendum on a boycott of Israeli-made products. A 
store founder testified to the fact that the store carried only a handful of 
Israeli-made products, so the boycott would not have drastically altered the 
items sold by the 39-year-old co-op. But others mentioned the heavy ideo-
logical battle. Mayor Michael Bloomberg spoke in opposition to the ban, 
encouraging New Yorkers to “do more business with Israel, not less.”69 At 
the vote, boycott opponents linked BDS to the Ku Klux Klan. They spoke of 
how the antiapartheid movement did not destroy South Africa, as they felt 
the BDS movement would destroy Israel—or Israel as a Jewish state.

The close vote—1,005 against and 653 in favor—felt like a sort of victory 
to some activists. “It doesn’t actually matter if the Coop boycotts Israel or 
not,” wrote Kiera Feldman, journalist and Coop member, in The Nation. 
“Just having the debate is a symbolic victory for the pro-boycott camp. It 
might once have been safe to assume that in Park Slope, Brooklyn, progres-
sive Jews would side with their more conservative coreligionists on matters 
pertaining to Israel. No longer.”70

Others agreed that the vote testified to a definitive lack of consensus 
among American Jews about apartheid and Israel. From East Jerusalem, 
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Omar Barghouti, a Palestinian human rights activist and cofounder of the 
BDS movement, said that “regardless of the outcome, the fact that the debate 
had reached Park Slope reflected the momentum the cause had gained.” 
He concluded with words that evidenced his hope that the movement was 
indeed reaching the power and momentum of the antiapartheid movement 
in the 1980s and 1990. “We are fast reaching our South Africa moment.”71 
Barghouti predicts that smaller, local, commercial, and cultural boycotts of 
Israel will grow more widespread, becoming as visible and effective as anti-
South African apartheid protests were in the 1980s.

In this moment, some Jewish activists and commentators want to alter 
the terms of the debate. Indeed, liberal Jewish groups like Americans for 
Peace Now (APN)—who dissent from many statements of mainstream 
Jewish groups regarding Israel—take pains to point out the faulty logic of 
those who press the label apartheid onto Israel’s treatment of Palestinians, 
standing firm on the viability of a two-state solution as a means to end the 
Occupation and the violence. Journalist and author Peter Beinart writes that 
“by targeting all of Israeli society—and frequently comparing their effort 
to the global antiapartheid struggle—the BDS movement sends the mes-
sage that just as the apartheid state was dismantled in South Africa, so must 
the Jewish state be dismantled today.” Beinhart calls for a “Zionist BDS” 
where only products of the Jewish settlements are boycotted.72 Rabbi Sharon 
Kleinbaum, APN leaders, and others agree.

But there appears little room for nuance in these passionate debates. When 
the director of the IAN, for example, suggested that an organization com-
mitted to Israel as a secure Jewish state might also support targeted boycotts 
of settlement-made products, he drew the ire of Commentary editors. They 
accused him of “legitimizing the delegitimizers” and said that his action 
“doesn’t seem to be serving the best interests of American Jewry.”73

BDS and—as President Jimmy Carter’s book, discussed below, demon-
strate—the word “apartheid” evoke the shrill responses historically associ-
ated with other sharp criticisms of Israel or Zionism. In such an intensely 
polarized environment, constructive conversations prove nearly impossible. 
Instead of an exchange of ideas, both sides dig in their heels and reassert 
their positions with stronger rhetoric and more anger and frustration. What 
remains feels to many like an “either/or” choice of particularist loyalty or 
universalist commitments to justice.

Local: Brandeis and Carter’s  
Palestine: Peace not aPartheid

The furious controversy over the publication of former President Jimmy 
Carter’s 2006 book Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid testifies to the deep 
emotions evoked in these debates. Many American Jews loudly and pub-
licly criticized Carter’s analogy of Israel’s policies toward Palestinians in the 
Territories with apartheid South Africa—and even accused him of being 
anti-Semitic. Scholar Sasha Polakow-Suransky writes that “the knee-jerk 
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reaction to Carter’s book . . . resembled Jewish organizations’ reflexive denial 
of the Israeli-South African alliance during the 1970s and 1980s.” He notes 
that Israelis were far more capable of engaging in nuanced and sophisti-
cated discussions of Carter’s book, and that some “were openly supportive 
of Carter.”74

Such support was almost impossible to hear among those American Jews 
who were deeply invested in a particularist brand of Jewish unity, visibility, 
and difference. Scores of Jewish organizations blasted Carter for his criticism 
of Israel. Leaders of the Anti-Defamation League penned an open letter to 
Carter in which they wrote that “[t]rue sensitivity to Israel and American Jews 
would be demonstrated by ceasing these one-sided attacks and apologizing 
for damaging the good name of the State of Israel and the Jewish people.”75 
Carter encountered protests throughout the nation on his book tour, which 
began “with a few faint complaints and has escalated to a full scale furor.”76 
Jonathan Demme’s documentary, Jimmy Carter: Man from Plains, captures 
Carter’s book tour. Woven throughout the film is the debate over whether 
or not Carter would speak at Brandeis University. Indeed, Carter’s Brandeis 
moment comprises the film’s finale, capturing in one locality a microcosm of 
American Jewish internal discord.

Brandeis University’s reception of President Carter offers a revealing 
window onto the Zionism/apartheid controversy within the mainstream 
American Jewish community. The University invited him, but his path 
there was far from straightforward. The idea of his visit sparked vociferous 
debate, and for a time Brandeis considered revoking the invitation.77 Critics 
of Carter’s book wanted to invite him to a debate with Alan Dershowitz, 
Harvard law professor and vocal supporter of Israel. Ultimately, Dershowitz 
received a separate invitation to speak immediately after Carter at the same 
lectern, in the same auditorium.

To an auditorium packed with 1,700 people, Carter explained his use of 
the term “apartheid,” citing the fact that Israel had set aside highways for 
Israelis only, and noting too that liberal Israelis, “from newspaper journalists 
to professors to peace activists, also refer to Israeli policy on the West Bank 
as apartheid.”78 He advocated for full Israeli withdrawal from the Territories. 
He encouraged students and faculty to form a Brandeis delegation to tour 
the West Bank for three days, and return to share their findings with the 
Brandeis community, the nation, and Congress.

President Carter acknowledged that his use of the term apartheid to 
describe Israel’s policies exclusively in the Territories “caused great pain in the 
Jewish community.” He said that he chose the title to be “provocative” and 
to draw attention to the unjust treatment of Palestinians. He praised Israel, 
and said that its policies in the Territories run counter to its values and to the 
goals of peacemaking in the region. Nodding toward the Jewish character of 
the school, he said that Brandeis’s was “the most exciting invitation I’ve ever 
received,” save for Congress’s invitation to deliver his inaugural address.79 
“I’ve been through political campaigns,” he said, where he was “stigmatized 
and condemned by political opponents.” But response to his book marked the 
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“first time” he had ever been called “a liar, bigot, anti-Semite, coward, and 
plagiarist. This has hurt me and members of my family.” “I can take it,” he 
said, but he refused to respond to those who had engaged in these attacks.80

Immediately following Carter’s talk, Alan Dershowitz took the stage. He 
indicated that, like Carter, he favored a two-state solution, an end to the 
Occupation, an end to the settlements. But he blasted Carter for present-
ing “the maximalist Palestinian view” which ran counter to peacemaking.81 
Dershowitz referred to the “two Jimmy Carters”: “the Brandeis Jimmy 
Carter,” who was “terrific,” and the “Al Jazeera Jimmy Carter,” who pres-
ents “a very different perspective.”82

Outside of Carter and Dershowitz’s talks, protesters gathered: some to 
attack Carter’s ideas, and others—including members of a local chapter of 
Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP)—to support him. The controversies surround-
ing his book and his appearance on campus wore on. Alumni and other donors 
expressed their disappointment as the University took a wider assessment of 
the full cost of Carter’s visit. Because, as the University’s head fundraiser 
said, most of the donors “come through the Jewish door,” officials feared a 
loss of funds. In Boston’s Jewish Advocate, Morton Klein, President of the 
Zionist Organization of America, warned that the danger lay in Brandeis’s 
“bringing and affiliating with people who are anti-Israel . . . because they have 
credibility as a Jewish-oriented institution.”83 All eyes fixed on Brandeis, 
and though the drop in donations never materialized, faculty began discus-
sions in which they expressed their feelings that they “could not speak freely 
about the Middle East” on campus.84 Emboldened by Carter’s visit, crit-
ics of Israeli policy began conversations about other controversial speakers, 
testing the limits of the campus’s ability to tolerate dissenting positions on 
Israel. In 2011, Brandeis students again ran up against those boundaries in 
another argument over Zionism and apartheid. The Boston Globe reported 
that Brandeis was “renewing a roiling debate over the limits of dissent within 
the American Jewish community.” The student board of Brandeis Hillel, the 
leading Jewish organization on campus, refused to affiliate with JVP, which 
supported Carter and also supported the BDS movement. Hillel’s interna-
tional policies, which guide its chapters on hundreds of campuses around 
the world, prohibited any affiliation with BDS supporters. Brandeis Hillel 
student leaders said that JVP and Hillel had “very different” definitions of 
what it meant to be pro-Israel.85 JVP supporters insisted that Hillel’s refusal 
contradicted its “admissions statement,” which “affirms the necessity of a 
pluralistic Jewish life on campus with partisanship to none.”86

In an article in the New York Jewish Week, Brandeis’s Jonathan Sarna, 
a professor of American Jewish history and a respected global expert on 
American Jewry, considered the significance of JVP’s struggles with Brandeis 
Hillel:

One of the last times the issue of who is in and who is out in the American 
Jewish community was debated came after the Yom Kippur War in 1973 when 
an organization called Breira [alternative] was formed. It advocated making 
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territorial concessions to the Palestinians and said the national aspirations of 
the Palestinian people should be recognized in order to achieve lasting peace. 
We look back and are surprised that a position that is today [widely accepted] 
was so controversial in its day . . . Will we look back in 50 years and say the same 
thing about JVP? I can’t tell you.87

Despite a petition with 1,000 signatures, including students, 50 rabbis, 100 
faculty members, parents, and alumni, Hillel formally rejected JVP’s bid for 
membership. One of the students called the vote “the latest failure of the 
American Jewish establishment.”88 In these controversies, Brandeis is not 
alone: campus Hillel chapters and Jewish Student Unions across the United 
States are increasingly on the defensive when students invite individuals they 
consider “anti-Zionist” to speak on campus.

Brandeis continues to be a site for clashing definitions of American 
Jewish identity. In 2010, “Occupation Awareness Week” competed with 
“Israel Peace Week” on the campus calendar.89 In 2012, students hosted Ali 
Abunimah, a pro-Palestinian activist and founder of the website Electronic 
Intifada, as the official speaker of IAW. “I think it is important that these 
questions are being asked at Brandeis, of all college campuses,” Abunimah 
said, also referencing the university’s Jewish ties and character. “I think that 
college students and universities in general ought to be and at best are the 
consciences of our societies.”90 IAW student organizer Noam Lekach told 
the Brandeis student newspaper: “We were worried before that people would 
be too alienated from this and not want to listen . . . and we would not be 
able to deliver our message because of the word [apartheid].” His fears were 
assuaged by the “hundreds” of comments about IAW on Facebook. “So I 
think the use of this term [Israel Apartheid Week] really provoked important 
debate,” he concluded, “and I am happy about that.”91

Brandeis’s Zionist groups did not protest, instead holding a “pro-Israel 
party” the same evening. They regretted what had happened in previous 
years, such as when they staged a walk out of a talk given by Noam Chomsky; 
they had “lost their cool,” according to one student, and “looked like we 
were not open to dialogue.” At Brandeis’s second IAW, they opted for a 
more subdued response.92

American Jews who support the BDS movement and those who support the 
IAN are engaged in a fierce war of words, especially over the word apartheid. 
IAN members have accused Jewish BDS supporters of being anti-Semitic, 
self-hating, and threatening Israel’s very existence. “Naive, misinformed and 
possibly ill-intentioned faculty departments” have been criticized across the 
country for cosponsoring events for IAW.93 Likewise, a Brandeis alum who 
was active in the campus antiapartheid movement in the late 1970s assailed 
IAW activists for their use of “false, perverted terms” that “provokes hatred 
and violence—not debate.”94 As this book goes to press, Brandeis and the 
BDS movement once again appear together in national headlines, as Brandeis 
dropped its membership in the American Studies Association (ASA) after 
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ASA members voted to boycott Israel. Academic and Jewish organizational 
leaders invoke this event in heated discussions of the politics of academic 
freedom and the politics of Israel/Palestine.95

College campuses such as Brandeis served as centers of radical dissent and 
activism in the Civil Rights, antiwar, women’s, and gay rights movements; 
they were crucial sites for the antiapartheid movement in the 1980s. Even 
granting allowances for what many see as a lack of room for diverse voices 
regarding Israeli policy in the American Jewish community, Brandeis carries 
on this tradition of serving as a place for vigorous discussions and vibrant 
disagreements over local and global issues. Importantly, at Brandeis and on 
other campuses, Jewish college students founded an expressly Jewish orga-
nizational home for their BDS activism. Although subjected to attacks, and 
often denied formal recognition by mainstream Jewish communal organiza-
tions, these progressive groups do not appear to be breaking apart, as Breira 
and NJA did. This fact alerts us to the growing momentum, even growing 
American Jewish momentum, behind progressive critiques of Israeli policy 
toward Palestinians.

Israel and Apartheid in  
International Diplomacy

By the early twenty-first century, apartheid language had become intricately 
bound up in global criticisms of Israeli policies. In December 2008 and 
January 2009, Israel went to war in Gaza; 13 Israelis and 1,400 Palestinians 
died. American Jews and other activists protested throughout the world.96 
When the UN Human Rights Council sponsored a fact-finding mission 
headed by Judge Richard Goldstone, a prominent Jewish South African 
human rights judge, controversy ensued. In addition to his credentials as a 
global human rights expert, a liberal antiapartheid judge and a crucial fig-
ure in South Africa’s transition to democracy, Goldstone is a self-identified 
Zionist, active in Jewish communal work in Israel and in international Jewish 
education.

Israel refused to cooperate with the UN mission. On the basis of the 
testimony gathered in the report, Goldstone and the other mission leaders 
found both Israel and Hamas guilty of war crimes. Throughout the debates 
that followed, as commentators raised questions about the accuracy of the 
report’s data, Israeli political leaders and American Jewish communal leaders 
blasted Goldstone with ad hominem attacks. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu labeled him “an evil, evil man,” his report “a defamation” of the 
Jewish people.97 American Jewish groups followed suit, labeling Goldstone 
a “self-hating Jew,” and threatening his family. He was nearly banned from 
his grandson’s bar mitzvah in South Africa.

American critics also saw Goldstone as part of a larger conspiracy origi-
nating in the human rights community. “The publication of an abbreviated 
version of the Goldstone report, accompanied by a number of essays, and 
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edited by some of the most publicly identified anti-Israel activists involved in 
BDS and IAW,” wrote one critic, “reflects the cynical abuse of human rights 
for the purposes of political warfare. These abuses include anti-democratic 
and decidedly anti-Israel strains, exploiting the Holocaust to advance the 
idea that Zionism denies justice to Palestinians.”98

A small group of progressive American Jews supported Goldstone. Feminist, 
journalist, activist, and past president of APN, Letty Cottin Pogrebin called 
it an “un-Jewish assault on Richard Goldstone.”99 Tikkun editor Rabbi 
Michael Lerner presented the Tikkun award to Justice Goldstone in spring 
2011, demonstrating support and admiration. In response, vandals attacked 
Lerner’s home three times, leaving behind posters that depicted Lerner and 
“Islamic extremists” as “Nazis” intent on destroying Israel.100

A few months later, a London-based NGO called the Russell Tribunal 
on Palestine held its third annual meeting to investigate “violations of inter-
national law committed by Israel against the Palestinian people.”101 Named 
for the 1966 organization founded by Bertrand Russell to investigate crimes 
against International Law in the Vietnam War, the Russell Tribunal on 
Palestine held what they called a “hearing” to judge whether or not Israel 
was guilty of the crimes of apartheid. The “Tribunal of Conscience” met 
in Cape Town and attracted attention throughout the world for its strong 
criticisms of Israeli policies, of American “complicity,” and of the United 
Nations’ “failure to fulfill its obligation” to encourage respect for interna-
tional law. When the Tribunal concluded that Israel’s policies were “akin to 
apartheid,” Jewish leaders registered their vehement protests. Perhaps most 
notable in this group was Richard Goldstone: in an editorial in The New York 
Times, he termed the charge of apartheid “false and malicious,” concluding 
that it “precludes, rather than promotes, peace and harmony.”102 Even with 
his disputation of the apartheid label, many American Jews continued to 
vilify Goldstone.

In the United States after a trip to Gaza, author and activist Alice Walker 
garnered press coverage for the statements she authored in support of the 
Russell Tribunal’s work. Archbishop Desmond Tutu joined her in issuing 
supportive statements. Walker signed on to the BDS movement in 2012. 
When she later refused a publisher’s offer to distribute her novel, The Color 
Purple, in Israel, she cited her experiences with the Israeli/Palestinian con-
flict alongside those of Tutu’s: “I grew up under American apartheid,” she 
wrote to the publishers at Yediot Books, “and this was far worse. Indeed, 
many South Africans . . . including Desmond Tutu, felt the Israeli version of 
these crimes is worse even than what they suffered under the white suprema-
cist regimes that dominated South Africa for so long.”103 For this action, 
and as testament to the high degree of polarization in these debates, she 
was branded an anti-Semite by Jewish communal leader and author Daniel 
Gordis, among others.104

Use of the word apartheid to describe the Israeli/Palestinian conflict con-
tinues to grow in acceptance. Pogrebin, who took her first trip to the West 
Bank in 2011, wrote in “The A-Word in Hebron” that two separate sets of 
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laws applied to Palestinians and Jews there, and that Palestinians lacked free-
dom of movement. She wrote:

If one opens one’s eyes to the truth, the unmentionable becomes unavoid-
able—“A” for arrogance, and yes, for apartheid. It hurts me just to write that 
word. As a life-long, Israel-loving, peace-seeking Zionist, I disdained the 
hyperbolic label and the facile, incendiary parallels to pre-Mandela South 
Africa that, for years, have been propagated by Jimmy Carter and some pun-
dits on the left. I’ve made at least two dozen trips to Israel since 1976 and, 
though strongly critical of its government’s policies toward Palestinians within 
and outside the Green Line—whether under Labor, Likud or Kadima leader-
ship—I never felt that extreme indictment was warranted by the facts on the 
ground. Then again, until last month, I had never been to Hebron. Justice-
loving Jews cannot keep denying what is happening under Israeli auspices in 
Hebron; we can never say we didn’t know.105

Most recently, journalist and progressive Jewish leader Leonard Fein 
wrote a heartfelt and despairing note to commemorate the forty-sixth anni-
versary of the Israeli Occupation. In 1971, Fein wrote that Zionism was 
“revolutionary,” that Israel’s “promise” lay in that nation’s “rejection of the 
assumptions of universalism” (in that it is a nation created for Jews) but also 
its “useful precedent and helpful insight” into how the “typically reaction-
ary consequences of particularist nationalism may be avoided.”106 The “idea 
of Israel,” Fein asserted, is “a society parochial in structure but universal 
in ideology.”107 In 2014, Fein sits on the board of APN with Pogrebin and 
Peter Weiss. He contributes often to its website, where he recently quoted 
the Israeli organization Peace Now in saying “the Occupation corrupts”:

Forty-six years and counting. A resolution of the conflict becomes more 
remote with the passage of time. Earlier hopes come to seem naïve. The status 
quo governs, and few ask whether it is sustainable. That is the heart of the cor-
ruption. And that is the heart of the ongoing threat, the threat not merely to 
the Israel of our dreams and sometimes fantasies, but to the quotidian Israel, 
the everyday Israel to which we are so resolutely attached.108

Fein does not invoke the word apartheid. Yet his essay owes a debt, first 
to his own vast exposure to Israel through study and travel, and then to 
the exposure to Israeli policies that emerges out of anticolonialist, human 
rights protests of Israel. Champions of Israel, seen by many as model fig-
ures who have balanced American universalist strivings for justice alongside 
Jewish commitments, Pogrebin and Fein testify to an emerging trend among 
Zionist Jews in the United States. They write of their painful realizations 
about contemporary Israel and its Occupation.

These realizations have led to encounters with apartheid of the most 
profound character. At the 2012 International Solidarity Conference of the 
ANC, delegates from nine countries demonstrated their support for the BDS 
movement. When one delegate objected, “The ANC chairman Baleka Mbete 
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strongly responded, saying that she has been to Palestine herself and that the 
Israeli regime is not only comparable but ‘far worse than apartheid South 
Africa.’”109

Zev Krengel, president of the SAJBD, accused Mbete of trying “as usual, 
to bash and demonise Israel.” In a statement reminiscent of the language of 
SAJBD’s stand through the mid-1980s on South African apartheid, he told 
the press of his deep disappointment with the vote, and expressed his fear 
that the ANC’s support for BDS might “incite a level of anti-Israel feeling.” 
He also warned of repercussions in South Africa’s global alliances, as “Israel 
was starting to see the South African government as being as hostile as the 
Iranian regime.”110

Krengel’s arguments set him apart from more liberal Jews in South Africa. 
As Peter Beinart, South-African born journalist and author of The Crisis of 
Zionism writes, in South Africa, “Zionism has become a dirty word.” Only 
the most conservative South African Jews defend Israel: because of Israel’s 
longtime alliance with apartheid South Africa; because the antiapartheid 
movement downplayed ethnic and racial identities; because of the anti- 
imperialist commitments of the ANC; because young Jews equate Zionism 
with Israel’s policies. “As passionate universalists,” writes Beinart, “the ANC 
Jews generally lacked the commitment to Jewish peoplehood that underlies 
Zionism.”111

Unlike the 1950s, however, these debates over the universal and the par-
ticular expand far beyond South African and other Western Jewish com-
munities. They stretch across the globe and reach into communities, both 
Jewish and not. Israeli apartheid debates draw from many global diasporas—
Jewish, Palestinian, African—and gain momentum from the long-standing 
mobilization of human rights groups. Now the questions about apartheid 
are refracted through lenses of global capitalism, human rights, and group 
belonging. Social media also serve as sites of debate and contest. Recently, the 
Boston Globe reported that Israel has begun to hire college students to post 
“pro-Israel messages on social media networks—without needing to identify 
themselves as government-linked.” The prime minister’s office announced 
that students would receive “full or partial scholarships to combat anti-Sem-
itism and calls to boycott Israel online.” Conflating anti-Semitism and the 
BDS movement, Israel’s government seeks to repair its increasingly tarnished 
reputation.112

The ANC vote in fact corresponded to the release of a documentary that 
explicitly compares South African apartheid with Israeli Occupation. In con-
trast to Carter’s book, it also compares the treatment of non-Jews within 
Israel’s 1948 borders to apartheid South Africa. (White, South-African-born) 
Ana Nogueira and (Jewish, Israeli-born) Eron Davidson together directed 
and produced Roadmap to Apartheid. The documentary reaches back into 
history—and to the counternarrative offered by Israel’s ambassador to South 
Africa, Yitzhak Unna, in 1976—to portray apartheid South Africa as the out-
growth of Boer/Afrikaaners’ strong desire for redemption, self-determination, 
and historical preservation and visibility in the face of oppression, much as 
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Zionism and Israel are for many Jews. The film examines mobility, access to 
land and water, civil liberties, marriage and citizenship rights for Jews and 
non-Jews in Israel and the Territories. It builds on the “rhetorical” use of 
the term to document analogous unjust policies in South Africa and Israel/
Palestine. The film tackles such issues as bantustans and political prisoners, 
along with road building and other infrastructural needs whose distribution 
reflects the great injustices faced by Palestinians in their daily lives. Leaders in 
B’Tselem, the Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied 
Territories, present testimony, as do other prominent leaders and laypeople in 
Israel and South Africa. Narrated by Alice Walker, the film juxtaposes chilling 
footage of apartheid South Africa and Palestine.

Roadmap to Apartheid captures the voices of several individuals studied 
in these pages. Sasha Polakow-Suransky (among many others) appears on 
camera to talk about the Cold War ties between Israel and South Africa 
beginning in the 1970s, with both nations struggling to find allies on the 
world stage, sharing common sentiments about feeling at war with an indig-
enous population. Ali Abunimah, IAW speaker at Brandeis and founder 
of the Electronic Intifada, provides historical narrative and analogies. The 
documentary spotlights the BDS movement and how it modeled itself on 
the antiapartheid campaign. It concludes with a vision of what the end of 
apartheid might mean for Israel. South African activists—Black and white—
testify to how liberating was the end of that nation’s apartheid, its release 
from a “corrosive” set of laws that led to a more inclusive future.

Outside of the scope of this documentary is a consideration of the intense 
emotions of American Jewish encounters with the apartheid label for Israel. 
Since World War II, American Jews have wrestled with their commitments 
to particularist Jewish unity and to universalist causes. Those who fear the 
decline of Jewish particularism fear Jewish invisibility—in Israel and in the 
diaspora. They have at times responded to the challenges of universalist 
campaigns by refusing to thoughtfully engage the “outsiders” who oppose 
them—grouping together left/liberal Jews, human rights groups, and rep-
resentatives of the Global South. In the name of Jewish unity, they have cre-
ated divisiveness. That divisiveness manifested itself again in the observance 
of an occasion of tremendous sadness as this book goes to press.

Mourning Nelson Mandela, 2013

In December 2013, the world grieved over the loss of Nelson Mandela: they 
mourned his death and celebrated his heroic life of defiance and humility. 
This moment once again drew back the curtain on intracommunal debates 
among Jews. As world leaders descended on South Africa for Mandela’s 
funeral, Israel announced that Prime Minister Netanyahu would not attend 
due to the high cost of travel. Furor erupted from all parts of the globe. 
“If ‘the whole world is coming to South Africa’ . . . and Israel is not among 
them,” asked a reporter for the English-language version of the Israeli 
newspaper Haaretz, “what message would its absence send? Would it be 
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an admission that because of the apartheid label, Israeli leaders fear being 
embarrassed by expected protests from anti-Israel groups?” According to 
South African Jewish leaders, Netanyahu’s refusal to attend marked a surren-
der to this threat, and also, importantly, flew in the face of longtime South 
African Jewish contributions to Israel.113

In the Forward, Richard Goldstone wrote an article headlined by 
Mandela’s tribal name, “Recalling Madiba’s Long Walk with Jews.” Gold-
stone recounted Mandela’s “complex relationship with Israel and the Jews 
of South Africa.” The PLO and ANC, Helen Suzman and Joe Slovo: all 
appeared in his narrative to honor Mandela’s many commitments, and to do 
justice to the fine line Mandela walked in endorsing the self-determination 
of both Jews and Palestinians. Other warm and emotional outpourings fol-
lowed this same model.114

In other venues, leaders struggled to make sense of the disparate claims on 
Mandela’s legacy. Jews and Palestinians “take away different lessons from his 
struggle,” noted one reporter.115 Hatem Abudayyeh, a Palestinian-American 
and the executive director of the Arab American Action Network in Chicago, 
asserted that “We do consider Nelson Mandela to be our leader . . . .There’s 
a sort of replication of that antiapartheid movement in Palestine and across 
the world for those that are doing Palestine advocacy and Palestine sup-
port work.”116 Palestinian activists invoke the language and symbolism of 
Mandela’s struggle in the BDS movement and also, for example, in stag-
ing protests on Robben Island, where Mandela spent 18 of his 27 years in 
prison.117

Many Jews applauded the fact that Mandela supported “Zionism as the 
national liberation movement of the Jewish people.”118 Indeed, while count-
less mainstream English-language articles parsed out Mandela’s relationship 
to communism and to the strategy of violence, far more Jewish periodicals 
published pieces on what they considered to be the “real story,” correcting 
the “widespread misapprehension that Mandela was an opponent of Zionism 
and Israel.”119 In The New York Jewish Week, Rabbi Irving Greenberg wrote 
that:

Jews should not be thrown off by the tension between Mandela’s universal 
stature and his flaws on Jewish issues. Jews should proclaim his greatness and 
urge—nay, challenge—the Arab nations to walk in his footsteps. The main 
hope for a true Arab Spring is that they come up with a Mandela of their own 
who can lead them beyond tribalism and sectarianism, beyond the politics of 
resentment and revenge, to a society that offers democracy and peace to all.120

In testimony to the enormity of Mandela’s universal lessons for the world, 
nearly all of these essays claim Mandela’s legacy for particular positions on 
all sides of the debate over Israel and Palestine.

It is always tempting to conclude that the urgency of any historical question— 
this one focused on the challenges of confronting Jewish positions on South 
African apartheid and Israel’s Occupation—has never been so pressing as it is at 
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this moment. As this study makes clear, the stakes have long been, and remain, 
quite high. By looking carefully at the history of this highly polarized debate, 
however, we find models of individuals and organizations who, at times, effec-
tively rejected the “either/or” equation and found ways to meet their commit-
ments to the universal and the particular. While tolerance for dissenting Jewish 
voices dwindled, they remained connected to—indeed drew upon—their sense 
of Jewishness, without compromising on broader questions of global and local 
justice. They opened themselves to friendships and alliances, and with varying 
degrees of grace and tenacity, struggled to create a path that allowed American 
Jews to fuse their identities and responsibilities as Jews and as global citizens. 
Perhaps it is in their stories—and too, in the sum total of the stories we will hear 
about Mandela in years to come—that we can find a roadmap for coming to 
terms with apartheid and Jewishness, and with universalism and particularism 
more broadly, in the twenty-first century.
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